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Abstract

Recommender systems (RS) assist users in making decisions on a wide range of tasks,
while preventing them from being overwhelmed by enormous amounts of choices. RS
prevalence is such that many users of information-based technologies interact with
them on a daily basis. However, many of these systems are still perceived as black
boxes by users, who often have no way of seeing or requesting the reasons why certain
items are recommended, potentially leading to negative attitudes towards RS by users.
Providing explanations in RS can bring several advantages for users’ decision mak-
ing and overall user experience. Although different explanatory approaches have been
proposed so far, the general lack of user evaluation, and validation of concepts and im-
plementations of explainable methods in RS, have left open many questions, related to
how such explanations should be structured and presented. Also, while explanations
in RS have so far been presented mostly in a static and non-interactive manner, limited
work in explainable artificial intelligence have emerged addressing interactive expla-
nations, enabling users to examine in detail system decisions. However, little is known
about how interactive interfaces in RS should be conceptualized and designed, so that
explanatory aims such as transparency and trust are met.

This dissertation investigates interactive, conversational explanations that enable users
to freely explore explanatory content at will. Our work is grounded on RS explainable
methods that exploit user reviews, and inspired by dialog models and formal argument
structures. Following a user-centered approach, this dissertation proposes an interface
design for explanations as interactive argumentation, which was empirically validated
through different user studies. To this end, we implemented a RS able to provide ex-
planations both through a graphical user interface (GUI) navigation and a natural lan-
guage interface. The latter consists of a conversational agent for explainable RS, which
supports conversation flows for different types of questions written by users in their
own words. To this end, we formulated a model to facilitate the detection of the intent
expressed by a user on a question, and collected and annotated a dataset helpful for
intent detection, which can facilitate the development of explanatory dialog systems in
RS.

The results reported in this dissertation indicate that providing interactive explana-
tions through a conversation, i.e. an exchange of questions and answers between the
user and the system, using both GUI-navigation or natural language conversation, can
positively impact users evaluation of explanation quality and of the system, in terms of
explanatory aims like transparency, and trust.

Keywords: Recommender systems, Explanations, Argumentation, Interactive inter-
faces design, Conversational agent, Dataset, Empirical studies.
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Zusammenfassung

Empfehlungssysteme (Recommender Systems, RS) unterstützen die Nutzer bei der
Entscheidungsfindung in einer Vielzahl von Aufgaben und verhindern gleichzeitig,
dass sie von der enormen Menge an Auswahlmöglichkeiten überwältigt werden. RS
sind so weit verbreitet, dass viele Nutzer von Informationstechnologien täglich mit ih-
nen interagieren. Allerdings werden viele dieser Systeme von den Nutzern immer noch
als Blackboxen wahrgenommen, die oft keine Möglichkeit haben, die Gründe für die
Empfehlung bestimmter Artikel zu sehen oder abzufragen. Dies kann zu einer nega-
tiven Einstellung der Nutzer gegenüber RS führen. Die Bereitstellung von Erklärungen
in RS kann mehrere Vorteile für die Entscheidungsfindung der Nutzer und die allge-
meine Nutzererfahrung mit sich bringen. Obwohl bisher verschiedene Erklärungsan-
sätze vorgeschlagen wurden, hat der generelle Mangel an Nutzerevaluierung und die
Validierung von Konzepten und Implementierungen erklärungsfähiger Methoden in
der RS viele Fragen offen gelassen, die damit zusammenhängen, wie solche Erklärun-
gen strukturiert und präsentiert werden sollten. Während Erklärungen in der RS bisher
meist statisch und nicht interaktiv präsentiert wurden, gibt es nur wenige Arbeiten im
Bereich der erklärbare künstliche Intelligenz, die sich mit interaktiven Erklärungen be-
fassen und es den Benutzern ermöglichen, Systementscheidungen im Detail zu unter-
suchen.

Diese Dissertation untersucht interaktive, konversationelle Erklärungen, die es Nutzern
ermöglichen, Erklärungsinhalte nach Belieben zu erkunden. Diese Dissertation basiert
auf RS-Erklärungsmethoden, die Nutzerbewertungen verwerten, und ist von Dialog-
modellen und formalen Argumentationsstrukturen inspiriert. Nach einem nutzerzen-
trierten Ansatz wird in dieser Dissertation ein Schnittstellendesign für Erklärungen
als interaktive Argumentation vorgeschlagen, das durch verschiedene Nutzerstudien
empirisch validiert wurde. Zu diesem Zweck haben wir ein RS implementiert, das
Erklärungen sowohl über eine GUI-Navigation als auch über eine natürlichsprachliche
Benutzungsschnittstelle liefern kann. Letztere besteht aus einem Konversationsagent
für erklärbare RS, der Konversationsabläufe für verschiedene Arten von Fragen un-
terstützt, die von Benutzern in ihren eigenen Worten geschrieben werden. Zu diesem
Zweck formulierten wir ein Modell, das die Erkennung der von einem Benutzer auf
eine Frage ausgedrückten Absicht erleichtert, und sammelten einen Datensatz mit Tex-
tannotationen, der die Entwicklung von erklärenden Dialogsystemen in RS erleichtern
kann.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation zeigen, dass die Bereitstellung interaktiver Erklärun-
gen durch eine Konversation, d.h. einen Austausch von Fragen und Antworten zwis-
chen dem Benutzer und dem System, sowohl durch GUI-Navigation als auch durch
Konversation in natürlicher Sprache, die Bewertung der Erklärungsqualität und des
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Systems durch die Benutzer positiv beeinflussen kann, und zwar in Bezug auf Erklärungs-
ziele wie Transparenz und Vertrauen.

Schlüsselwörter: Empfehlungssysteme, Erklärungen, Argumentation, Entwurf inter-
aktiver Schnittstellen, Conversational agent, Datensatz, empirische Studien.
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1 Introduction

Recommender systems (RS) assist users in making decisions on a wide range of tasks,
while preventing them from being overwhelmed by enormous amounts of choices.
Based on inferences made about users’ preferences, item ratings or comments reported
by customers about items’ features, RS aim to predict options that would be to the
user’s enjoyment and satisfaction. The prevalence of RS is such that active users of in-
formation technologies interact with this type of systems on a daily basis: RS define the
events and news we see on social networks, the suggestions in online shops and stream-
ing platforms, and the hotels and restaurants suggested in booking services. However,
the way most RS work and how they arrive at final decisions remains largely opaque
to users, which can lead to negative attitudes towards these systems.

On the other hand, explaining the recommendations issued by a RS has been shown to
bring significant benefits for users, with respect to factors such as transparency (system
explains how it works), effectiveness (system helps user to make better decisions), or
trust (user has confidence in the system) (Tintarev & Masthoff, 2015). Many approaches
to RS explanations utilize and reflect information on feedback reported by customers,
or characteristics of recommended items, approaches related to popular RS methods,
such as collaborative and content-based filtering. Explanations based on collaborative
filtering inform that a recommendation is issued based on preferences of similar users
or items that the user liked in the past, e.g. Amazon’s "Customers who bought . . . also
bought...", while content-based explanations present users with item features that can
be relevant to them, e.g. He et al. (2015); Vig et al. (2009).

Alternatively, and promoted by recent advances in natural language processing (NLP),
customer-generated reviews have become increasingly important as rich sources of in-
formation on the advantages and disadvantages of an item. Reviews often provide
details about different aspects or features of an item, and express users’ opinions or
sentiments about it. The above can be useful not only for generating recommendations,
but also for explaining them, leveraging customers’ detailed reporting of items’ perfor-
mance. Existent explanatory RS methods based on reviews allow for the derivation of
explanations such as "You might be interested in [feature], on which this product per-
forms well" (Zhang et al., 2014), or graphical representations of pros and cons of the
different aspects, using for example bar charts (Muhammad et al., 2016).
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1 Introduction

However, due to a general lack of user-centered evaluations and validation of concepts
and implementations in explainable RS research, many questions remained open as to
how best to present recommendations’ rationale, so explainable aims such as trans-
parency or trust in the system were met, bearing in mind that not all users would bene-
fit from the same type of explanation. Furthermore, most approaches to explainable RS
involve a static, single-step display of explanations, limiting users in scrutinizing sys-
tem recommendations, in the event that they are not fully understood or accepted. On
the other hand, providing interactive options for examining explanatory information
at will might positively impact users’ evaluation of RS. However, the way in which
interactive explanatory interfaces for review-based RS should be designed remained
elusive.

Thus, this dissertation proposes and investigates the concept of interactive, conversa-
tional explanations where users are free to explore explanatory information at will. To
this end, this dissertation analyses explanations from the perspective of argumentation
theories, particularly the class of models diverting from a static arrangement of asser-
tions, considering instead a dialectical approach, and focusing on the exchange of ar-
guments between two parties within a dialog (e.g. Walton (2011)). Grounding on such
models, this work addresses explanations as a process of interactive argumentation, a
conversation between the system and the user.

While research interest in conversational RS has increased in recent years (Jannach et
al., 2020), providing explanations through a conversation between user and system is
largely unexplored, so there is a lack of empirical evidence to support its potential ben-
efit (Sokol & Flach, 2020). While conversational approaches are often associated with
natural language interactions, such as those supported by chatbots, this dissertation
adopt the interpretation by Jannach et al. (2020), who defines conversational explana-
tions as the provision of explanatory information in an interactive, multi-turn, dialog-
ical process that may be facilitated by a natural language conversation or GUI-based
navigation.

This dissertation covers the comparison of different types of explanations that can be
generated with review-based explanatory methods. It addresses the effect of explana-
tion interface components and different display styles (e.g. textual, of graph-based), the
effects and implications of providing explanations through interactive options, and the
comparison of different interface types to present explanations (namely GUI-navigation
and natural language conversation). To this aim, a user-centered iterative approach
was followed, to 1) design explanation schemes under both static and interactive ap-
proaches; 2) design and implement a RS that provides explanations in a conversational
manner; and 3) address users’ evaluation of this dissertation proposal. This work in-
volves the examination of how users interact with different types of explanatory in-
terfaces, how they evaluate conversational explanations in RS (in terms of explanation
quality, system transparency and effectiveness, and trust in the system), and how users

2



1 Introduction

characteristics such as decision making or visualization familiarity can influence such
perception.

This dissertation aims to contribute to the understanding of how to provide better ex-
planations in review-based RS, taking as example the domain of hotels, and ends with
a set of guidelines in this regard, addressed to RS practitioners.

1.1 Description of the Problem

It is assumed that better explanations lead to better perception of the system by users, as
it was earlier assumed that better RS performance could result in better user experience
(Knijnenburg et al., 2012). While empirical evaluations with "real users on real systems"
would be needed to confirm this assumption (Knijnenburg et al., 2012), the generalized
lack of user-centered evaluation of RS explanatory approaches and methods (Nunes &
Jannach, 2017) has prevented finding the optimal way to present explanations, so that
explanatory objectives are actually met.

This dissertation focuses on RS explanatory methods that exploit customer reviews.
These are, however, a very subjective source of information, with significant variations
in reliability, the aspects described and the language used. Even if the hurdle of extract-
ing relevant aspects and sentiments from the noisy review texts is overcome, the ques-
tion of what review-based information to show and how to present it remains largely
open. Many questions arise at this point. Do textual summaries of opinions work bet-
ter as explanations, or aggregated views of opinions? Is it better to provide graphical
representations of the information, or purely textual statements? What level of detail is
appropriate for presenting explanatory information? What kind of such information is
actually relevant to users?

Even if answers to these questions are found, a new concern arises: How to enable users
to contest the system when the explanations have not been fully accepted or under-
stood? In this regard, the many differences in the explanatory needs of users, as well as
different personal habits to process information when making decisions, among many
other factors, mean that there is no univocal way of presenting explanations that can
satisfy all users. Thus, it seems reasonable to establish which interactivity mechanisms
could facilitate a flexible access and exploration of explanatory information at different
levels of detail, so that the user can reach a better understanding of the reasons behind
a recommendation.

However, although some work in the field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)
has already addressed interactive explanations, their effective design and impact on
RS remains also largely unexplored, as does the empirical validation of their effects on
users in relation to explanatory aims.

3



1 Introduction

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Recommendation methods

Recommender systems (RS) assist users in the selection of alternatives, while sparing
them from dealing with enormous amounts of options. Such systems aim to generate
personalized recommendations on the basis of an inferred model of user preferences
and item quality. RS methods solve the task of ranking prediction, that is, how a user
would rate a given item, taking into account the users’ profile. The latter could be in-
ferred, in turn, from the user’s previous interactions with the system, or from explicitly
stated preferences. Most popular RS methods can be categorized under the following
types:

Content-based filtering. Here, users’ profile is calculated based on values of features
of items that the user has purchased or expressed preferences for, in the past (see e.g.
Lops et al. (2011)). This methods utilize features or characteristics that usually corre-
spond to item’s metadata. Under this approach, for example, a movie recommender
can suggest the user to watch "Forrest Gump", assuming a preference for Tom Hanks’
movies, after the user previously reported they liked "Cast Away", "Apollo 13" and
"Saving Private Ryan". In this example, the item feature is the "main actor", and the
value is "Tom Hanks".

Collaborative filtering. Here, predictions are based on detected patterns that items
/ users share in common. This approach is grounded on the idea that similar users
(neighbors) would like similar items. Methods under this category make use of explicit
ratings granted by users to items (see e.g. Ekstrand et al. (2011)). Under this approach,
a movie recommender would suggest the user from the previous example to watch
"Schindler’s list", given that most of the users who liked "Saving Private Ryan" also
liked "Schindler’s list".

A special case within this category of methods, are the latent factor models, including
algorithms of the matrix factorization type. Here, similarities between items/users are
calculated on the basis of latent representations, that is, underlying patterns of similar
items/users are detected, rather than using only explicit ratings or purchasing history
(as in plain collaborative filtering), or explicit feature values (as in content-based fil-
tering). This dissertation focuses on RS under the matrix factorization approach, par-
ticularly those that integrate user reviews as an alternative source of information, as
elaborated later in this section.

4
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Hybrid methods. Under this approach are methods that combine content-based and
collaborative filtering strategies (see e.g. Burke (2007)). Here, the system would suggest
the user from previous examples, to watch "Interstellar", on the basis that, not only
most of the users who liked "Apollo 13" also liked "Interstellar", but also share the same
theme, i.e. "space travel movies".

1.2.2 Explainable RS

Explanations in RS seek to provide reasons behind a recommendation, while assisting
users making a decision. By providing explanations, the evaluation of RS by users can
be improved, in relation to aspects such as system transparency or trust in the system
(Tintarev, 2007).

Explanation interface components. According to the taxonomy by Nunes & Jannach
(2017), explanations in RS involve usually the following types information, or user in-
terface components:

• Input parameters: refer to the input used to reach a decision or recommendation,
e.g. in a music recommender, musical genres listened to in the last few days.

• Knowledge base (background or user knowledge): the explanations may reflect
the item alternatives and features, as well as the matching between the recom-
mended items and the users’ preferences.

• Decision inference process (data or rationale of the inference method): the RS
may provide indications on the recommendation process, or on the data used for
it, e.g. "We suggest X because similar users liked it". Procedural and algorithmic
explanations involve this kind of component.

• Decision output: focus on the decision outcome, for example items’ quality in the
form of pros and cons.

To date, a number of explanatory methods have been proposed in RS, which make it
possible to provide explanations involving one or more of these components. However,
it remained unclear the extent to which each component impacts users’ evaluation of
RS, or whether a particular component can benefit users more than others, depending
on the context, as discussed by Nunes & Jannach (2017). Questions raised in this regard
are for example, whether users benefit (and are even interested) in getting algorithmic
details in non-critical contexts, as in hotel booking; or how useful it is for users to get
details on their preferences inference, compared to explanations focused on the quality
of the items.
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1 Introduction

Thus, this dissertation contributes with answers to questions in this respect, addressing
the design of explainable interfaces involving the four types of components categorized
by Nunes & Jannach (2017), as well as their individual impact on the evaluation of RS
by users.

Explainable RS methods and display styles. Zhang & Chen (2020) suggest a taxon-
omy to classify explainable methods, based on the dimensions: type of model (which
reflects the underlying RS method), and the information and style of the explanations,
as summarized bellow.

• Type of model. Among the most popular approaches are the methods based on
collaborative filtering, which allow to generate explanations based on relevant
users or items, in a nearest-neighbor style (e.g. "Your neighbors’ ratings for this
movie" Herlocker et al. (2000)), as well as the content-based methods, that allow
personalized, feature-based explanations to be generated providing users with
indicators, such as the relevance of item features and how they match their pref-
erences (e.g. Vig et al. (2009)).

• Information and style of the explanations. Popular approaches involve inform-
ing on: relevant users or items (as facilitated by the collaborative filtering meth-
ods); item/user features (as facilitated e.g. by content-based approaches); and
customer opinions about items (e.g. pros and cons reported in reviews). Popular
methods allow the generation of: textual explanations; visual explanations (using
images or graphs); and social explanations (reflecting e.g. friends who like an
item).

Explanations in RS could also be classified by their presentation format as defined by
Nunes & Jannach (2017): natural language (e.g. canned text, template-based, structured
language), visualization, or other media formats (e.g. audio).

The approach followed in this dissertation correspond to collaborative filtering explain-
able methods, particularly those based on matrix factorization algorithms. Previous
work has addressed the problem of "how to explain" recommendations, addressing the
comparison of different explanation styles based on collaborative filtering and content-
based approaches - without involving user reviews - but leveraging explicit users’ rat-
ings and item features or tags. Herlocker et al. (2000) compared explanation styles
using collaborative filtering techniques (using e.g. histograms, tables, aggregated num-
bers and text), and found that neighbor-style explanations ("your neighbors’ ratings for
this movie:") through histograms were rated as the most compelling. Bilgic & Mooney
(2005) compared different explanations styles in a hybrid RS in the domain of books,
and found that keyword-style explanations using a table were more beneficial to users
in terms of effectiveness, compared to the neighbor-style bar charts. Gedikli et al. (2014)

6
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extended the evaluation in Herlocker et al. (2000), by including further styles in their
comparison (pie charts, tag clouds). Authors found that tag cloud explanations were
beneficial to users, in terms of transparency and user satisfaction, despite their higher
demand in cognitive effort by the users.

In contrast, while different explanation styles have been proposed for review-based
explanation methods (see subsection below), to our knowledge, no comprehensive em-
pirical comparison of such styles was reported, nor involving domains where decision
making relies heavily on textual opinions expressed by customers, e.g. the hotel do-
main. Therefore, it remained elusive whether conclusions drawn from studies in Her-
locker et al. (2000), Bilgic & Mooney (2005) and Gedikli et al. (2014) could generalize to
our examined context; or which of the review-based styles described below could ben-
efit users the most, in terms of explainable aims such as transparency or trust. Thus,
this dissertation explores exhaustively the presentation possibilities enabled by review-
based methods, comparing different types of textual and visual styles, as well as dif-
ferent types of user interface, to provide explanations reflecting opinions reported in
customer reviews.

Explainable RS methods based on reviews. There has been increased interest in the
use of user reviews in both RS and explainable RS, given the richness of information
reported on diverse aspects, which cannot be deduced from the overall item ratings or
content features. Among the explanatory methods based on reviews we have:

• Abstractive summarization methods based on natural language generation (NLG)
techniques. In this case, the explanations can be presented as a verbal summary
of the content found in reviews, without providing aggregated numbers or statis-
tical information, but statements in natural language (e.g. Carenini et al. (2013);
F. Costa et al. (2018)).

• A selection of helpful reviews or excerpts of them that might be relevant to the
user, detected using deep learning techniques and attention mechanisms. Here,
helpful reviews may enhance the accuracy of RS predictions, and be used and
presented as explanations (e.g. C. Chen et al. (2018); Donkers et al. (2020)).

• An overview of the pros and cons regarding specific item features. Here, topic
modelling and aspect-based sentiment analysis are usually used to detect the sen-
timent polarity towards item aspects or features (e.g. Dong et al. (2014); Wu &
Ester (2015); Zhang et al. (2014)), information that is integrated to RS algorithms
such as matrix or tensor factorization (e.g. Bauman et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2014)). In this case, explanations can be presented using text tem-
plates (e.g. "You might be interested in [feature], on which this product performs
well" (Zhang et al., 2014)), or providing an aggregated view of opinions, using
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percentages or proportions in visual representations such as bar charts (Muham-
mad et al., 2016), or word clouds (Wu & Ester, 2015).

Providing verbal summaries and helpful reviews as explanations have proven to be
an effective means of assisting users in making purchasing decisions, while helping
them cope with the overwhelming amount of information available (Carenini et al.,
2013; Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011; Hu et al., 2017; Mudambi & Schuff, 2010; Pang & Lee,
2008). However, we argue that these explanation styles pose potential disadvantages:
textual summarizations could be perceived as rather imprecise and subjective, since the
evaluation of the quality of the item is generally presented based on adjectives such as
"good", "great"; while a helpful review may be perceived as an anecdotal view, raising
questions as to whether such a single report adequately represents the majority opinion.
Also, providing such types of explanations may in turn result in additional explanation
needs. A user might wonder, for example, what criteria the system has to establish that
a certain review can be considered relevant to them. Thus, the explanation would in
turn need an explanation.

A workaround to these drawbacks is to provide an aggregation of opinions with some
kind of statistic, e.g. number or proportion of negative and positive opinions, by as-
pect, which may serve as easy anchors to convey more compelling information. In fact,
judgments and decision making can be influenced by changes in attitude, which in turn
can result from the effortless use of cues such as numerical anchors, when people lack
motivation or ability during decision-making (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Wegener et al.,
2010). Consequently, we focus on methods that facilitate such statistics and, in turn,
integrate this type of information into ratings prediction. In this way, we could: 1)
count on additional evidence to support the aggregated figures, i.e. the comments ex-
tracted from the reviews, to be displayed in case user requires such a level of detail; 2)
provide explanations consistent with the recommendation algorithm, and not system
generated post-hoc justifications, that may not be aligned with the diversity of opin-
ions expressed by customers, nor the users’ preferences. The Explicit Factor Method
proposed by Zhang et al. (2014) meets these expectations, and it is introduced below.

Explicit Factor Method (EFM) (Zhang et al., 2014). This method exploits user-written
reviews to generate recommendations and explanations. This approach lies under the
collaborative filtering group of methods, more precisely a matrix factorization algo-
rithm, which consist of a matrix representation of users’ preferences and item quali-
ties based on explicit ratings, and integrate them with additional matrices that reflect
aspect-based sentiments expressed by customers in their reviews, e.g. "I think the hotel
staff was great".

Matrix factorization models work on the basis of obtaining latent representations of
characteristics that items may have in common, based on ratings granted to items by
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similar users. Latent features are in fact problematic in terms of explainability, since
they are basically numerical expressions that do not represent tangible concepts as such,
so they can hardly be explained in practical terms to end users. The EFM seeks to mit-
igate such limitation, by aligning the latent features with a (numeric) evaluation of ex-
plicit features extracted from reviews. Thus, besides the traditional rating matrix used
in matrix factorization algorithms, two additional matrices are constructed: a user pref-
erence matrix, containing how many times a user addressed a feature in their reviews;
and the item quality matrix, indicating how many positive / negative comments about
a feature - were found in reviews for each item. Finally, an optimization task integrates
such elements, to predict item ratings, which can be explained by means of explicit
features information consolidated in the item quality and user preferences matrices.

By using the EFM, explanations of the type: "We recommend this hotel because 95%
of customers have made positive comments about the staff, an aspect that is relevant
for you" can be provided. However, EFM authors limited their user evaluation to pro-
viding brief explanations such as "You might be interested in [feature], on which this
product performs well" and testing to what extent users examined further the recom-
mended items, while the quality of the explanations was not evaluated, nor was the ef-
fect of such explanations on explanatory objectives such as transparency or trust. Thus,
we extend the work proposed by Zhang et al. (2014), by using the EFM as basis of
our implemented RS, but proposing and evaluating novel ways to provide explanatory
information, leveraging such method.

Presentation styles. In regard to visualization techniques applied to review-based
RS, Muhammad et al. (2016) proposed a summary of the positive and negative opinions
on different aspects using bar charts, while Wu & Ester (2015) proposed the use of word
clouds or radar charts to display such information.

While statistical explanatory information can be provided using visual displays (Muham-
mad et al., 2016), users with lower visual abilities might benefit less from a presentation
based on images or graphics (Kirby et al., 1988; Schnotz, 2014), compared to a presenta-
tion using only text, and found that textual explanations were reported as more persua-
sive than the explanations provided using a visual format; however, users with greater
visualization familiarity reported one of the visual format explanations more positively
(a Venn diagram).

Nevertheless, to our knowledge and as discussed above, no comprehensive empirical
comparison of these styles has been made. Thus, we examined in this dissertation
(Paper 2 and Paper 3) the effects of different presentation styles for aggregated statistics
of customer opinions on users evaluation of the RS and its explanations.
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1.2.3 Interactive and conversational explanations

It has already been shown that interactive elements can improve the user experience in
RS, mainly by providing control mechanisms over the criteria that influence the recom-
mendation process itself (L. Chen & Pu, 2014; Loepp et al., 2015, 2014). However, little
is known about the impact that explanations with interactive elements may have on the
RS users’ experience.

In this regard, the predominant approach in both RS and explainable AI (XAI) is to pro-
vide explanations in a static manner (i.e., using a non-interactive presentation) (Abdul
et al., 2018), limiting users in scrutinizing system decisions when they are not fully un-
derstood or accepted. On the other hand, providing interactive options for examining
explanatory information might positively impact users’ evaluation of intelligent sys-
tems, by allowing the user to request, for example, further evidence for system claims
and predictions.

For example, Krause et al. (2016) proposed a method to interactively visualize how
specific features or data points affect machine learning predictions, and Sokol & Flach
(2020) proposed a system supporting why? questions within an interactive dialog, to
facilitate the understanding of ML classification outcomes. These approaches aim to
meet the explanation needs of AI domain experts, and work on discrete and categorical
data. On the other hand, our approach seeks to satisfy the explanatory needs of non-
expert AI users, by exploiting subjective and unstructured information sources.

Conversational RS. Conversational approaches to RS may be realized in different
ways, for example, as a natural language dialog with a conversational agent (e.g. chat-
bot), or through interaction steps in a graphical interface. In this sense, this disserta-
tion adopts the interpretation of the term conversational by Jannach et al. (2020), which
does not exclude forms of interaction outside written or spoken text. Thus, our pro-
posal regards conversational explanations as the provision of explanatory information
in an interactive, multi-turn, dialogical process that may be instantiated as natural lan-
guage dialog or GUI-based navigation. Jannach et al. (2020) classify conversational
approaches to RS into the following categories:

1) Conventional web-based navigation, based on structured layouts and features, like
buttons and hyperlinks. This dissertation refers to this modality as GUI navigation,
elaborates in Paper 3 the explanation approach under this paradigm, and compares it
in Paper 6 to the natural language conversation approach.

2) Natural language, both written or spoken.

3) Hybrid, a combination of natural language and other modalities. Under this ap-
proach, users can, for example, indicate their input both by typing natural language
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expressions and using features such as buttons and other web controls. Paper 6 elab-
orates our approach to explanations under this paradigm, which is referred to in this
dissertation as natural language conversation.

Most conversational RS focus on requesting user’s preferences and recommending items,
while little attention has been devoted to explaining decisions/predictions (Jannach et
al., 2020). For example, work by Christakopoulou et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2018)
proposes methods to elicit user preferences and to generate recommendations through
dialog, while no explanations for system predictions are provided. Further work on
conversational agents in the hotel domain usually focus on customer service and book-
ing assistance Buhalis & Cheng (2020). In contrast, this dissertation explores the impli-
cations and effects of using conversational interfaces to explain recommendations.

Explanations as natural language conversation. Most interactive approaches in RS
and, in a wider scope, in XAI, are based GUI navigation options. However, recent
developments in natural language processing (NLP) and natural language generation
(NLG) enable a more flexible interaction, where users could indicate, in their own
words, their explanation needs.

This dissertation explore the feasibility and implications of using conversational agents
to provide explanations in review-based RS, given their ability to enable two-way nat-
ural language communication, opening up the range of possible questions a user can
ask the system. Although user interfaces inspired by human-to-human conversation
have been developed and used for a long time to assist users in a wide range of tasks
(Moore & Arar, 2018), little is known about how a conversational agent should be con-
ceptualized or designed in the context of XAI, and in particular, in explainable RS.

In this regard, Rago et al. (2020) proposes a protocol for conversational explanations
in RS, however it restricts the possible user interactions to a limited set of questions,
while under our approach, users can indicate their explanatory needs using their own
words. Further formal models for explanation as a dialog have been conceptually pro-
posed as theoretical basis to the design of conversational explanation approaches (see
e.g. Arioua & Croitoru (2015); Walton (2011)). However their practical implementation
in RS (and in XAI in general) still lacks sufficient empirical evaluation (Madumal et al.,
2019; Miller, 2018; Sokol & Flach, 2020), so it remained elusive how conversational in-
terfaces should be designed in the context of RS, in order to improve the evaluation of
the system by users. Thus, this dissertation contributes with an empirically validated
interface design for explanations as interactive conversation, based on dialog models
of explanation, as elaborated further in section 1.4.

Conversational agents. Dialog systems, often referred to as conversational agents,
enable human-computer interaction by means of natural language statements, and can
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be categorized as non-task-oriented (e.g. smalltalk), or task-oriented (e.g. booking, or
assistants such as Siri or Cortana) (H. Chen et al., 2017). Our approach corresponds to
the text-based, task-oriented group.

The most prevalent approaches to task-oriented conversational agents can be grouped
into pipeline and neural end-to-end methods (H. Chen et al., 2017). The pipeline ap-
proach is the most widely applied, and is characterized by architectures involving the
components: 1) natural language understanding (to interpret the intent expressed in
a user’s dialog move), 2) dialog state tracker (to determine the dialog state based on
input and dialog history), 3) dialog policy learning (to determine the next dialog ac-
tion), and 4) natural language response generation. End-to-end methods, which have
recently raised a growing interest, allow for joint training of all components, and can
be beneficial in contexts where flexible adaptation is required, e.g. when the system is
to be rapidly scaled to new domains or applications. However, such methods usually
require very large datasets (of the order of thousands of dialogues) to be effective (Li et
al., 2018).

Paper 6 elaborates the implementation process of our conversational agent for explain-
able review-based RS, which involves a pipeline architecture. Despite the advantages
posed by neural end-to-end methods, and given the overall lack of datasets specifically
focused on explanatory dialogues in RS (discussed in detail in Paper 4 and Paper 5), we
opted for the pipeline approach. Adopting such architecture is beneficial during early
stages of dialog engineering for new purposes (H. Chen et al., 2017), as in our case of
explainable RS. Thus, we leave for future work the exploration of neural end-to-end
approaches to conversation.

Intent detection and slot filling. Our implemented conversational agent is able to reply
automatically to users’ questions as part of an explanatory conversation. To this end,
we set our focus on the natural language processing tasks that are key to the devel-
opment of conversational agents: intent detection and slot filling. The former aims to
interpret the user’ information need expressed through a query, while the latter aims
to detect which entities - and also features of an entity - the query refers to. The idea
behind the intent concept is that user utterances within a dialog can be framed within a
finite and more limited set of possible dialog acts (Verberne et al., 2013).

Methods proposed to solve the intent detection task range from conventional text clas-
sification methods, to more complex neural approaches, based on recurrent neural net-
works, attention-based mechanisms and transfer learning, to solve the intent detection
and slot-filling tasks, both jointly and independently, and to extend the solutions to
new domains, as surveyed by Louvan & Magnini (2020). The most common approach
for intent representation, in the open-search domain, is intent classification (Verberne et
al., 2013), that is, a query can be categorized according to a classification scheme, con-
sisting of dimensions or categories, and their possible values (Broder, 2002; Verberne
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et al., 2013). This approach facilitates the implementation of automatic intent detec-
tion procedures, since detection can be solved by splitting a complex task into several
text classification tasks, one per each dimension, for which methods based in language
models like the state-of-art BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) can be leveraged. This disser-
tation adopts this approach, as discussed in detail in Paper 4 and Paper 5, where we
propose a dimension-based intent model for intent detection in explainable RS, helpful
to infer the explanation need expressed by the user in a query, as the combination of
values detected for each dimension of the model.

Dialog management. Dialog state tracker and dialog policy learning are usually per-
formed by a dialog management component. Harms et al. (2019) differentiates between
two main approaches: handcrafted (state and policy are defined as a set of rules defined
by developers and domain experts) and probabilistic (rules are learned from corpora
with real conversations). Our implemented conversational agent corresponds to the
handcrafted approach known as finite-state, where the dialog state has a fixed set of
possible transitions to other states. The above given a lack of an existing corpus to train
inference procedures for states and sequences for conversations in the explanatory RS
context. Also, despite more sophisticated approaches such as the frame-based used in
Google’s DialogFlow 1 allow greater flexibility (e.g., adding a data model so that slots
can be filled in any dialog sequence), these capabilities were not necessary for the pur-
poses of this dissertation, so we leave their exploration for future work.

Question and answering systems. Work reported in this dissertation relates to ques-
tion answering (QA) systems, which aim to answer user-written questions, by using
information retrieval or natural language processing methods, on web documents or
knowledge bases. However, in our examined context, explanations should not be gen-
erated purely from information sources, but should also reflect the mechanism used
to generate the recommendations. Also, while most of QA systems respond to factoid
questions (e.g. "does this hotel have a pool?"), much less work has been devoted to
advanced "how-to", "why", evaluative, comparative, and opinion questions (Lim et al.,
2009; Mishra & Jain, 2015), which are the type of questions usually asked in explanatory
conversations. In addition, in contrast to the prevalent QA approach (system replies
to standalone questions), interactive QA involves a dialog interface enabling related,
follow-up and clarification questions (Quarteroni & Manandhar, 2008), an approach
closer to ours, as elaborated further in Paper 4.

1https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
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1.2.4 Moderation effect of user characteristics

Besides explanations’ content and interface design features, user characteristics may
also contribute to differences in the RS users’ experience. Knijnenburg et al. (2012) and
Xiao & Benbasat (2007) argue that users’ evaluation of the interaction with a RS usually
depends on personal characteristics, such as demographics and domain knowledge.
We then assumed that this would also be the case for the explanation quality, as ad-
dressed for example by Berkovsky et al. (2017) and Kouki et al. (2019). Particularly,
Berkovsky et al. (2017) examined the moderation effect of users’ personality traits on
trust, given different types of explanations, in the movies domain, using to this end
participants’ scores of the Big-Five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, ex-
traversion, agreeableness and neuroticism) (P. T. Costa & McCrae, 1992; Tkalcic & Chen,
2015).

However, we opted to address user characteristics closer related to how users process
information when making decisions, noting that supporting this process is precisely
the goal of RS. Research on decision-making has shown that it is determined signifi-
cantly by preferences and abilities to process available information (Driver et al., 1990).
Hamilton et al. (2016) define two decision making styles: rational and intuitive, the
former characterized by a propensity to search for information and evaluate alterna-
tives exhaustively, and the latter by a quick processing based mostly on hunches and
feelings. We therefore included this factor in our research to investigate its moderating
effect.

Furthermore, since review-based explanations rely on the expressed opinions of other
users, we also addressed effects of social awareness, i.e. of the extent to which users are
inclined to adopt the perspective of others, when making decisions (Collaborative for
Academic Social and Emotional Learning (2013) [CASEL]). The rationale for this inter-
est stems from the tendency of individuals to adjust their own opinions using those of
others, while choosing between various alternatives (Sniezek & Buckley, 1995), which
may benefit their decisions (Yaniv & Milyavsky, 2007). Particularly, individuals with
greater perspective-taking skills tend to understand the views of others better (Burack
et al., 2006; Chandler, 1973), a trait defined as social awareness by CASEL (2013) .

A final factor we considered is the extent to which a user is familiar with graphical
or tabular representations of information. Visualization familiarity may also influence
user experience, when using images or graphs, as found by Kouki et al. (2019).

1.3 Overall Research Questions

To contribute to bridge the gaps described in the previous section, the aim of this dis-
sertation is answer to the following overall questions, in regard to review-based RS:
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• How can the quality of explaining recommendations be improved through inter-
active conversation?

• How does information extracted from user reviews need to be structured and
presented, within interactive, conversational explanations?

The specific research questions addressed in the different papers in this dissertation are
discussed in the section. 1.7.

1.4 Solution Approach

We propose the design of a user interface to provide personalized explanations in
review-based RS, so users can explore explanatory information in an interactive man-
ner, aiming to enhance user experience in terms of explanatory objectives, such as trans-
parency, efficiency and trust in the system.

The design process described in this dissertation follows the principles of user-centered
design, as defined by Vredenburg et al. (2002): "understanding of user requirements, it-
erative design and evaluation, and a multi-disciplinary approach". Our research method-
ology is summarized in 1.5.

Furthermore, and aiming to generate a theory-driven explanatory interface design, we
set out to analyze explanations from the perspective of argumentation theory, which
has produced a wide range of models of argumentation (Bentahar et al., 2010). This
perspective can contribute to generating explanations that are properly grounded and
structured, which can increase the likelihood of their understanding and acceptance.

One class of argumentation models defines - with many variations - logical structures
of argumentative elements such as claims, evidence or facts supporting a claim, rebut-
tals and other components. A recommendation issued by a RS can be considered a
specific form of a claim, namely that the user will find the recommended item useful or
pleasing (Donkers & Ziegler, 2020). The role of an explanation is thus to provide sup-
portive evidence (or rebuttals) for this claim. Claims are, however, also present in the
individual user’s rating and opinions, which may require explaining their grounds as
well, thus creating a complex multi-level argumentative structure in an explainable RS.
A different branch of argumentation theories (Walton & Krabbe, 1995) have abandoned
the idea of static structural argumentation models and propose a dialectical approach
to argumentation, focusing more on the process of exchanging arguments and support-
ive (or contradicting) information as part of a dialog between two parties, taking into
account the social aspect of the explanatory process (an explainer transfers knowledge
to an explainee (Miller, 2018)).
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Motivated by the idea of explanations as a dialog between system and user, we propose
an approach to explaining recommendations that allows users to interactively explore
explanatory information at different levels of detail. Our approach to explanations as
interactive argumentation involves an iterative process of 1) argumentation attempts:
the system intends to provide arguments to explain recommendations, involving com-
ponents such as claim, premise, backing, etc.; followed by 2) argument requests: the
user asks the system to provide - follow-up - arguments that support the claim that
user will find the recommended item useful (see Fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Overall scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-
based RS, as reported in Paper 6. Argumentation attempts are constituted
by different argument components (claim, premise, etc.).

According to our proposal, the system takes the initiative and starts the dialog provid-
ing a premise of the type: "Great staff, very good location", which is included in the
initial view of recommended options. With the above, we intend to offer an overall
reason to support the implicit system claim of the system that the user will find the
recommended item pleasant, and to make it easier for the user to select options - and
reasons for recommendations - they want to examine in detail, taking into account that
aspects of relevance to the user are highlighted in this first dialog move.

Our approach involve interactive options, that allow users to indicate when additional
evidence is still needed to comprehend the system’s explanatory claims. With respect
to reviews, our approach also allows users to navigate from aggregated accounts of
customer’s opinions to detailed excerpts of individual reviews. Thus, our approach
seeks to contribute to users’ understanding of how the system works, and consequently
to transparency and the general satisfaction with the system.

Consequently, we formulated the design of different types of explanatory interfaces to
convey personalized explanations in review-based RS, inspired by argumentation mod-
els, both static and dialog-based, and the possibilities enabled by the method proposed
by Zhang et al. (2014), EFM (Explicit Factor Model). This method requires the use of
procedures to automatically detect aspect-based sentiments expressed by customers in
their reviews, e.g. "I think the hotel staff was great" (aspect: staff, sentiment: positive).
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To this aim, we relied on text classifiers using the state-of-art language model BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019). By using the EFM, personalized explanations of the type: "We
recommend this hotel because 95% of customers have made positive comments about
the staff, an aspect that is relevant for you" can be provided. Here, personalization is
reflected by a statement about the alignment of the user’s preferences and the recom-
mended item, in terms of aspects that may be relevant to the user. Thus, our proposal
leverages the aspect-based focus of the EFM method to structure personalized explana-
tions, in order to achieve a balance between explanations that are sufficient in content,
but also brief and relevant to users.

To evaluate our approach, we first addressed the effect of providing explanations through
different presentation styles (only text, table, bar chart) and involving different types of
explanatory information (in regard to user preferences, item quality, and information
on decision process), in a static fashion. We then addressed how interactivity could
be leveraged to increase the positive users’ evaluation of RS, in regard to explanatory
aims, for which we designed and implemented both GUI navigation and natural lan-
guage conversation interfaces, to allow users to explore explanatory information at will:
in the former, by means of links and buttons; in the latter, by formulating explanatory
questions in their own words, for which the conversational agent ConvEx was devel-
oped.

ConvEx falls into the finite-state dialog system approach, where the dialog state has
a fixed set of possible transitions to other states. ConvEx includes a natural language
understanding module, in charge of detecting intent expressed in user queries, trained
on our own consolidated dataset ConvEx-DS, and leveraging BERT language model
(Devlin et al., 2019).

To test the effects of our proposal, we performed a series of experiments taking as ex-
ample the domain of hotels, since it represents an interesting mix between search goods
(those with features on which complete information can be found before purchase or
consumption (Nelson, 1981)) and experience goods (which cannot be fully known un-
til purchase or consumption (Nelson, 1981)). Such a product evaluation could benefit
from third-party opinions (Klein, 1998; Nelson, 1981), potentially rich in argumentative
information that can be used for explanatory purposes.

1.5 Research Methodology

To achieve the overall aim of this dissertation, a user-centered design approach was fol-
lowed, in which it was evaluated how users interact with different types of explanatory
interfaces, as well as their opinion on the helpfulness of different interface components,
explanation quality, transparency, effectiveness and trust. This research involved an
iterative process, consisting on the following steps:
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• Explanations and interface design: We formulated and refined a series of expla-
nation schemes, based on argument theories and dialog models of explanation,
and translated them into a subsequent interface design.

• Prototyping and development: To validate our design proposal with users, we
developed mock-ups in early iterations of our research. Subsequent phases of
our project involved the development of a complete explainable RS, and of a con-
versational agent for explainable RS.

• User-centric evaluation: We assessed users’ evaluation of our proposal with on-
line studies. To this end, we leveraged crowd-sourcing platforms (Amazon Me-
chanical Turk and Prolific) to test the effect of different presentation styles (such as
text and graph-based), interface components (on users’ profile and items’ quality
inference), and interface types (GUI navigation and natural language conversa-
tion).

Figure 1.2: Overview of research methodology. Blue boxes depict the main methodol-
ogy flow (across all dissertation studies), while green boxes represent steps
undertaken only for explanations as natural language conversation.

These steps are depicted in 1.2. Additionally, the development of a conversational agent
to provide explanations through a natural language conversation interface involved the
specific steps:

• User pre-study: As part of the conversational agent development, we performed
an exploratory Wizard of Oz study, to gain insights into the type of questions
users might ask in a conversational explanatory context.
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• Formulation of an intent model: We modeled the need for information expressed
in a user question (user intent) within a conversation with explanatory aim. This
model served as a basis to refine our explanation scheme, and to implement pro-
cedures to automatically detect the intent of an explanatory query within a con-
versation.

• Corpus collection and annotation: We consolidated the ConvEx-DS, a dataset for
the training of natural language understanding (NLU) procedures for automatic
intent detection, with labels consistent to our intent model.

1.6 Evaluation Metrics and Measurements

This dissertation provides empirical evidence of the effect of our approach on users’
evaluation of RS. In particular, we assessed metrics related to the explanatory aims de-
fined by Tintarev (2007): transparency ("explain how the system works"), effectiveness
("help users make good decisions") and trustworthiness ("confidence in the system").
Thus, we assess users’ subjective evaluation of RS in terms of system transparency, sys-
tem effectiveness, trust in the system and explanation quality, to which we will refer as
transparency, effectiveness, trust and explanation quality across this dissertation.

We utilized items from Knijnenburg et al. (2012) to measure effectiveness (system is
useful and helps the user to make better choices), items from McKnight et al. (2002)
to measure trust (constructs trusting beliefs, user considers the system to be honest and
trusts its recommendations; and trusting intentions, user willing to share information to
the system). We used the user experience items (UXP) of Kouki et al. (2019) to measure
explanation quality, comprising items to address specific aspects of explanations, such
as confidence, transparency of the explanation, and persuasiveness. We adapted an
additional item from this scale, to measure satisfaction with the explanation. We also
added an item adapted from Donkers et al. (2020) to evaluate explanation sufficiency.

In early iterations of our research, we used the item by Pu et al. (2011) to measure trans-
parency (construct transparency, "I understood why the items were recommended to
me"). However, in work we reported in Hellmann et al. (2022), we developed and val-
idated a new instrument to measure user’s perception of transparency, a questionnaire
which was used during our latest user study (for which factor loadings and internal
reliability were checked), aiming to report a most robust metric for transparency in
contrast to the single item proposed by Pu et al. (2011), i.e. a set of questions involving
further aspects related to RS transparency, such as input (e.g. understanding of data
used by RS), functionality (e.g. system providing info on how and why is an item rec-
ommended), output (e.g. info on how well recommended items fit users’ preferences),
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and interaction (e.g. understanding on what needs to be changed to get new recom-
mendations). We note that our quantitative assessment focus on transparency as sub-
jectively perceived by users (i.e. to what extent users believe they understand), rather
than on objective transparency (i.e. the actual understanding of system’s inner work
by users (Rozenblit & Keil, 2002)). However, we also qualitatively address in Paper 6
the objective understanding of reasons behind recommendations, by analyzing partic-
ipants responses to the open-ended question: "How would you explain to a friend, in
your own words, how the system generates recommendations?".

As for user characteristics, we used the questionnaire proposed by Hamilton et al.
(2016), which is a well-validated instrument for rational and intuitive decision mak-
ing. Furthermore, we used the scale of the social awareness competency proposed by
CASEL (2013), and the visualization familiarity items proposed by Kouki et al. (2019).

In regard to our consolidated ConvEx-DS, we calculated inter-annotator agreement (de-
gree of agreement among independent human annotators), and accuracy of NLU pro-
cedures trained on the dataset, particularly F1 (the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall), widely used to validate performance in supervised classification approaches, as
is our case of intent detection procedures.

1.7 Specific Research Questions

This dissertation investigates how to provide explanations in review-based RS, so that
the explanatory aims such as transparency, effectiveness and trust are achieved. Through-
out this work, we explored how to formulate explanation schemes inspired by argu-
mentation theory, as well as how to leverage more interactive explanations to increase
the positive users’ evaluation of RS. Particularly, we addressed the effect of different
factors of explanation, namely: type of textual explanation based on reviews (aggre-
gated results, only textual summary, using a helpful review), level of justification (high
and low), visualization or display styles (text, table, bar chart), interface components
(information on user preferences inference, item quality, information on decision pro-
cess), the degree of interactivity to access explanatory information (high and low), and
type of interface (GUI navigation and natural language conversation). Across this dis-
sertation, users’ evaluation is addressed in terms of the quality of explanations, and
of the explanatory aims: transparency, effectiveness and trust, as defined by Tintarev
(2007).Thus, this dissertation aims to answer the following specific questions:

RQ1 How do the type of textual explanation and the level of justification influence
users’ evaluation of RS? (Addressed in Paper 1).

RQ2 How do the presentation of different explanation interface components and dif-
ferent display styles influence users’ evaluation of RS? (Paper 2 and Paper 3).
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RQ3 How does access to explanatory information through different degrees of interac-
tivity influence users’ evaluation of RS? (Paper 3 and Paper 6).

RQ4 How do users communicate their explanation needs using a conversational agent?
(Paper 4).

RQ5 How valid is our dimension-based intent model for explanatory user queries?
(Paper 5).

RQ6 How does the use of different types of interactive explanatory interfaces influence
users’ evaluation of RS? (Paper 6).

RQ7 How do individual differences in user characteristics moderate users’ evaluation
of RS? (Papers 1, 2, 3 and 6)

Figure 1.3 summarizes the main concepts addressed in the research question of this
dissertation. Each of the questions, as well as the results, are briefly presented below.

Figure 1.3: Overview of concepts addressed in specific research questions.
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1.7.1 RQ1: How do the type of textual explanation and the level of
justification influence users’ evaluation of RS?

Problem: Fueled by advances in NLP, the interest in exploiting customer generated
content has increased recently, not only to improve the accuracy of RS algorithms, but
also to provide RS explanations by means of detailed opinions and sentiments towards
different aspects of the item, instead of showing only general item properties, or numer-
ical ratings granted by customers with similar preferences, as in most content-based or
collaborative filtering explanation approaches. While a significant amount of work on
review-based explanations is limited to providing a brief assessment of relevant aspects
(e.g. "You might be interested in [feature], on which this product performs well" (Zhang
et al., 2014)) or aggregated views of pros and cons (e.g. explanations using a bar chart
visualization as in Muhammad et al. (2016)), we hypothesized that users in need of
further information may be more satisfied when more detailed arguments or a higher
level of justification for the recommendations is provided.

However, and due to a general lack of user-centered evaluation of RS explanatory ap-
proaches and methods (Nunes & Jannach, 2017), we encountered a number of unre-
solved questions related to review-based explanations: Do users prefer concise expla-
nations over those that include more specific details? Do they prefer an aggregated
view of other users’ opinions, over reading individual reviews written by similar users?
We hypothesized, for example, that users would rate better explanations as an aggre-
gated view of opinions (e.g. with percentages of positive/negative opinions), than
those involving a textual summary, as numerical figures could function as anchors that
might convey more compelling information about the items.

While a prevalent approach to evaluate the quality of explanations generated in natural
language by a system is the use of offline evaluation metrics (e.g. BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004)), it became necessary to empirically evaluate - with
users - the quality of explanations generated under different review-based explanatory
methods, which could point us in the proper direction as to the explanatory method to
base our further developments on. Thus, we first investigated the effect of review-based
explanations under different types of textual explanation (aggregated opinions, only
textual summary, using a helpful review), and different levels of justification (high and
low). Paper 1 addresses this question, following the methodological steps described in
section 1.5.

Approach: To answer this question, we first formulated an explanation design with
an argumentative structure, inspired on the scheme proposed by Habernal & Gurevych
(2017), a variation of original Toulmin’s model (Toulmin, 1958), that seeks to represent
the kind of arguments usually provided in user-generated web discourse. This first
explanation involves the argument components: premise (item attributes), claim (hotel
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seems to be a good option for the user), backing (report of positive opinions), rebuttal
(report of negative opinions) and refutation (possible reason for negatives). Based on
this scheme, a series of templates reflecting the following three types of review-based
explanation where created (see examples of explanations in Fig. 1.4):

• Explanations with aggregated results: An accumulated view using bullet points
and percentages of positive and negative opinions per aspect, as proposed by
Gerani et al. (2014).

• Explanations with only textual summary: Summarization of opinions without
bullet points nor percentages. It resembles a system generated review, as pro-
posed by F. Costa et al. (2018), and Carenini et al. (2013).

• Explanations using a helpful review: Indicate that the recommendation was based
on the reviews that might be helpful to the user, as proposed by C. Chen et al.
(2018), and show just one of them as an example.

Figure 1.4: Example of explanations provided in user study reported in Paper 1, under
the condition low level of justification. Left: explanation type aggregation;
middle: summary; right: helpful review.

Additionally, per each type of explanation, templates reflecting the following levels of
justification were created:

• High: To address the main aspects of interest to users (e.g. overall cleanliness) by
providing fine grained details with several sentences about more specific aspects
(e.g. cleanliness of bathroom or carpet).

• Low: To address the main aspects of interest to users (e.g. overall cleanliness),
without further elaboration or details, see example Fig. 1.4.

Based on the above mentioned templates, we generated a mock-up prototype, which
allowed users to navigate through a list of fixed recommendations, and its explanations.
We then conducted our first user study, based on a between subjects factorial design
(3x2), where every participant was randomly assigned to a condition representing the
combination of the factors: type of explanation and level of justification, as described in
detail in Paper 1. Users’ evaluation was measured in terms of explanation quality and
explanatory aims (transparency, trust, etc.)
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Outcomes: We found the type of textual explanation influences significantly the per-
ception of explanation quality. In particular, explanations that provided percentages of
positive and negative opinions were reported as significantly better than textual sum-
maries without any percentages. Second, we found that the type of explanation signif-
icantly influences the evaluation of transparency. In particular, we found that the pro-
totype was evaluated significantly as more transparent when it provided explanations
as aggregated opinions, than when only a helpful review was provided. Consequently,
we decided to focus on methods that facilitate calculation of percentages of positive
and negative opinions, which can in turn be supported by examples (extracted from
reviews) that constitute such aggregated statistics. We then based our further develop-
ments on the EFM, the explanatory RS method proposed by Zhang et al. (2014), which
facilitates the generation of aspect-based statistics of opinions.

In particular, we explore in Paper 2 and Paper 3 possibilities and effects of graphical
visualization of different types of interface explanatory components, such as user pref-
erences, item quality and information on decision process. Furthermore, we based the
studies reported in Papers 3, 4 and 5 on our implementation of the EFM method, to
further test differences in display styles, types of interface (GUI navigation and nat-
ural language conversation) and degrees of interactivity, that allowed participants to
explore arguments involving also excerpts from users reviews in connection to aggre-
gated opinions.

Contrary to our expectations, we found no main effects of the level of justification. At
this point, we noted that providing more detailed explanations through a single static
presentation of arguments does not necessarily imply a more positive evaluation of
the system and its explanations. Here, even detailed explanations may leave out mo-
mentary relevant aspects to users, or aspects that raise attention due to many reported
negative comments. Without access to this additional information, doubts about the
item suitability may persist. And since providing details on all aspects in a single view
can be both overwhelming and unnecessary, a more flexible solution is needed to ex-
plore aspects and levels of detail at will, a topic explored in Paper 3 and Paper 6, where
interactive mechanisms for such desiderata are addressed.

1.7.2 RQ2: How do the presentation of different explanation interface
components and different display styles influence users’ evaluation of
RS?

Problem: Review-based explanations based on aggregated statistics focus mainly on
an item’s quality view, i.e. aspect-based pros and cons, neglecting mostly the details on
how the user profile is calculated. Our chosen explanatory method, EFM by Zhang et al.
(2014), infers user preferences based on the frequency on which the user has addressed
aspects on their own reported reviews, in order to predict item ratings according to such
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preferences. While providing a view on the alignment between preferences and item
features is common in content-based approaches (as in He et al. (2015); Vig et al. (2009)),
it was not clear how this alignment should be presented in review-based approaches
so details on user’s profile inference are also shown, nor to what extent providing such
information might be considered useful by users, in comparison with other explanation
components as item quality (pros and cons), and information on the decision process.
In this regard, we hypothesized that users would benefit from an explanatory view
reporting on details on how their preferences were calculated.

Aggregated opinions on positive and negative aspects could be displayed using differ-
ent styles. A very popular approach is to display pros and cons using bar charts (e.g.
Muhammad et al. (2016)), which may be regarded as more informative and appealing
than brief textual explanations, easier to interpret than challenging visualizations as
radar charts (e.g. Wu & Ester (2015)), or faster to process than tabulated data. How-
ever, it was not clear to what extent the presentation format could influence the eval-
uation of review-based RS and their explanations. We hypothesized, for example, that
explanations providing a summarized view on customer opinions through a bar chart
would be preferred, particularly by users more familiar with graphic representations of
information, given to their greater possibility of quick processing.

Approach: We based on the explanation scheme introduced in Paper 1, and proposed,
in Paper 2, an explanation design consisting of propositions backing (and rebutting)
the claim that an item is worth being chosen. We proposed the following explanation
interface components (see example in Fig. 1.5):

• Information on item quality: A summary of comments reported by previous hotel
guests for different aspects that may be relevant to users, as well as what percent-
age were positive and negative.

• Information on user preferences inference: explicit data regarding user profile
inference, particularly, the number of comments reported by the user about an
aspect in their previous comments.

• Information on decision process: Statements that inform how the user preferences
and item quality are extracted (e.g,"based on how often you mentioned these fea-
tures in your own comments before").

By including the user preference component we aimed to make the user’s own profile
transparent, by showing the user’s inferred importance of each aspect (to what extent
the user addressed an aspect on their own previous reviews), together with reported
customer comments on those aspects, so a direct comparison of the points of view of
others and their alignment with their own preferences was facilitated. By providing
information on the decision process component, we aimed to improve users’ evaluation
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Figure 1.5: Example of explanation provided in user study reported in Paper 2, involv-
ing the interface components: information on item quality (bar chart right),
on user preferences inference (bar chart left) and on decision process (text:
"based on...").

in regard to explanatory aims, by indicating explicitly how the item quality and the
users’ own profile were calculated.

While arguments are usually associated with oral or written speech, arguments can also
be communicated using visual representations, such as graphics or images. According
to Blair (2012), visual arguments (a combination of visual and verbal communication)
may, in addition to representing propositional content, have a greater "rhetorical power
potential" than verbal arguments, due to their greater immediacy, i.e. possibility of
quick processing.

In consequence, we described in Paper 2 two experiments, with which we aimed to test
the effect of the two factors: display style (using a bar chart, or a table) and the dis-
play of detailed information on the inference of user preferences (yes, no). In the first
experiment, we used a between-subjects factorial design, where each participant was
assigned to a condition reflecting the combination of the 2 factors (display style and
display of the inference of user preferences). To this aim, we generated a mock-up pro-
totype, which allowed users to navigate through a list of fixed recommendations, and
its explanations. Users’ evaluation was measured in terms of explanation quality, and
explanatory aims (transparency, trust, etc.). In a second experiment, we used a within-
subjects design, in which each participant was exposed to the 4 types of explanations
(combination of the two factors, display style and display user preferences), with the
aim of observing possible differences in evaluation at individual level, and to examine
further into specific aspects of explanations (e.g. explanations’ ease of understanding,
or explanations’ persuasiveness). In addition, this experiment also involved the assess-
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ment of the evaluation of helpfulness of individual components of explanations, by
users.

We investigated further in Paper 3 the impact of different presentation styles, including,
in addition to table and bar chart styles, the comparison with text-only explanations
(see Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.6: Example of explanations provided in user study reported in Paper 3, involv-
ing the presentation styles: table (left), bar chart (middle), text-only (right).

Outcome: Contrary to our expectation, we found no main effect of the display of de-
tails about the inference of user preferences, on users’ evaluation of the system or its
explanations. However, when seeking further into specific aspects of explanations, we
found a multivariate significant effect of display of the inference of user preferences.
Particularly, we found that explanations that do not include detailed information on
the inference of user preferences were significantly easier to understand, compared to
those including such a component. Additionally, while most participants reported they
found the item quality component useful, the opposite was the case for the component
about own preferences’ inference, with only a minority of participants reporting they
found this section useful. The above suggests that, at least for the domain we chose
as example (hotels), users seemed to be much more interested in other people’s opin-
ion and their weight in the recommendation, rather than how their own profile was
calculated. Consequently, in further experiments reported in Paper 3 and Paper 6, we
omitted the interface component on detailed information about user profile inference.

In regard to effects of display style, we did not find a main effect of this factor on the
evaluation of the explanations or the system by users, unless users’ characteristics are
taken into account, as we will discuss in RQ7.

1.7.3 RQ3: How does access to explanatory information through different
degrees of interactivity influence users’ evaluation of RS?

Problem: The predominant explainable RS involving customer opinions is to provide
explanations in a static manner (i.e., using a non-interactive presentation), limiting
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users in exploring the diverse views and arguments expressed in the reviews, which
in turn can support system attempts at explanation. While providing interactive expla-
nations may positively impact users’ evaluation of RS, explanatory methods that allow
users to scrutinize and customize explanations through interaction are largely unex-
plored, or lack sufficient empirical evidence (Sokol & Flach, 2020). In particular, in the
context of review-based RS, one question that remained open was the extent to which
users’ evaluation vary when different degrees of interactivity are enabled to access ex-
planatory information at various levels of detail. In this regard, we hypothesized that
users’ evaluation of the RS and its explanations is more positive when explanations are
provided with a higher degree of interactivity.

Approach: To answer this question, we followed the research methodology steps de-
scribed in 1.5, and reported in Paper 3 and Paper 6. First, we formulated an explanation
scheme, reflecting the concept of explanations as interactive argumentation, grounding
on argumentation theory and dialog models of explanation, seeking to facilitate the ex-
ploration of arguments that support the claims made by the system, while providing
answers to their explanation-related questions, at different levels of detail. Here, we
regard an explanation as an iterative process, i.e. as a sequence of argumentation at-
tempts (the system intends to provide arguments to explain something) followed by
argument requests (the user asks the system to provide - follow-up - arguments that
support the claim that the user will find the recommended item useful. In turn, the
argumentation attempt to requests of the type "why-recommended" reflects, on a first
level, the argument structure discussed in Paper 2, to provide an aggregated view of
pros and cons per aspect.

Based on the explanation scheme, we formulated the design of two interface types,
namely GUI navigation (Paper 3, see example in Fig. 1.7), and natural language conver-
sation (Paper 6, see example in Fig 1.8). Here, design features such as links and buttons
(GUI navigation case) and user written questions and buttons (natural language con-
versation case) foster the following interactive features (as defined by Y. Liu & Shrum
(2002)): active control, by enabling users to be in control of which argumentative con-
tent to display; and two-way communication by enabling users to indicate the system
which argumentative statements require further elaboration, and which features are of
real relevance at the time of making the decision.

To answer this RQ, and unlike the studies in Paper 1 and Paper 2 (where mock-up pro-
totypes were used), we developed a base RS based on the EFM method (Zhang et al.,
2014), and sentiment-based aspect detection procedures, using the state of art natural
language processing model BERT (Devlin et al. (2019)), to generate matrices of user
preferences and items quality. In the first instance, we developed an GUI navigation
interface (Paper 3), and conducted a user study to compare users’ evaluation of the sys-
tem, in terms of explanatory aims (transparency, effectiveness and trust), and of the spe-
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cific aspects of explanations (explanation confidence, persuasiveness, sufficiency, etc.).
We examined the effect of the degree of interactivity: high (further options to access
detailed arguments are provided) and low (far fewer options to explore explanatory
content).

Next, we extended the implemented RS, and further integrated it to a conversational
agent (Paper 6), with a view to test the effect of different degrees of interactivity in
regard to explanations as natural language conversations, and also to compare with the
GUI navigation alternative (see RQ6).

Figure 1.7: Interactive explanations through GUI navigation (screenshots of imple-
mented system, reported in Paper 3, user study condition high interactiv-
ity. Enclosed in blue: argumentation attempts; in green: argument requests.
Orange arrows: sequence of allowed moves, pointing to the next interface.

Outcome: Our results show that a higher degree of interactivity has a significantly
positive effect on users’ evaluation, in terms of explanation quality and explanatory
aims, compared to explanations with a lower degree of interactivity, in both GUI nav-
igation and natural language conversation interfaces. The above in turn confirms the
suitability of our proposal for explanations as interactive argumentation, inspired by
conversational models of explanation, which enables users to contest initial explanation
attempts provided by the system, in particular the aggregate representation of positive
and negative customer opinions.
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1.7.4 RQ4: How do users communicate their explanation needs using a
conversational agent?

Problem: The type of interaction most prevalent in interactive approaches in RS and,
more broadly, in explainable artificial intelligence, is the GUI navigation style, where
interaction is enabled by point-and-click options. However, recent advances in NLP
allow for further interaction possibilities, in which users could indicate, in their own
words, their needs for explanation, as part of a conversation, instead of being limited
to fixed questions pre-determined by the system.

Although conversational interfaces have been developed and used for a long time to
assist users in a wide range of tasks, little is known about how a conversational agent
should be designed in the context of explainable review-based RS. In particular, little is
known about the type of explanation-related questions users would ask to a RS. Thus,
in order to develop our conversational agent for explainable RS, it was first necessary to
understand how users would formulate their explanatory queries to a conversational
agent.

Approach: To answer this question, we conducted a pre-study, using the Wizard of Oz
(WoOz) methodology (Kelley, 1984), as reported in Paper 4, that provided insights into
the type of questions users might ask to a conversational agent. Such technique allows
to validate how users would interact with a conversational interface, and to evaluate
the feasibility of dialog based systems that have not yet been fully implemented. Un-
der this paradigm, a human-machine interaction is simulated, in which a member of
the research team (the wizard) executes the response actions on behalf of the system,
through a computer-mediated interface, which we developed to this aim.

Outcome: Based on our observations, we formulated a dimension - based intent model.
We identified that users’ intents could be classified into the types: domain-related in-
tents (regarding hotels and their features), and system-related intents (regarding the al-
gorithm, the system input, or system functionalities). In turn, domain-related intents
could be categorized according to the following dimensions:

• Scope: Whether the question refers to a single item (single), a limited list of items
(tuple), or to no particular item (indefinite).

• Comparison: Whether the question is (comparative) or not (non-comparative).

• Assessment: Whether the question refers to the existence or characteristics of item
features (factoid), to a subjective assessment of the item or its features (evaluation),
or to system reasons to recommend an item (why-recommended).
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• Detail: Whether the question inquires for a specific aspect or feature (aspect), or
for the overall item (overall).

Consequently, the intent of a single domain question can be defined as a combination of
the four dimensions. This dimension-based intent model served as basis for the corpus
annotation guidelines (for collection of ConvEx-DS and the addressing of RQ5), as well
as for the design of the dialog policy, to build our conversational agent for explainable
RS (to address RQs 3, 6 and 7); in this latter case, possible conversation flows were
defined, according to the intent recognized for a user question.

1.7.5 RQ5: How valid is our dimension-based intent model for explanatory
user queries?

Problem: To our knowledge, there were no publicly available datasets intended to
support the development of an explanatory conversational agent for RS, nor datasets
for detecting user intent expressed in a question in such a context, as discussed in detail
in Paper 4 and Paper 5. As mentioned, the evaluation of RQ4 resulted in the formula-
tion of an intent model for this purpose. However, by means of the WoOz study, only a
low number of users’ questions was obtained, so it was necessary to evaluate the valid-
ity of the model to a larger scale, i.e. the extent to which the model is able to accurately
represent user intents.

Approach: As an indirect measure of validity, we set out to evaluate helpfulness of
the responses generated by a RS implementing the intent model, under the assumption
that if the system has adequately recognized the user’s intent, it is able to generate a re-
sponse that approximates the user’s information need, and thus be considered, to some
extent, helpful. To further evaluate the validity of the model, we aimed to test to what
extent the collected questions could be consistently classified by human annotators.

To this end, we extended the base RS we implemented to answer RQ3, by implementing
a module to interpret user queries in natural language, and to provide answers based
on the underlying RS algorithm used (EFM, Zhang et al. (2014)). Here, we relied on text
classifiers for the different intent dimensions, using the state-of-the-art language model
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and auxiliary datasets that were useful for detecting certain
(but not all) dimension values. We then conducted a user study aiming both to collect
a large number of user queries, and to measure the helpfulness of system generated
answers to users.

Next, the intent of the collected questions was annotated, using guidelines inspired by
the intent model definition (outcome of RQ4). We consolidated the intent gold standard
for each question, and validated the performance of intent detection procedures trained
using the final annotated corpus.
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Outcome: We published ConvEx-DS, a dataset with 1806 questions 2, containing an-
notations to train intent detection procedures, that facilitate the development of con-
versational agent for explainable review-based RS, basis to address our RQ3 and RQ6.
In regard to the model validity, we found a substantial annotation agreement for each
dimension, as well as a very encouraging accuracy of automatic classifiers, when these
were trained on the ConvEx-DS. The above indicates that under our proposed intent
model and annotation guidelines, users’ questions could be, to a substantial extent, un-
equivocally classified, both by humans and by automatic classification procedures.

Furthermore, we found that the system was able to generate an answer in more than
80% of the cases, and to partially recognize the intent or entities in 7.34% of the cases
(thus asking the user to rephrase or indicate further information). Finally, we found
that system answers were regarded as predominantly helpful by users.

1.7.6 RQ6: How does the use of different types of interactive explanatory
interfaces influence users’ evaluation of RS?

Problem: Conversational user interfaces have been developed and used for a long
time to assist users in a wide range of tasks (Moore & Arar, 2018), including applica-
tions for user preference elicitation in RS, as well as related processes, such as booking
or purchasing. However, little is known about the advantages (and disadvantages) of
a natural language conversation approach over an GUI navigation one, from the users’
point of view, in the context of RS. In particular, and to our knowledge, there has been
no empirical evaluation comparing the users’ evaluation of RS providing explanations
using such interactive approaches. In this regard, we hypothesized that users’ evalu-
ation of the system would be more positive when providing explanations through a
natural language interface, than when provided through a GUI navigation, given that
the former enables the user to formulate a wider range of questions, even in their own
words, compared to the GUI navigation approach, where questions were limited to a
much smaller set of query options.

Approach: Following the user-centered design approach described in Section 1.5, we
implemented the conversational agent for explainable RS ConvEx (see Fig. 1.8). This
system includes a natural language understanding (NLU) module trained on ConvEx-
DS, and a dialog policy designed to enable conversation flows given different types of
recognized intents, which in turn is based on an explanatory scheme resulting from pre-
vious iterations (when addressing RQs 1 to 4), and adapted to support possible flows
of an explanatory conversation. Details of ConvEx implementation and evaluation are
addressed in Paper 6.

2ConvEx-DS can be downloaded at https://github.com/intsys-ude/Datasets/tree/main/ConvEx-DS
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ConvEx allows not only to answer standalone questions, but also to provide additional
arguments to support the system’s responses to user requests, through interaction op-
tions that facilitate users’ input of follow-up questions, as well as triggering other sys-
tem actions as a result of the conversation, e.g. highlighting options that include fea-
tures the user is asking about. Subsequently, we conducted a user study to compare
users’ evaluation of both interactive interfaces for explainable RS (GUI navigation and
natural language conversation), in terms of explanation quality and explanatory aims
(transparency, effectiveness and trust).

Figure 1.8: Interactive explanations through a natural language conversation (screen-
shot of implemented system ConvEx), reported in Paper 6.

Outcome: Providing explanations in RS using both types of interface (GUI navigation
and natural language conversation) proved to be a meaningful means of benefiting user
experience, given the predominant positive evaluation of the two tested systems and
their explanations by the participants. However, we found no significant difference in
the evaluation of the two types of interfaces, unless user characteristics are taken into
account, which is addressed in our RQ7. Based on our findings, we discuss in Paper
6, a series of trade offs related to the use of one or the other type of interfaces, and we
finish Paper 6 with a section of practical implications, aimed at designers in the field of
RS.

1.7.7 RQ7: How do individual differences in user characteristics moderate
users’ evaluation of RS?

Problem: Individual user characteristics can influence the evaluation of a RS (Knij-
nenburg et al., 2012; Xiao & Benbasat, 2007). Additionally, and regardless of its type
or disposition of components, an explanation may not satisfy all possible explainees
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(Sokol & Flach, 2020). In consequence, and in line with Y. Liu & Shrum (2002)), we hy-
pothesized that a number of user characteristics may moderate the effect of the different
presentation and interactive features discussed in RQs 1, 2, 3 and 6, on the perception of
explanation quality and the overall system. While previous authors addressed the ef-
fect of personality traits (e.g. the Big-Five traits in (P. T. Costa & McCrae, 1992; Tkalcic
& Chen, 2015)), we aimed to evaluate how user characteristics differences related to
decision-making styles, social awareness and visualization familiarity, moderate the
effect of different types of explanation, display of the inference of user preferences,
presentation styles, and types of interactive interfaces, on users’ evaluation of review-
based RS.

Approach: To address this question, we included questionnaires related to the above
mentioned user characteristics, in user studies reported in Papers 1, 2, 3 and 6.

Outcome: We observed that differences in user characteristics may lead to differences
in evaluation of our overall approach to explanations. Particularly, we observed main
effects of factors such as rational decision-making style and social awareness, as well as
interaction effects between: social awareness and type of explanation; social awareness
and display of the inference of user preferences; intuitive decision-making style and
display style; social awareness and degree of interactivity; and visualization familiarity
and interface type.

1.8 Contributions and Related Publications

This section summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation, following the work
reported in Papers 1 to 6. An overview of the contributions is depicted in table 1.1.

Schemes for explanations as static argumentation in review-based RS were defined,
inspired by argumentation theory, in order to provide review-based arguments backing
RS claims, under different display styles, as discussed in Paper 1 and Paper 2.

Schemes for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS were for-
mulated. Such design was inspired by argumentation theory and dialog based models,
in order to provide review-based arguments that support RS attempts at explanation,
and to allow users to challenge the system for further arguments when these are not yet
fully understood or accepted. Varied interface designs and interaction flows involving
GUI navigation and natural language conversation interfaces were designed based on
these schemes, as reported in Paper 3 and Paper 6.
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Paper
1 2 3 4 5 6

Research Question
RQ1 Effects of type of textual explanation and level of justification •
RQ2 Effects of explanation interface components and display styles • •
RQ3 Effects of degree of interactivity • •
RQ4 How do users communicate their explanation needs to a conv. agent • •
RQ5 How valid is our dimension-based intent model •
RQ6 Effects of interactive interface type •
RQ7 Effects of individual differences in user characteristics • • • •
Contributions
Schemes for explanations as static argumentation • •
Schemes for explanations as interactive argumentation • •
Dimension-based intent model •
Dataset for automatic intent detection •
Explainable review-based RS implementation •
Conversational agent implementation •
Empirical evaluation (user studies) • • • • • •

Table 1.1: An overview of the contributions of this work, addressed in each paper.

A dimension-based intent model for users’ questions in conversational explanations
in review-based RS was formulated, which represents the type of questions that users
might ask to a conversational agent with explanatory purposes in the hotel domain.
This model served as a basis for the collection and annotation of a corpus involving
such type of users’ queries, and for the formulation of a dialog policy, required for the
development of a conversational agent for explanatory review-based RS, as discussed
in Paper 6.

A dataset for automatic intent detection in conversational explanations in review-
based RS was released, including 1806 intent annotations for user questions with ex-
planatory purpose in the domain of hotels, which can facilitate the development of
explanatory conversational agents in RS, as addressed in Paper 5.

An explainable review-based RS was developed, based on the EFM algorithm, and
aspect-based sentiment procedures using the state of art natural language processing
model BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

A conversational agent for explanatory review-based RS was developed, as addressed
in Paper 6. The ConvEx system is able to answer different types of users questions, in-
cluding comparative, factoid, and why-recommended questions. It enables conversa-
tion flows for different types of intent, and enables users to access additional arguments
that support system explanation attempts, at will. ConvEx allows not only to answer
standalone questions, but also provides interaction options to facilitate users’ input of
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follow-up questions, as well as triggering other system actions as a result of the conver-
sation, e.g. highlighting options including features relevant to the user.

Empirical evaluations We conducted a total of 7 user studies, in order to test our ap-
proach to static and interactive review-based explanations. Particularly, we tested: dif-
ferences between types of textual explanation and levels of justification (n=152, Paper
1), differences between display styles and explanation interface components (n=150,
n=35, Paper 2), differences between display styles and interactivity degrees (n=170, Pa-
per 3), types of questions users would ask to an explanatory conversational agent (n=20,
Paper 4), types of questions written by users and helpfulness of responses generated by
conversational explanatory RS (n=298, Paper 5), and differences between different in-
teractivity degrees and types of explanatory interfaces - GUI navigation and natural
language conversation - (n=162, Paper 6).
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2 Papers Contained in the Dissertation

2.1 Paper 1

This paper was published as:

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C., Donkers, T., & Ziegler, J. (2020). Effects of Argu-
mentative Explanation Types on the Perception of Review-Based Recommenda-
tions. In Adjunct Proceedings of the 28th ACM Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation
and Personalization (UMAP ’20 Adjunct), 219-225. ACM, New York, NY, USA. doi:
https://doi.org/10.1145/3386392.3399302

This paper presents a user study conducted to test the effect of different types of textual
explanation based on review-based explanatory methods. We compare in this paper
users’ evaluation of explanations providing aggregated opinions, a textual summary of
opinions, or a helpful review. Also, we evaluate in this paper the effect of different lev-
els of justification, namely high and low (more or less details on general / fine grained
aspects). This paper addresses the research questions RQ1 and RQ7.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the design and generation of user
interface mock-ups, user study setup and execution, data analysis and the writing of
the paper. The design, methodologies and results of this study were discussed with
co-authors, who also contributed extensively to the revision of the text.

2.2 Paper 2

This paper was published as:

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C., & Ziegler, J. (2020). Explaining Review-Based Recom-
mendations: Effects of Profile Transparency, Presentation Style and User Charac-
teristics. Journal of Interactive Media, i-com, 19(3), 181–200. doi: https://doi.org/
10.1515/icom-2020-0021
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2 Papers Contained in the Dissertation

This paper presents two user studies conducted to test the effect of providing review-
based explanations under different display styles (namely table and bar-chart), as well
as the effect and helpfulness of different explanation components (namely details on
the inference of user preferences, item quality, information on decision process). This
paper addresses our questions RQ2 and RQ7.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the design and generation of user
interface mock-ups, user study setup and execution, data analysis and the writing of
the paper. The design, methodologies and results of this study were discussed with
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ziegler, who also contributed extensively to the revision of the text.

2.3 Paper 3

This paper was published as:

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C., & Ziegler, J. (2021). Effects of Interactivity and Pre-
sentation on Review-Based Explanations for Recommendations. In: Ardito C. et al.
(eds) Human-Computer Interaction – INTERACT 2021. INTERACT 2021. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, vol 12933. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/
978-3-030-85616-8_35

This paper addresses the concept of explanations as interactive argumentation, and
introduces the design of an interactive interface to provide explanations under the GUI
navigation paradigm. This paper also presents a user study, where we tested the effect
of providing review-based explanations under different display styles (namely text,
table, bar-chart), as well as the effect of different degrees of interactivity to provide
explanatory information (namely low and high). This chapter addresses our questions
RQ2, RQ3 and RQ7.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the development of the explainable
review-based RS, the aspect-based sentiment detection methods and the user interface.
I was also responsible user study setup and execution, data analysis and the writing
of the paper. The design, methodologies and results of this study were discussed with
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ziegler, who also contributed extensively to the revision of the text.

2.4 Paper 4

This paper was published as:
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2 Papers Contained in the Dissertation

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C., & Ziegler, J. (2021). Conversational review-based ex-
planations for recommender systems: Exploring users’ query behavior. In 3rd Con-
ference on Conversational User Interfaces (CUI ’21), 1-11. ACM, New York, NY, USA.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1145/3469595.3469596

This paper presents a user pre-study, with which we aimed to obtain insight about
how users would indicate their explanatory needs to a conversational agent, for which
we relied on the Wizard of Oz paradigm. We introduce in this paper our proposal
of a dimension-based intent model, which aims to facilitate the development of intent
detection procedures for explainable RS in the domain of hotels. This paper addresses
our question RQ4.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the development of system function-
alities required for the user study. I was also responsible for the user study setup and
execution, data analysis and the writing of the paper. The design, methodologies and
results of this study were discussed with Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ziegler, who also contributed
extensively to the revision of the text.

2.5 Paper 5

This paper was published as:

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C. & Ziegler, J. (2021). ConvEx-DS: A dataset for con-
versational explanations in recommender systems. In Proceedings of IntRS 21: Joint
Workshop on Interfaces and Human Decision Making for Recommender Systems. 1-18. url:
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2948/paper1.pdf

We report in this paper the collection and annotation of Convex-DS, a dataset to train
intent detection procedures for explainable RS in the domain of hotels. This paper
addresses our question RQ5.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the development of system function-
alities required for collection and annotation of the dataset (including intent detection
procedures, answer generation module, user interface and annotation application). I
was also responsible for data collection and data annotation studies and procedures,
data processing and analysis, and the writing of the paper. The design, methodolo-
gies and results of this study were discussed with Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ziegler, who also
contributed extensively to the revision of the text.
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2 Papers Contained in the Dissertation

2.6 Paper 6

Hernandez-Bocanegra, D.C. & Ziegler, J. (2021). Explaining Recommendations
Through Conversations - Argumentative Dialog Model and Comparison of Inter-
action Styles. Manuscript under review in ACM Journal Transactions on Interactive
Intelligent Systems.

In this paper, we extend work reported in Paper 3, Paper 4 and Paper 5. New content of
this paper addresses the design and implementation of ConvEx, a conversational agent
to provide natural language explanations, and the results of a user study to compare
the interfaces: GUI navigation and natural language conversation, and their effect on
users evaluation of RS. This paper addresses our questions RQ3, RQ4, RQ6 and RQ7.

Contributions as first author: I was responsible for the design of the dialog policy, and
the quality testing of the conversational agent ConvEx. I developed the natural lan-
guage understanding module of ConvEx, and the recommender system REST services
published for ConvEx consumption. I was also responsible for the user study setup and
execution, data analysis and the writing of the paper. The design, methodologies and
results of this study were discussed with Prof. Dr. Jürgen Ziegler, who also contributed
extensively to the revision of the text.
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3 Conclusions and Future Work

3.1 Discussion and Design Guidelines

It is assumed that by developing intelligent systems able to explain their outcomes and
decisions, users will have a better understanding of how those systems work, which
in turn will lead to a greater confidence in the system by users (Miller, 2018; Pu et al.,
2011; Tintarev & Masthoff, 2012; Walton, 2011). However, there is still a lack of widely
adopted criteria of what makes an explanation a good explanation, which, as argued by
Miller (2018), should not be left to the discretion of the intuition of intelligent system
developers.

Throughout this dissertation, a series of designs for personalized explanations in review-
based RS is introduced, which leverage the richness of content expressed in user re-
views, to provide appropriate support for the various claims and premises presented by
the RS. Particularly, we propose an approach to explanations as interactive argumenta-
tion, elaborated through an iterative, user-driven design process. Throughout this pro-
cess, we detected different interface features and components that might contribute to a
better perception of explanation quality. We also achieved a better understanding of ex-
planation needs of RS users, in the context of goods with a strong experiential character,
such as hotels, which we found differ from explanation needs of other types of users,
e.g. artificial intelligence domain experts interacting with machine learning algorithms.
The studies conducted throughout the dissertation advanced the understanding of user
concerns related to RS transparency, and led to a proposal for interactive explanations
that proved to have a positive impact on the evaluation of transparency and trust by
users.

Our proposal of interactive explanations regards an explanation as a process, an ex-
change of questions and answers between system and user, as it would occur in a
human-to-human conversation. This view is inspired by dialog models of conversa-
tion (e.g. Walton (2011)), and is aligned with the view of explanations in intelligent
systems as a social process, as advocated by Miller (2018), who suggest taking into ac-
count perspectives to explanations from disciplines such as philosophy or psychology,
when developing intelligent systems. Under this perspective, an explanation should
be regarded as a "process of transferring knowledge between explainer and explainee"
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(Miller, 2018), where the goal is that the explainee has sufficient information to under-
stand the reasons that generate an event or a decision by a system. Miller (2018) draws
four main characteristics of explanations from a social science perspective, which are
usually overlooked by developers of intelligent systems, but which could make an im-
portant contribution to better evaluation of the quality of explanations by users: 1)
"probabilities or statistics probably don’t matter", 2) "explanations are selected", 3) "ex-
planations are social", 4) "explanations are contrastive". In the following, our results are
contrasted with these statements, and corresponding design guidelines are formulated,
to be applied by review-based RS developers, for experience goods domains, e.g. hotel.
Furthermore, the additional points are discussed: 5) need for procedural and algorith-
mic explanations and 6) relevance of detailed information about the inference of user’s
profile.

1. Statistics do matter, but are not enough. According to Miller (2018), providing
statistical overviews might not be as efficient as providing support on real causes of
an event. In this respect, our findings from Paper 1 showed that explanations show-
ing an aggregated view of opinions using percentages of positive and negative opin-
ions were perceived as more satisfying, compared to explanations that only provide
a mere textual summary of opinions, suggesting that percentages may serve as easy
anchors to convey more compelling information, while summaries may be perceived
as too imprecise to convince. However, findings from Paper 3 and Paper 6 indicate
that providing percentages is not enough, and that providing examples extracted from
customer reviews that support such an overall view results in a better perception of
explanation quality. We found this was more accentuated in users with a greater ten-
dency to exhaustively search for information, a trait prevalent in more rational users
during decision-making, and also in users who tend to take into account others’ opin-
ions. Additional findings reported in Paper 6 also indicate that users more familiar
with information visualization perceived better explanations with the overall percent-
ages rather than partial views of performance for a few aspects. Consequently, the
following guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines

• Provide an initial overall view of statistics, either by listing aggregate values in a
table, a bar chart, or embedded in short texts, where various aspects are listed, and
allow users to go into detail on statistics that require further elaboration, taking
advantage of interaction options.

2. Explanations should be selected. When providing an explanation, people tend to
select a subset of possible causes of an event, instead of giving all the reasons that lead
to such an event Miller (2018), due to cognitive reasons: full causal chains might be too
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extensive to process (Hilton, 2017). The above is aligned with our observations of Paper
2 that not all users regard every explanation component as useful, and of Paper 3 that
not all users require to dig explanations into the same level of detail, which is highly
dependent on differences in user characteristics (such as the way how information is
processed when making decisions). Additionally, we argue that both context (e.g. the
domain subject to recommendations) and the momentary needs by users also play a
role in such explanatory needs.

It is important to note that, as reported in Paper 1, users did not report significantly
better (static) explanations with a higher level of detail, while in Paper 3 and Paper 6
we did find a significant improvement in reported explanation quality when further
level of detail was provided. Although seemingly contradictory, the difference that
plays a crucial role is that explanations in the studies reported in Papers 3 and 6 were
interactive, in contrast to the static explanations provided in study reported in Paper
1. Under our proposal of explanations as argumentative interaction, further details on
why items are recommended are only offered in response to users’ argumentation re-
quests, as part of a question-answer exchange between system and user. Under this
scenario, the system chooses to offer a set of additional causes only at the user’s dis-
cretion, instead of presenting all possible causes in one single explanation. The above
also aligns with guidelines by Hilton (1990), who argue that good explanations must
be brief and answer the question asked, rather than presenting potentially irrelevant
statements, which in turn aligns with Grice’s maxims of conversation (Grice, 1975):
quantity (statements should be informative but not more than required), relevance (get
to the point and answer the question asked, not provide irrelevant answers), manner
(be brief and avoid ambiguity). Thus we argue that developers can leverage interactive
explanations, in order to find such a balance between explanations sufficient in content,
but brief and relevant at the same time. Thus, and based in our findings, the following
guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines

• Provide interactive options to users to access detailed explanatory information at
will, instead of providing every possible cause of the system decision in a single
step.

• Provide concise answers to users questions. In the case of aggregated customer
opinions, visualizations using a table or a bar chart allow to provide a succinct
and effective overall picture, that could benefit specially users more familiar with
information visualization.

• When using a conversational agent to reply questions when no aspects are ad-
dressed (e.g. "why is option X good?"), provide answers involving aggregated
opinions limited to a low number of aspects (the most relevant, according to the
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preferences detected by the RS algorithm), and ask the user whether information
on further aspects is still needed.

3. Explanations should be argumentative and dialogical. Miller (2018) argues that
explanations are an inherently conversational process, where an "explainer transfer
knowledge to an explainee", a view shared by proponents of dialog models of explana-
tion (e.g. Walton (2011)), who argue that static argumentation may not be sufficient to
achieve understanding by the explainee, as a dialectical approach to explanations may
be. Miller refers to the "conversational" process, even warning that conversational does
not necessarily imply a natural language conversation. This view is also shared by Jan-
nach et al. (2020) and their definition of conversational RS (conversation in RS can be
enabled by both traditional GUI functionalities and natural language interaction).

In turn, the view of explanations as a social process is aligned with our proposal of ex-
planations as an interactive argumentation, and supported by our finding: providing
explanations with a higher degree of interactivity through an argumentative conversa-
tion between the user and the system influences positively the evaluation of the RS by
the users. Thus, the following guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines

• Provide explanations through a conversation between user and system. Such con-
versation can be enabled by using both GUI-based navigation controls (reflect-
ing possible questions that the user might ask the system), or a conversational
agent (where the user can state their questions or argument requests in their own
words).

• Attempts at explanation by the system, as answer to users questions, should
reflect an argumentative structure, consisting of statements supporting system
claims (e.g. pros), as well as rebutting statements (e.g. cons). The RS should also
include options for users to ask follow-up questions that contest such statements.

We note, however, that our proposed model for interactive explanations represents one
among other possibilities for an explanatory dialog in RS. While our scheme depicts a
"system explains first" alternative, future work should explore the adoption of a model
in which the user asks the questions first, as well as validation of how much users’
explanatory questions would vary under this scenario, compared to our dimension-
based model of user intent. In addition, our model is designed in such a way that
the questions are mainly asked by the user. However, future work could also explore
the implications and effects of the system asking questions to the user, of the type:
"would you like to get information on how recommendations were calculated?" or "do
you want to know how your profile was inferred?". Here, we speculate that if the
system takes a more proactive stance during the dialog, guiding the user on the type of
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queries that can be formulated, the user may decide accordingly to ask such questions,
in contrast to the scenario where the user might be unaware of the system’s capabilities,
and therefore avoids asking certain types of questions (as further discussed in points 5
and 6 of this section).

4. Explanations should not only be contrastive. Authors such as Hilton (1990), Lip-
ton (1990) and Miller (2018) argue that humans do not explain events’ causes, but in-
stead causes of why a certain event occurred and not another one, and that explanations
basically reply to why-questions, which are actually of the form "why P rather than Q",
even when Q is not explicit. Explanations of this form are then defined as contrastive
explanations. Our findings suggest, however, that not all explanations in RS should be
regarded as contrastive, and that the range of possible requests for explanations by
users cover a much wider range than only comparative why-questions.

Contrastive explanations may be very common - almost prevalent - in typical machine
learning classification problems (e.g. "Why is this picture classified as a dog, and not as
a cat?"), while we argue that a distinction must be made for RS. In this case, predictions
are not limited to a small subset of classes to compare as in prevalent explainable AI
approaches, mostly related to machine learning classification outcomes. In RS, several
"good options" are presented, and usually the predicted ranking is omitted. Thus, RS
usually do not present a single, definitive recommendation that is better than all the
others, but rather attempt to highlight aspects that may be attractive to users, for dif-
ferent options. So a direct comparison ("why X is better than Y?" or "between X and Y,
which is best?") might be requested only after an initial evaluation of items at single-
item level.

Such inference is aligned with our findings in Paper 4 and Paper 5: 1) questions regard-
ing a single item outnumbered those with explicit tuples to compare, or no mention to
items at all; 2) users do ask comparative questions, both by making explicit the items
to be compared, and without such indication (i.e. superlative comparisons, in the form
"which best"), but the number of non-comparative questions outnumbered the compar-
ative questions; 3) factoid questions are the most prevalent type of questions, followed
by subjective evaluation questions such as "how good is X", and why-recommended
questions. This latter finding leads us to conclude that beyond contrastive, explana-
tions should also be descriptive. That is, users not only expect the system to explain
why an item is recommended in terms of how good it is with respect to others, but also
in terms of the item’s properties itself, as it would the case in content-based systems
(e.g. "we recommend this camera because it has X resolution"), which does not neces-
sarily imply a contrast with other items. In consequence, and based on our findings,
the following guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines
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• Provide explanations related to different types of assessment of an item: factoid,
subjective evaluation, and why-recommended questions.

• To successfully answer the factoid questions, we suggest integrating alternative
sources of information, beyond input used by the explanatory method, such as
metadata or information from external sources (e.g. location, menus).

• Enable users to ask comparative questions, involving not only "why X instead of
Y" kind of statements, but also superlative questions ("why X the best?").

Additionally, our findings lead to further considerations:

5. Procedural or algorithmic explanations have much less priority than item-based
explanations. As reported in Paper 4 and Paper 5, we observed that users showed
very little interest in aspects specifically related to the system or in details of how rec-
ommendations were calculated. In the context of our research, users showed strong
interest in properties and reported opinions about items and their aspects, and how
well items perform in comparison to other recommendations, rather than specifics on
how the system got to such a decision. In this regard, we speculate that participants
might already hold a mental model (i.e. the subjective notion that users have about
how a system works (Norman, 1983)), that could have been transferred and applied to
their interaction with our developed system. As discussed by Ngo et al. (2020), users
tend to apply mental models when feasible, to deal with cognitive effort, i.e. a transfer
of a mental model from one system to the other (Norman, 1983). Thus, instead of focus-
ing on algorithmic details, which might be assumed to be transversal between similar
RS, users might decide to focus on reasons backing the quality of the items, as inferred
by the system.

We speculate on additional factors that may also have played a role in this observation.
In the case of the interaction with a conversational agent, users may refrain from asking
questions that they are not sure the system will answer (Jain et al., 2018). Also, it may
be the case that lay users suspect that answers to algorithmic questions would reveal
much more information than necessary, a factor that can lead to feelings of overwhelm
for users (Ananny & Crawford, 2018). We also noted in studies reported in Papers 4 and
5 scarce further curiosity on the input used by the RS. This seems to be a consequence of
the nature of the explanations we provided: they indicated that the recommendations
were based primarily on reviews. The above became clear to users, as reported in Paper
6 (prevalent recognition of customer reviews as input for recommendations). Further-
more, results reported in Paper 2 indicate users found the indication on input used
for recommendations as helpful, while this was not the case for details on inference of
user profile, as discussed below. We note, however, that the implications described in
this point are highly domain dependent, which is discussed further in the limitations
section.
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Thus, and based on our findings, the following guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines

• For domains related to experience goods, a strong focus on items properties and
opinions reported for the item is preferred in explanations, rather than providing
details on algorithmic procedures.

6. Detailed information about inference of one’s own profile is not always relevant.
As discussed in Paper 2, the quality of explanations was not reported as significantly
better, when including detailed information about how user preferences were calcu-
lated (i.e. how often the user reported on aspects in their previous reviews), compared
to explanations omitting such information. Moreover, as also reported in Paper 2, only
a minority of users found this information useful. In this respect, we found that ex-
planations without detailed information on user’s profile inference were significantly
easier to understand than those including such information. The above suggests that
our proposed design to show details on users’ profile inference and their alignment
with customer-reported opinions (Fig. 1.5) is subject to improvement in future work.
Such review should also consider the limitations of using the EFM algorithm, which
calculates user preferences only based on the number of times the user commented on
an aspect in their previous comments, which might be insufficient - even inaccurate -
to form an adequate picture of user preferences, as discussed in detail in Paper 2, and
later in the limitations of this dissertation.

It is important to note that, despite these limitations, the idea that providing detailed
information on preference calculation may not be as useful to users in the context stud-
ied is reinforced by: 1) findings reported in Paper 4 and Paper 5: users expressed little
curiosity about this aspect, with virtually no explicit user-generated questions about
how their preferences were calculated, used or weighted to get recommendations. 2)
findings reported in Paper 6 suggest that users could recognize to a fair extent that
the recommendations were based on their preferences (in the case of GUI-based nav-
igation), or the questions they formulated to the conversational agent (in the case of
natural language interface).

The above seems, however, to be very specific to the type of domain we took as a case
of study. Hotels are considered an experience good, where evaluation of alternatives
and final decision is highly influenced by word-of-mouth. Here, the perspective and
opinion of others might be more relevant than details about their own inferred pro-
file. In addition, the hotel domain involves mostly a low risk of negative consequences
associated with inaccurate preference calculation, which is not the case for domains
where such risk may be considerably higher, such as medical or financial domains. In
the latter case, a deeper understanding of how the self profile is calculated, and how it
influences the final prediction of the system could indeed be relevant for users.
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Notwithstanding the points discussed, our observations indicate that users do benefit
from personalized explanations under our approach, i.e. those indicating that recom-
mendations were generated on the basis of aspects relevant to them. Thus, the follow-
ing guideline is suggested:

Design guidelines

• For domains related to experience goods, while it may not be necessary to reveal
all the details of how user preferences are calculated, nor the weight they have in
the final predictions, the RS must indicate in explanations that recommendations
take into account aspects that are important to the user.

3.2 Limitations and outlook

Motivated interaction with the RS. The online nature of the user studies discussed
in this dissertation involve a number of factors that are important to acknowledge.
First, participants were recruited on crowdsourcing platforms where accounting for
homogeneous demographics was not always possible. Also, promoting an effective
execution of the task involves important challenges. Despite the measures we took
after each iteration throughout the project (stricter attention controls, or bonuses based
on answers to open-ended questions), these cannot beat a real motivation, e.g. choose
a hotel that one actually needs. Therefore, future research needs to test the effects of
the guidelines provided by this dissertation in real production web sites, for example,
using A/B tests.

Generalization to other domains. Some of the findings of our studies could be gen-
eralized to other domains. For example, systems that collect customer reviews and
recommend experience goods such as restaurants, could benefit users by providing
explanations containing aggregate views of pros and cons for different aspects, that
rely heavily on subjective opinions. Although shopping RS also collect and provide
customer reviews as aids while making decisions, it is necessary to validate to what
extent an explanation based mainly on subjective information competes with content-
based explanations, which reflect more objective information on items’ features. Con-
sequently, future work could address the trade-off between review-based and content-
based explanations, and possible paths of integration, given the potential benefits that
both types of sources imply for the user experience.

In regard to the dataset we published for intent detection in dialog systems, ConvEx-
DS, while it might also generalize properly to domains related to experience goods,
further work is needed to test this inference. Here, recent advances in automatic nat-
ural language processing, and in particular, in transfer learning techniques, allow to
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obtain linguistic representations that can serve as a basis for training classifiers in simi-
lar domains. As of the intent model itself, the dimensions and its values do not involve
domain concepts as such, so its generalization might be less problematic. Dimension
scope refers to the number of entities referred in question (single, tuples or indefinite),
which can be detected using name entity methods that are widely used in many do-
mains; dimension comparison can be detected on the basis of comparison relations (e.g.
"more than", "best of") rather than on domain specific features subject to comparison;
dimension detail refers to the presence or absence of an aspect in a question, but it does
not contain any indication on how these aspects should be detected or defined. As for
dimension evaluation, future work needs to validate the distinction between subjective
assessment and factual information, as different domains may differ in this regard.

User profile inference and disclosure. While in discussion (point 6) it is claimed that
detailed information about inference of one’s own profile might not be relevant for
users, we acknowledge the following limitations in this respect. First, studies from Pa-
per 2 were based on mockups, where no explicit elicitation of participants’ preferences
was done, although we mitigated this limitation in studies reported in Papers 3, 4, 5
and 6. Second, the use of the EFM method (Zhang et al., 2014) poses, in our view, an
important constraint in regard to user profile inference: it only uses comments written
by the user to it. Such information may not fully reflect the true preferences of the user.
For example, one can talk about an aspect in a review, but not necessarily because it is
very relevant to oneself, but because something was especially bad (or extraordinarily
good) about it. Thus, future work needs to address the integration of review-based ex-
planatory methods (such as EFM) with methods involving a more explicit elicitation of
users’ preferences, for example, critique RS methods.

Use of templates to explain. We used templates to generate explanations reporting on
aggregated opinions (e.g. "because n% of customers reported positive comments on [as-
pect]"), in both GUI-navigation and natural language conversation interfaces; although
for the latter we used a set of different statements for each intent type, so that slightly
different answers could be generated every time the user express the same intent. Nev-
ertheless, the use of template-based explanations may be perceived as too repetitive for
users, while implementations based on natural language generation (NLG) may be bet-
ter received as seemingly more flexible. Dialog approaches based on neural generative
models can contribute in this regard, as their output may more closely resemble human
responses as part of a dialog, as no templates are used. The above imply, however,
important challenges: in one hand, dialog approaches based on neural models may re-
quire extensive datasets to train (Li et al., 2018). On the other hand, responses still need
to report and reflect reasons consistent with the underlying explanatory method used.
Therefore, as future work, we plan to analyze implications of extending our approach,
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to generate explanations that are not template-based, leveraging NLG techniques, but
still reflecting an argumentative structure and the underlying RS method.

Flexibility of the dialog policy. As part of our developed conversational agent, we
implemented a handcrafted dialog manager, where the state and policy were defined
as a set of rules defined by the research team, and tied strictly to the explanatory pro-
cess. Although adequate to test our approach to conversational explanations, future
research should address more flexible approaches, to broaden the dialog policy to sup-
port related processes arising from interaction with a RS, e.g. preference elicitation,
item search, customer service or booking. Considering a conversational approach that
integrates these processes is relevant, since, in domains such as hotels, these needs
would rarely occur in isolation. In this regard, end-to-end neural network approaches
seem promising for this purpose, as they allow for a more dynamic modeling of possi-
ble dialogues with different goals, as proposed for example by Z. Liu et al. (2020).

Selection of customer reviews excerpts. Our approach involves providing excerpts
of customer reviews as backing for aggregation-type explanations, filtered by aspect
and sentiment. It is claimed in discussion (point 2) that explanations should be selected.
Although relevance was taken into account in our implementation of interactive expla-
nations (only comments on the specific aspect or feature requested by the users were
presented), we did not implement methods for sorting customer comments according
to their helpfulness or argumentative quality. Thus, future work needs to integrate
techniques to determine the quality of customer comments, as well as to evaluate their
effect, both on the accuracy of recommendation prediction and on the evaluation of the
system by end-users.

Conversational agent can not reply to all questions. To date, creating dialog sys-
tems able to answer all possible users’ questions remains unrealistic (Moore & Arar,
2018). Nevertheless, by using our approach, our implementation was able to generate
answers to more than 80% of the users’ questions, as reported in Paper 5, a number
that we consider rather high. Addressing intent detection as a text classification prob-
lem, however, might be insufficient when dealing with questions that are too specific,
particularly in regard to factoid questions. Therefore, to close the gap of questions that
could not be answered by the system, future work may also consider leveraging infor-
mation retrieval approaches, such as question and answer (QA), in addition to intent
detection procedures, as per our proposal. In addition, future work should address
the integration of information sources beyond customer reviews or hotels’ metadata,
in order to cover very specific explanatory needs of users, e.g. external location ser-
vices. The above can contribute to answering questions involving item surroundings,
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distances to places of interest or transport means, which were very common concerns
expressed in user studies reported in Papers 4, 5 and 6.

3.3 Conclusion

This dissertation presents a proposal for personalized explanations as interactive argu-
mentation in review-based RS, inspired by dialog explanation models and formal argu-
ment schemes. This proposal allows users to go from aggregated customer opinions to
detailed extracts of individual reviews, in order to facilitate a better understanding of
the claims made by the RS. To this aim, a user-centered approach was followed, in order
to guide and evaluate the design of the proposed explanatory interfaces, from a user
perspective. This work reports empirical evidence, that providing a higher degree of
interactivity in explanations contributed to a more positive evaluation of transparency
and trust in the system, both in the GUI-navigation and natural language conversation
variants of the RS implemented. Finally, this dissertation contributes to a better under-
standing on how to positively impact users’ evaluation of explanation quality, system
transparency and trust in the system, by providing guidelines on how to integrate in-
teractive aspects to explainable RS interface design.
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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems have achieved considerable maturity and ac-
curacy in recent years. However, the rationale behind recommenda-
tions mostly remains opaque. Providing textual explanations based
on user reviews may increase users’ perception of transparency
and, by that, overall system satisfaction. However, little is known
about how these explanations can be effectively and efficiently pre-
sented to the user. In the following paper, we present an empirical
study conducted in the domain of hotels to investigate the effect
of different textual explanation types on, among others, perceived
system transparency and trustworthiness, as well as the overall
assessment of explanation quality. The explanations presented to
participants follow an argument-based design, which we propose
to provide a rationale to support a recommendation in a structured
way. Our results show that people prefer explanations that include
an aggregation using percentages of other users’ opinions, over
explanations that only include a brief summary of opinions. The
results additionally indicate that user characteristics such as social
awareness may influence the perception of explanation quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Providing explanations of the rationale behind a recommendation
can bring several benefits to recommender systems (RS). In particu-
lar, explanations may serve the following aims [27]: transparency
(the system explains how it works), effectiveness (user can make
good decisions), efficiency (user can make decisions faster), and
trust in the system. Explanations based on collaborative filtering in-
form that a recommendation is based on preferences of similar users
or items that the user liked in the past, e.g. Amazon’s “Customers
who bought . . . also bought...”, while content-based explanations
present users with item features that can be relevant to them, e.g.
[15, 29]. On the other hand, exploiting user reviews has drawn
research interest recently, in particular to facilitate the generation
of textual explanations, as proposed by [34] and [18], where a brief
assessment of relevant aspects based on opinions from reviews is
provided as explanation. However, avid users in need of specific
details may be more satisfied when more robust arguments or a
higher level of justification is provided. Here, important questions
are still unresolved: Do users prefer concise explanations over those
that include more specific details? Do they prefer an aggregated
view of other users’ opinions, over reading individual reviews writ-
ten by similar users? Specifically, we regarded three different types
of review-based explanation:

• Explanations with aggregated results: An accumulated view
using bullet points and percentages of positive and negative
opinions, as proposed by [11].

• Explanations with only textual summary: Summarization of
opinions without bullet points nor percentages. It resembles
a system generated review, as proposed by [8], and [3].

• Explanations using a helpful review: Indicate that the recom-
mendation was based on the reviews that might be helpful
to the user, as proposed by [6], and show just one of them
as an example.

In this respect, both summaries and helpful reviews have proven
to be an effective means of assisting users in making purchasing
decisions, while helping them cope with the overwhelming amount
of information available [3, 12, 16, 20, 23]. However, little is known
about the suitability of one information style over another when
offered as part of an explanation. Additionally, we also aimed to
evaluate the effect of two levels of justification:

• High: Specific details about the main aspects (e.g. cleanliness)
and finer-grained aspects (e.g. cleanliness of bathroom) are
provided.

• Low: Only brief information about main aspects is provided.



In addition, and taking into account that differences in user charac-
teristics also contribute to differences in the general perception of
RS [17, 31], we set out to focus on one of the main objectives of RS,
which is to help users make better decisions. Particularly, individual
differences between decision-making styles are determined signifi-
cantly by preferences and abilities to process available information
[9]. Accordingly, decision making styles are defined by [14] as a
"habit-based propensity" to exhaustively search for information
and to systematically evaluate possible alternatives (rational style),
or to use a quick process based on hunches and feelings (intuitive
style), in order to make decisions. Twomain aspects provide basis to
describe the differences in decision styles: information use (amount
of information used during the process) and focus (alternatives
addressed) [9]. In this respect, "good enough" information might
be sufficient for some people, whereas others prefer to obtain and
address all relevant information in order to minimize risks.

Additionally, we were interested in a second factor that may
influence the way users perceive explanations: the extent to which
they are able to adopt the perspective of others when making de-
cisions. The rationale for this interest stems from the tendency of
individuals to adjust their own opinions using those of others, while
choosing between various alternatives [26], which may even be ben-
eficial [32]. Particularly, individuals with greater perspective-taking
skills tend to understand the views of others better [2, 5], skills
that are also characterized by [10] as “social awareness”, which
represents the propensity of individuals to empathize and take into
account the opinions of others.

Accordingly, we aimed to answer the following research ques-
tions, in relation to our variables of interest (i.e. quality of explana-
tion, transparency, effectiveness, efficiency and trust), and taking
the hotels domain as a case in point:

RQ1: Does the type of explanation influence the perception of
the variables of interest?

RQ2: Does the level of justification influence the perception of
the variables of interest?

RQ3: Do individual differences in decision making styles and
social awareness influence the perception of the variables of interest,
when different types of explanation or levels of justification are
provided?

Consequently, we conducted a study, in which users were asked
to examine and read the explanations of a fixed set of hotel recom-
mendations, and to report their perception of the quality of such
explanations, as well as their perceived transparency, effectiveness,
efficiency and trust of the system. The hand-made explanations
provided were based on designed templates that follow principles
of argumentation theory, as elaborated in detail in section 3.

2 RELATEDWORK
Textual explanations in RS seek to provide reasons behind a recom-
mendation, while assisting users making a decision. In this respect,
in recent years there has been a growing interest in exploiting user
reviews, given their richness in explanatory and argumentative
information. [34] proposed a matrix factorization model to align
explicit features and the latent representations of items and user
preferences obtained from reviews, which allows to generate tex-
tual explanations based on templates (e.g. “You might be interested

in [feature], on which this product performs well”). An extension
of this work was presented by [6], who argued that reviews should
have different weights when calculating predictions, and that, there-
fore, the most useful for the user should have a higher priority, and
be used to generate explanations; however, no explanations are
actually generated, but only selected reviews are provided. On the
other hand, [8] proposed an natural language generation (NLG)
procedure for creating reviews (as a real user would) and providing
them as explanations without using templates, whereas [7] pro-
posed a denoising mechanism to extract relevant sentences with
explainable purposes, to generate natural language textual expla-
nations (e.g. “The bottle is very light and the smell is very strong”).
Additionally, [21] had proposed a series of interface variations, that
provide users with display pros and cons scores using bars, as well
as a report of feature performance in comparison with other alter-
natives; however, their visualizations do not provide details on the
fine-grained aspects, nor possible reasons for conflicting opinions.

The above approaches result in explanations that may be per-
ceived by users as being too general, and lacking solid arguments
to justify the recommendation offered. On the other hand, [4] pro-
posed a framework to generate arguments in the context of tasks
like selecting a house to buy. [33] compares explanations with
brief sentences and an argumentative structure - two facts and a
claim -, for recommendations of hiking routes, energy and mobile
phone plans; however, no counter-arguments are provided. [18]
proposed a method based on [1] for generating explanations with
convincing arguments in a mobile shopping recommender using
templates: strong argument (e.g. “Mainly because you currently
like X.”), supporting argument (e.g. “Also, slightly because of your
current interest in X.", and negative argument (e.g. “However, it
has the following features you don’t like: X, Y (...).”). The rather
concrete and brief sentences proposed by [1] and [18] are oriented
to provide interactive explanations in the mobile domain, where
users might face both space and time limitations. However, we
aimed to investigate the effect that more detailed explanations may
have on users’ perception of recommender systems, while keeping
an argumentative nature. To this end, we propose an explanations
design with an argumentative structure, that is inspired on the
scheme proposed by [13], a variation of original Toulmin’s model
[28], that seeks to represent the kind of arguments usually provided
in user-generated web discourse.

3 EXPLANATION DESIGN
We designed a series of templates that represent the combination of
the two factors: type of textual explanation and level of justification.
These templates were used to create the explanations we presented
to participants in our empirical study. Table 1 shows the designed
templates. Furthermore, the proposed design reflects an argumen-
tative structure, inspired by the scheme proposed by Habernal et al.
[13], and includes: a conclusion that informs how good the choice
is for the user, evidence that supports such a claim, and possible
reasons behind contradictory opinions.

Additionally, we considered a number of template variations in
order to explain items with higher prediction ratings (very good or
an adequate option), or lower prediction ratings (not so good option),
depending on whether positive opinions are much much greater



(very good) or greater (adequate) than negative ones, or if they are
more negative than positive (not so good). These variations are
represented mainly by differences in the rebuttal and the backing
section of the explanation, as well as the presence of refutation
statements, as depicted in the scheme of figure 1.

Explanations with aggregated results: Summarizes opinions
found in reviews using bullet points and percentages of positive and
negative opinions. It corresponds to the "Aggregation" condition of
the empirical study.

Explanationswith only textual summary: Summarizes opin-
ions using just text (no bullet points nor percentages). The condition
"Summary" refers to this type of explanation.

Explanations using a helpful review: This type of explana-
tions indicate that recommendation was based on information pro-
vided in helpful reviews, and offers one of such reviews as an
example. The condition “Review” refers to this type of explanation.

In turn, every type of explanation is provided in one of two
variations:

Low level of justification. To address the main aspects of in-
terest to users (e.g. overall cleanliness), without further elaboration
or details.

High level of justification. To address the main aspects of in-
terest to users (e.g. overall cleanliness) by providing fine grained
details with several sentences aboutmore specific aspects (e.g. clean-
liness of bathroom).

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
We intended to compare the users’ subjective assessment of dif-
ferent types of explanation and different levels of justification. In
particular, we hypothesized the following:

H1: People will be more satisfied with explanations that involve
a higher level of justification.

H2: People will be more satisfied with aggregated explanations
as opposed to mere summaries.

H3: People will be more satisfied with explanations that involve
helpful reviews as opposed to mere summaries.

H4: More rational users would prefer a higher level of justifica-
tion and explanations that involve helpful reviews or an aggregation
of opinions, as opposed to summaries.

To test the above, we recruited 152 participants (87 female, mean
age 39.84 and range between 18 and 75) through Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk. We restricted the execution of the task to workers located
in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence Task) approval rate
greater than 95%. Although 334 workers completed the task, only
152 workers passed the quality check (i.e. at least 6 of the 7 valida-
tion questions were answered correctly, more than 20s were spent
on the recommendation step and more than 30s on the evaluation
questionnaire), so only the data for these participants were used
for the following analysis. This sample size allows us to achieve a
statistical power of 82.5% with the performed MANCOVA analysis
(α =0.05). Participants were rewarded with $0.8 (time to complete
task in minutes: M=8.56, SD= 1.86)

The study follows a 3x2 between-subjects design, and each partic-
ipant was assigned randomly to one of six conditions that represent
the combination of the two factors: type of explanation and level
of justification. Participants were presented with a prototype that

provided them with a fixed list of 5 hotels that represented the
recommendations for a hypothetical hotel search. Each recommen-
dation included an explanation of why the item was recommended.
After the participants explored the information for all the hotels,
they were asked to rate their perception of the recommender and
its explanations. No real system was used to generate recommenda-
tions or explanations, as the main objective here was to test users’
perception of explanation design.

Conditions:We regarded three different types of explanation:
with aggregated results (“aggregation”), with only textual summary
(“summary”) and explanations using a helpful review (“review”).
We also evaluated the effect of two levels of justification: “high” and
“low”. Section 3 provides further details on every type and level.

Procedure: After some questions on demographics, users an-
swered the questionnaire on user characteristics. Instructions to
participants indicated that a list of 5 hotels would be displayed,
representing the results of a hypothetical search for hotels already
performed. Here, participants were instructed to click the button
"View Details" of each hotel and read the information provided,
including the explanation of why the item was recommended. We
then presented a cover story, which sought to establish a common
starting point in terms of travel motivation (a business trip), and the
presumed aspects of greatest interest to the user (cleanliness and
location). The cover story also stated that different recommended
hotels within the same price range would be shown. The users were
then presented with a list of recommended hotels and their expla-
nations. An example of the functionality provided to the users is
shown in figure 2. The list of hotels, hotel names, photos, prices and
ratings were the same for all users. Only the explanations provided
varied according to the condition to which each participant was
assigned. Next, users answered the evaluation questionnaire. In
addition, we included an open-ended question, so that participants
could indicate in their own words their general opinion about the
explanations provided. We included 4 validation questions to check
attentiveness within the questionnaires, and 3 validation questions
related to the content of both textual and visual elements presented
throughout the task.

Questionnaires:
User characteristics: We used the Rational and Intuitive Decision

Styles Scale [14], and the scale of the social awareness competency,
proposed by [10]. We used a 1-5 Likert-scale to evaluate all the
items (1:Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

Evaluation: We used items from: [25] to measure the perception
of transparency, [17] of effectiveness, [19] of efficiency, and [19] of
trust. Finally, we also adapted 3 items from [17] to address expla-
nation quality. We used a 1-5 Likert-scale to evaluate all the items
(1:Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

5 RESULTS
User characteristics scores. In regard to decision making styles,
we calculated the rational (M = 4.31, SD= 0.52) and the intuitive
(M = 2.72, SD= 0.83) scores for each individual as the average of
the values reported for the five items on both rational and intuitive
decision-making style subscales. Likewise, we calculated the social
awareness score (M = 3.99, SD= 0.49) for each individual based on



Figure 1: Argument scheme used to create explanation templates, to provide reasons for recommending items with higher
prediction ratings (very good or an adequate option), or lower prediction ratings (not so good option).

Aggregation Summary Review

Explanation Beginning (Both levels):
[It is located in ..., and provides ... in all
rooms ]Premise. [This hotel seems to be
a very good option for you]Claim, given
that:

[It is located in ..., and provides ... in all
rooms ]Premise. [This hotel seems to be
an adequate option for you]Claim, given
that

[Based on the reviews that contain
useful information and might be
relevant to you.]Backing, we believe that
[this hotel is an adequate option for
you]Claim. This is an example of one
of these reviews:

Low level:
[n% of visitors reported positive comments
about ... and n% about ...]Backing. [Some vi-
sitors mentioned negative comments about ... (n%)
]Rebuttal, however [such claims are seemingly
related to particular incidents, rather than
a usual situation, or perhaps to very high
expectations that were not met.]Refutation

[usually ... is not a problem here,
and the ... is ...]Backing. [Although
some reviews include negative
comments about ...]Rebuttal, [such
claims seem to be more related to
incidents rather than a usual situation,
or perhaps to very high expectations
that were not met. ]Refutation

[“I’ve visited the River Hotel for
a business trip. Coffee and tea in the
room, clean, good location, near to ...
Overall, a very good option, I
would definitely come back!!!”
]Backing

High level:
... [visitors reported positive comments about:
- The ... (n% of reviews), in particular about
the state of ... (n% of reviews)
- The . . . (n% of reviews), especially
about ... (n% of reviews).]Backing.
[Some visitors also mentioned negative comments
about these aspects]Rebuttal.
However, [due to the lower number of similar
comments, this opinions correspond seamingly to:
- Incidents rather than a usual situation, related to
the state of ... (n% of reviews).
- Unfulfilled very high expectations related to ...
(n% of reviews) or ... (n% of reviews).]Refutation

[usually ... is not a problem here, in
particular the state of ..., and the ...
is quite good in general. The ... very
convenient for your purposes, since
it is ..., and it is also ...]Backing.
[Although some reviews include
negative comments about ..., in particular
in relation to ...]Rebuttal, [such
claims seem more related to incidents
rather than a usual situation, or perhaps
to very high expectations that were
not met.]Refutation

[“I stayed at the Sofia Hotel in
June. The location is convenient to...
And very convenient when you
need to work and not being disturbed
by kids or drunk teenagers! My room
was clean but more care for windows
wouldn’t hurt. Also, I think left the
towels ..., I expected them to be
changed, but that didn’t happen until
..., but overall a minor issue,
given the overall quality of the room.
Parking is free, but you may not need
it, as ... Overall, you get what it is
advertised. I’d come back”]Backing

Figure 2: Prototype screens displayed in empirical study. List of recommended hotels (left) and hotel details of the 3rd hotel
of the list (right), depicting an explanation of the aggregation type with a high level of justification. Location screenshot Map
data ©2020



the values reported for the items of this scale. Figure 3a depicts the
different scores distributions.

Evaluation scores. We calculated evaluation scores for every
variable of interest (explanation quality and the explanations aims:
transparency, effectiveness, efficiency, and trust), as the average of
the individual values reported for the items corresponding to each
variable. Table 2 show the descriptive evaluation results by type
and level, respectively.

Analysis of covariance Since our dependent variables are cor-
related (see Table 2), we performed a MANCOVA analysis to eval-
uate the simultaneous effect of type of explanations and level of
justification on all variables that represent user’s perception, and to
what extent the individual decision-making styles or social aware-
ness might influence such perception. Here, evaluation scores were
used as the dependent variables, level and type as fixed factors (in-
dependent variables), and user characteristics scores as covariates.
Smaller ANCOVA analyses were also performed, to test the interac-
tions between independent variables and covariates, and their effect
on each of the dependent variables. The results are summarized
below.

Multivariate effects:
Significant multivariate effects were found for the variables: type

F( 5, 140) = 4.68, p <.001 and social awareness F( 5, 139) = 2.41, p <.05.
No significant overall effects were found for the level of justification,
nor for the rational or intuitive decision-making style.

Univariate effects:
We performed a set of 5 ANCOVA analyses, to test interaction

and main effects of the variables that reported a significant overall
effect (type and social awareness) on each of the 5 dependent vari-
ables (explanation aims). Tests were conducted using Bonferroni
adjusted alpha levels of .01 per test (.05/5)

Explanation quality: The type of explanation influences signifi-
cantly the perception of explanation quality, F(2, 146) = 5.37, p<.01.
A post-hoc test using Tukey HSD reveals a significant difference
between aggregation and summary conditions (p <.01), such that
the average explanation quality was significantly higher for aggre-
gation (M = 3.98, SD = 0.65) than for summary (M = 3.56, SD = 0.75).
No significant interaction was found between social awareness and
type after the Bonferroni correction, F(2, 146) = 5.37, p=.019; how-
ever, we observed that the relationship between social awareness
and explanation quality has a positive tendency for the aggregation
and summary types, (aggregation having a steeper slope), whereas
for review the relationship tends to be negative (Figure 3b).

Transparency: We observed that the type of explanation influ-
ences significantly the perception of transparency (“the system
explains why the items were recommended”), F(2, 146) = 5.49, p
<.01. A post-hoc test using Tukey HSD reveals a significant differ-
ence between aggregation and review conditions (p <.05), such that
the average perception of transparency was significantly higher
for aggregation (M =4.05, SD =0.69) than for review (M = 3.68,
SD = 0.63). However, no significant influence of type was found
in relation to whether users actually understood why the system
recommended the items. There was also no significant interaction
between type and social awareness, although a significant effect
of social awareness on transparency was found, F( 1, 146) = 7.15, p
<.01. Here we observed a positive trend in the relationship between
social awareness and transparency, as depicted in figure 3c.

Effectiveness: No main effects of type were found, neither signifi-
cant interaction between social awareness and type.

Efficiency: No main effects of type were found, neither significant
interaction between social awareness and type.

Trust: A significant effect of social awareness on trust was found,
F(1, 146) = 11.92, p<0.001. Here we observed a positive trend in
the relationship between social awareness and trust, as depicted
in figure 3c. We found no major effects of type, nor significant
interaction between type and social awareness.

6 DISCUSSION
We observed that the type of explanation seems to significantly
influence the quality perception of explanations. Explanations that
include an aggregated view with percentages of positive and nega-
tive opinions are perceived as more satisfying over explanations
that only provide a mere summary of opinions, which confirms our
hypothesis H2. This suggests that percentages may serve as easy
anchors to convey more compelling information, while summaries
may be perceived as too imprecise to convince. In fact, judgments
and decisionmaking can be influenced by changes in attitude, which
in turn can result from the effortless use of cues such as numer-
ical anchors, when people lack motivation or ability [24, 30]. In
addition, although the difference in perception of quality between
explanations with summaries and helpful reviews is not significant
to confirm our H3 hypothesis, there seems to be a tendency to
prefer reviews over summaries. This may reflect that some people
trust a single opinion more than summaries that may hide details of
special interest to them. Furthermore, there is not enough evidence
to confirm our H1 hypothesis that users would prefer a higher level
of justification in explanations, nor that reporting additional details
of fine-grained aspects may influence the general perception of the
recommender system. On the other hand, and contrary to our H4
hypothesis, we found no influence of rationality on this perception.
First, it is difficult to make assumptions with respect to this variable
since our sample is very skewed: to the right for the rational style
and to the left for the intuitive, as depicted in Figure 3a. Addition-
ally, this may be related to our observation that rationality and
intuition are not diametrically opposed constructs: although most
participants consider themselves to be someone who thoroughly
evaluate available information, many of them also have a tendency
to use their intuition when making decisions. In this regard, [14]
have indicated that people with a greater tendency to process infor-
mation in a rational manner (i.e. a prevalent rational cognitive style,
according to [22]) are less likely to be intuitive decision-makers,
whereas subjects with a greater tendency to process information in
a more intuitive manner (i.e. a predominantly intuitive cognitive
style) may be either rational or irrational decision-makers [14].
On the other hand, and although the interaction between social
awareness and type of explanation is not statistically significant, we
observed a tendency to prefer aggregated explanations for subjects
with higher social awareness scores. A similar effect is observed
for reviews, although smaller; here, summaries may sound too de-
tached from actual opinions people express, therefore, the effect is
negative for more social aware people.

In terms of transparency, the results suggest that, even when
some types of explanations seem to serve better than others to



Table 1: Mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation aims, per level of justification and type of explana-
tion (n=152); values reported with a 5-Likert scale; high values of means represent a positive perception of recommender and
explanations. Pearson correlation matrix, p<0.001 for all correlation coefficients.

Level: Low High Type: Aggregation Summary Review Corr: Variable
Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4
1. Explanation Quality 3.79 0.70 3.83 0.73 3.98 0.65 3.56 0.75 3.88 0.68
2. Transparency 3.93 0.69 3.92 0.69 4.05 0.69 3.99 0.69 3.68 0.63 0.41
3. Effectiveness 3.87 0.72 3.85 0.70 3.95 0.70 3.69 0.73 3.93 0.68 0.82 0.48
4. Efficiency 3.96 0.78 3.90 0.79 4.07 0.65 3.70 0.93 4.00 0.71 0.58 0.45 0.70
5. Trust 3.84 0.58 3.71 0.68 3.85 0.66 3.65 0.68 3.80 0.57 0.75 0.50 0.80 0.73

Figure 3: a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles and social
awareness. b) Interaction plot for explanation quality (fitted means of individual scores) between type and social awareness.
c) Effect of social awareness on transparency and trust (fitted means of individual scores). All scores on a 5-Likert scale.

explain the recommended items (in particular aggregations are
perceived as more transparent than explanations based on help-
ful reviews), the users’ understanding of the reasons behind the
recommendations is not statistically different between types, i.e. a
possible dichotomy between “the system explains why” and “I un-
derstood why”. In this regard, some users mentioned, for example,
that despite explanations were good, more details about how the al-
gorithm actually works could further improve their understanding
of reasons behind recommendations.

Finally, our results suggest that social awareness may play a role
in the perception of both transparency and trust by users, that is,
people with a higher disposition to listen and take into account oth-
ers’ opinions, tend to perceive the system as more transparent and
to trust more in the recommender when the proposed explanations
are provided, independent of their type or justification level.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the design of argumentative textual
explanations, as well as examined and discussed the differences
between types of explanations and levels of justification, their in-
fluence on users’ perception of different characteristics of the sys-
tem, and the influence that individual differences (namely decision-
making style and social awareness) may have on such perception.
We conclude that providing arguments based on aggregated results
seems to be a meaningful way of presenting explanations. We can-
not state though whether high or low levels of justification are per
se better, or that differences between users’ decision-making style
influence signifficantly the perception of the proposed explanations.

However, when taking into account another user characteristic, i.e.
social awareness, differences in perception between users can be
better understood, which can lead to better explanation designs
and interaction possibilities. We believe that our findings lead to
practical implications, e.g. that effective explanations should pro-
vide an initial aggregated overview of the main findings, and then
allow the user to examine them in as much detail as preferred (e.g.
by reading a list of the most useful reviews).

It is important, however, to recognize the limitations that the
implementation of the proposed approach may have. For example,
template-based explanations may be perceived as too repetitive
for users, while implementations based on natural language gen-
eration (NLG) may be better received as seemingly more flexible.
Therefore, as future work, we plan to extend our approach to the
generation of explanations that are not template-based, leveraging
NLG techniques, but still reflecting an argumentative structure. In
addition, our evaluation has limitations, such as the use of a proto-
type instead of a system with real recommendations, as well as the
use of Amazon Mechanical Turk, where despite our quality control
implemented, it is difficult to encourage users to genuinely make a
decision, which could guarantee higher quality in the execution of
the task. Therefore, an evaluation on a real set and using a more
effective motivation strategy will be part of the future work.
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Abstract: Providing explanations based on user reviews
in recommender systems (RS) may increase users’ per-
ception of transparency or effectiveness. However, little
is known about how these explanations should be pre-
sented to users, or which types of user interface compo-
nents should be included in explanations, in order to in-
crease both their comprehensibility and acceptance. To
investigate such matters, we conducted two experiments
and evaluated the differences in users’ perception when
providing information about their own profiles, in addi-
tion to a summarized view on the opinions of other cus-
tomers about the recommended hotel. Additionally, we
also aimed to test the effect of different display styles (bar
chart and table) on the perception of review-based expla-
nations for recommended hotels, as well as how useful
users finddifferent explanatory interface components.Our
results suggest that the perception of an RS and its expla-
nations given profile transparency and different presenta-
tion styles, may vary depending on individual differences
on user characteristics, such as decision-making styles,
social awareness, or visualization familiarity.

Keywords: Recommender systems, user study, explana-
tions

1 Introduction

Providing explanations of the rationale behind a recom-
mendation can bring several benefits to recommender sys-
tems (RS), by increasing users’ perception of transparency
(the system explains how it works), effectiveness (user
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can make good decisions), and trust [38]. Accordingly, re-
search on explainable RS aims to establish methods and
models which allow for generating relevant recommen-
dations to users, while providing them with the reasons
why an item is recommended. In this regard, various ex-
plainable recommendation methods have been proposed,
mainly based on collaborative filtering (CF) and content
based (CB) methods. CF explanatory models allow to gen-
erate explanations based on relevant users or items, e. g.
nearest-neighbor style explanations as proposed by Her-
locker et al. [21], while CB models facilitate the gener-
ation of feature-based explanations by providing users
with product features that match their preferences, as pro-
posed, for example, by Vig et al. [44]. On the other hand,
matrix factorization (MF)methods, a particular case of CF,
allow to generate recommendations by obtaining latent
representations of items and users (latent features), which
represent a major challenge when it comes to explaining
to users how the algorithm works, or why the item is rec-
ommended, compared to more intuitive neighbor-style CF
or CB methods. In this respect, MF explanatory methods
have been proposed [53, 46], to integrate external sources
of information (e. g. user generated reviews) in order to
make sense – to some extent – of latent features, for exam-
ple, by aligning themwith explicit features drawn from re-
views. In this regard, the interest in the use of user reviews
in explanation methods has increased recently, given the
richness of information reported ondiverse aspects,which
cannot be deduced from the overall item ratings, and that
could be beneficial to both recommendation and explana-
tion processes. Particularly, review-based explanatory ap-
proaches usually involve the detection and aggregation of
both positive and negative opinions regarding different as-
pects or features of items, the selection of helpful reviews
or excerpts from them that could work as explanations, or
the generation of verbal summaries of items’ evaluation
by users. The above entails a potential for the generation
of a diverse range of explanation types, consisting of ar-
guments with different levels of detail, and portrayed in
different presentation styles. Nevertheless, little is known
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about how best to convey explanatory information, in or-
der to meet different explanatory aims like transparency,
effectiveness, satisfaction or trust. This is largely due to
the predominant lack of evaluation by users in works that
propose new explanationmethods, as noted byNunes and
Jannach [30]. In this regard, evaluating explanations from
the users’ perspective can contribute to better explanation
design, which can significantly impact users’ perception
of a RS. Such perspective could contribute to answering
questions that remain open, for example, to what extent
the format or presentation style influences the perception
of an explanation, or what are the components of an ex-
planation that most contribute to its perceived usefulness.

As outlined by Nunes and Jannach [30], explanations
may involve the following types of user interface compo-
nents: input parameters, knowledge base (background or
user knowledge), decision inference process (data or ratio-
nale of the inference method), and decision output. As for
the knowledge base components, and depending on the
method used to generate the recommendations, the expla-
nations may reflect either the quality and the properties
of the items or the matching between the recommended
items and the users’ preferences. In regard to the latter, a
target user might benefit from knowing which of her/his
performed interactions with the system have an effect on a
current recommendation [3], as well as knowing how well
their preferences match the justifications provided by the
system, which can contribute to the acceptance of its rec-
ommendations (provided that there is actually a fit) [19].
Although the effects of providing a view on user profiles
in CB or item-based CF methods has been explored be-
fore (e. g. [3, 39, 18]), such effects have not been fully ad-
dressed in review-based explanations, where information
on users’ profile is often omitted and used only implicitly,
e. g. to filter and sort lists of relevant features, as in [28]. In
consequence, we aim to address in this article the follow-
ing question:

RQ1: How does including the information about user
preferences influence the perception of a review-based RS
and its explanations?

Specifically, information on user preferences refers –
in the scope of this article – to a list of the relevant inferred
aspects and their relevance score, which are also calcu-
lated based on the users’ own reviews. Additionally, the
above mentioned perception is addressed in this article in
regard to explanation quality, and to the perception of the
overall system in terms of: transparency, effectiveness, ef-
ficiency and trust. Likewise, we address the perception of
users in regard to specific aspects of the explanations, i. e.:
confidence, transparency, satisfaction, persuasiveness, ef-

fectiveness, efficiency and easiness to understand of the
explanations.

In regard to the interface component “decision infer-
ence process” [30], the RS may provide details on the rec-
ommendation process, or on the data used for it. In the for-
mer case, for example, CF methods favore the generation
of concise reporting of recommendation process e. g. “We
suggest this option because similar users liked it.”. While
further algorithm details are often omitted, providing only
information about the input and the output of the process
might also be beneficial to users, in the case of black-box
models [21]. In consequence, various explanatory meth-
ods provide information on the data used during the pro-
cess, like ratings for similar items or ratings by similar
users in CF models, or specifications of items in CB meth-
ods. However, when additional sources of information are
taken into account, as in the case of review-based meth-
ods, users are oftennot informedof the type of the data uti-
lized during the process, for example, whether the user’s
preferences have been calculated exclusively based on rat-
ings, with information extracted from reviews, or based on
other previous interaction with the system. Consequently,
weaimed to test towhat extent providing such information
explicitly is considered useful by the users, more formally:

RQ2: Howuseful is it for users, during their evaluation
of different purchase or booking options, to be informed
about the origin of the data used by a review-based recom-
mendation process?

In particular, within the scope of this article, we ad-
dress how useful it is for users to read that the recommen-
dation is based on the opinions of other customers, as well
as their own comments.

The taxonomy of explanations proposed by Nunes
and Jannach [30] also involves a category for presentation
format, which includes: natural language (e. g. canned
text, template-based, structured language), visualization,
or other media formats, such as audio. While some of the
existing review-based explanatory methods apply at least
one of such formats, a user-centered evaluation in which
the different formats are comprehensively compared is
still necessary. For example, it is not yet clear whether
users have a better perception of explanations consisting
of aggregate information represented in tabular data, com-
pared to those containing a graphical representation of
such information. In this regard, according to Blair [4], vi-
sual arguments – defined as a combination of visual and
verbal communication – may, in addition to representing
propositional content, have a greater “rhetorical power
potential” than verbal arguments, due (among others) to
their greater immediacy. However, users with lower visual
abilities might benefit less from a presentation based on
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images or graphics [34, 23]. Additionally, while a repre-
sentation using tables has been recommended to display
small data sets [16, 43], if providing accurate numerical
values of proportions is not themainobjective, tables seem
to be less useful than graphics as ameans of displaying in-
formation [36]. Nevertheless, although thefindings in such
direction in the field of information visualization, little is
known about such effects in relation to explanations. Con-
sequently, we aim to address in this article the following
question:

RQ3: How does the display style of explanation (using
a table or a bar chart) influence the perception of the vari-
ables of interest?

Here, the perception of the variables of interest refers
to the perception of the overall system and of the specific
aspects of explanations, in the same way as described for
RQ1.

As it has been shown that individual user character-
istics can lead to different perceptions of a RS [25, 50], we
assumed that this would also be the case for explanations,
as discussed by [2, 26, 22]. Consequently, and similar to
Hernandez-Bocanegra et al. [22], we also aimed to test the
effect that user characteristics may have on the perception
of the explanations, in particular regarding decision mak-
ing style (rational and intuitive) [20] and the ability of the
user to take into account the views of others (social aware-
ness) [17]. Additionally, we also aimed to test the influence
that visual familiarization may have on explanations per-
ception, as addressed by Kouki et al. [26]. Consequently:

RQ4: Do individual differences in visual familiarity,
social awareness or decision making styles influence the
perception of our proposed explanations design?

Here, as with previous RQs, the perception of our ex-
planations designed is addressed in terms of system per-
ception as well as of perception of specific aspects of ex-
planations.

In order to address these questions, we conducted a
user study to test the perception of explanations based
on user opinions in the hotel domain, given different dis-
play styles and whether or not user profile information is
shown. The perception was assessed regarding two levels:
1) overall system and explanation quality, and 2) percep-
tion of specific aspects of explanations.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
– We evaluated the effect of different presentation

styles, namely tabulated data or bar charts. Com-
parisons were conducted both between groups and
within participants.

– We also evaluated the effect of providing user pro-
file information as part of explanations, with a dis-
play that contains no information regarding user pref-
erences.

– Furthermore,we analyzed the usefulness perceived by
users of the different user interface components in-
cluded in explanations.

The remainder of this paper continues as follows: We dis-
cuss related work in Section 2, and the specifics of our
explanation design in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
methods and results of experiment 1, while details and re-
sults of experiment 2 are provided in Section 5. Discussion
of both studies and limitations are included in Section 6.
Finally, we address future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Traditionally,manyapproaches to explaining theproducts
or services suggested by an RS have been based on ratings
provided by users (CF methods) or properties of the rec-
ommended items (CB methods). In the former, explana-
tions are often provided in a nearest-neighbor style (e. g.
“Your neighbors’ ratings for thismovie” [21]), while the lat-
ter approach enables the generation of feature-based ex-
planations, that inform users about item properties that
maymatch user preferences, as in [44]. On the other hand,
there has recently been increased interest in exploiting
alternative sources of information to improve the perfor-
mance and explainability of RS, particularly the use of
user reviews, given the wealth of detailed reports on the
positive and negative aspects of an item, information that
is often difficult to understand from the general ratings
given by users.

Review-based methods enable the generation of the
following types of explanations:

1) A verbal summarization of review findings, i. e.
statements generated in natural language representing a
summarized version of the original content extracted from
reviews, e. g. [6, 12], who proposed methods based on nat-
ural language generation (NLG) techniques.

2) A selection of helpful reviews, or excerpts from
them, that might be relevant to users, as proposed by [9],
who used a deep learning model and word embeddings to
jointly learn user preferences and item properties, and an
attentionmechanism to detect features that are ofmost in-
terest to the target user.

3) A summarized view of pros and cons on specific
itemaspects reportedbyother users.Here, topicmodelling
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and aspect-based sentiment analysis are usually used to
detect the sentiment polarity towards item aspects or fea-
tures addressed in reviews, as in [49, 53, 14]. Subsequently,
such information can be integrated into RS algorithms
such as matrix or tensor factorization, as in [53, 1, 46] in
order to generate both recommendation and aspect-based
explanations.

In particular, our explanation design proposal and
subsequent user study is within the third approach, and
is particularly related to the MFmodel proposed by Zhang
et al. [53], since it facilitates the consolidation of statis-
tical information on users’ opinions (which can be pro-
vided using different presentation styles), as well as their
alignment with the user’s profile, which is fundamental
to our research questions. This model allows the gener-
ation of both recommendations and explanations, based
on the alignment of 1) latent representations of items and
user preferences, and 2) explicit features obtained from re-
views. Here, in addition to the rating matrix used in tradi-
tional MF, two additional matrices are calculated: a user
preferencematrix (which indicates howmany times a user
addressed a feature in their reviews), and an item quality
matrix (which indicates how many positive and negative
comments were reported in relation to an item). This in-
put information is then used as the basis for our proposed
explanation and subsequent user study.

2.1 User Profile Transparency

In regard to providing information on user profile as part
of RS explanations, Bilgic and Mooney [3] proposed and
tested an influence-based style for explanations in the
movies domain, in which the system presents items that
had the greatest impact on the recommendation, as well
as the ratings that the user has given to those items.
They found that such explanations enabledparticipants to
more accurately predict user’s satisfaction with the item,
compared to a histogram of the user’s neighbors’ ratings,
an explanation style that was found by Herlocker et al. [21]
as the best performing among a group of explanations for
CFmethods, in terms of howcompelling theywere to study
participants.

On the other hand, and using a CB method, Tintarev
and Masthoff [39] compared non-personalized verbal ex-
planations with personalized ones, in which, in addition
to providing information about the properties of the arti-
cles, a sentence was included indicating how these prop-
erties related to the user’s preferences. According to their
findings, personalized explanations were not regarded as
more effective than their counter non-personalized part.

Here, and similar to [3] the effectiveness was measured
based on the difference between the rating that the user
would give to an item after reading the explanation, and
the one given once the item has been tried. According to
authors, the detrimental effect of personalized explana-
tions on effectiveness might be due to users’ expectations
of preference fit that were not fulfilled once the item was
tried.

Additionally, Gedikli et al. [18] compared the percep-
tion of users regarding different types of explanations pro-
vided by CF and CB recommenders in the movies do-
main. Their proposed personalized explanations based on
clouds showed tags in different colors, depending on the
sentiment previously expressed by the target user, regard-
ing different colors (positive: blue, negative: red, neutral:
gray). In line with Tintarev and Masthoff [39], they found
that a non-personalized tag cloud (all tags in the same
color)was slightlymore effective than the personalized tag
cloud. However, the personalized tag cloud was perceived
better by users in terms of transparency.

Disclosure of information used during the recommen-
dation process (e. g. user profile) as part of explanations
may facilitate users in identifying and correcting erro-
neous inferences made by a RS [38]. In this direction, pro-
posed work on scrutable RS seeks to enable and to lever-
age user control on users’ own profile, which in turn may
facilitate the generation of new and more accurate recom-
mendations that fit better the real preferences of users.
For example, Wasinger et al. [47] implemented a system
to recommend restaurant meals based on a scrutable user
model, where users could check and adjust their prefer-
ences regarding food ingredients to improve recommenda-
tions. A user study was conducted to test the application,
and noted that users found it easy to understand why cer-
tain foodswere recommended, by using the customization
feature to adjust their preferences.

In regard to review-based methods, Chen and Wang
[10] proposed a text-based explanation design that com-
bines both summarization of item opinions as well as
item specifications, and that provides a tradeoff view of
properties, that allows the direct comparison of different
recommended items. They found that a mixed explana-
tory view containing opinions and specifications was per-
ceivedmore positively byusers, than explanations consist-
ing of only one of such components at the time. However,
in contrast to our approach, the selected specifications cor-
respond to explicit elicited preferences, and not to prefer-
ences detected from previous reviews written by the user.

On the other hand, Muhammad et al. [28] tested the
users’ perception of a series of review-based RS explana-
tions in the hotels review. Here, item quality and user pref-
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erences are both extracted from reviews and used to gen-
erate both recommendations and explanations. However,
user preferences are only used implicitly to select, show
and sort a subset of the features in explanations, without
any mention of such details to users.

In summary, while the effect of presenting explicit in-
formation on user profiles as part of explanations of CF
and CB methods has already been addressed to some ex-
tent, the questions of how such information influences the
perception of review-based SR and how such information
should be presented remain open.

2.2 Decision-Making Process Transparency

In regard to informing users about the decision inference
process, the RS may provide details on the recommenda-
tion process, or on the data used for it. Accordingly, Her-
locker et al. [21] proposed an explanatory model based on
the user’s conceptual model of the recommendation pro-
cess. In a white box conceptual model, users are provided
with details of the different steps of the conceptual model
of the system operation, e. g. user enters ratings, then sys-
tem locates similar users, then neighbors’ ratings are com-
bined to provide recommendations. In a black box model,
however, it may not be practical or even possible to con-
vey details regarding the conceptual model of the system
to users, which is actually the case of MFmodels and their
latent features. Herlocker et al. [21] argues that any white
box could be regarded as a black box if only information
about the input and the output is provided, which could
also be beneficial for users.

In regard to the source and type of input used in the
process, the presentation of such elements in many of the
CF and CB neighbor-style approaches is simpler and self-
explanatory, compared to more complex approaches that
integrate alternative sources (e. g. reviews) to latent fea-
turesmodels asMF,where not only the steps of the process
are hard to convey to users, but also the nature of the data
used as input. Consequently, most current review-based
explanatory approaches omit any mention of the origin of
the data, particularly when explaining the inferred user
profile, which may make it more difficult to understand
compared to item-based explanatory information. There-
fore, in addition to assessing how the differentways of pre-
senting the input data might influence the users’ percep-
tion, in this article we intend to examine also the potential
usefulness of explanatory statements on the data origin,
as part of review-based explanations, e. g. “based on how
often you mentioned features in your own comments be-
fore”.

2.3 Presentation Format

According to the taxonomy of explanations proposed by
Nunes and Jannach [30], explanations could be classified
by their presentation format as: natural language (e. g.
canned text, template-based, structured language), visu-
alization, or other media formats, such as audio. Regard-
ing review-based explanations, Zhang et al. [53] proposed
brief template-based statements to provide information on
relevant features (e. g. “You might be interested in [fea-
ture], on which this product performs well”, although the
underlying method allows to generate more detailed ex-
planations, that could also be provided visually using
graphs, as elaborated in further sections of the present
work. Furthermore, a distinction can also be made be-
tween verbal explanations that also provide numerical
or statistical information and those that comprise strictly
verbal statements. In this respect, Hernandez-Bocanegra
et al. [22] compared different types of verbal explanations
in the hotel domain, and found that users perceived a
higher explanation quality when an aggregated view of
positive and negative opinions using percentageswas pro-
vided, compared with a verbal summary of the opinions
that did not provide any percentage, inspired by the ab-
stractive summarization proposed by Costa et al. [12]; fur-
thermore, a greater perceived transparency was reported
for explanations with the aggregated view using percent-
ages of opinions, compared to explanations that only pro-
vided a useful review, as proposed by Chen et al. [9].

In regard to presentation styles based on visualiza-
tion techniques applied to review-based RS, Muhammad
et al. [28] proposed a summary of the positive and nega-
tive opinions on different aspects using bar charts, while
Wu and Ester [49] proposed to depict such type of informa-
tion asword clouds or radar charts. Althoughbar charts re-
flecting positive and negative views might be perceived as
more informative and attractive than brief template-based
textual explanations, easier to interpret than challenging
radar charts, or quicker to process than tabulated data, it
remains unclear towhat extent the presentation format in-
fluences the perception of RS and its explanations. In this
regard, Kouki et al. [26] proposed a series of explanations
based on a hybrid RS in the music domain, and tested,
among others, the influence that the presentation format
could have on users’ perception. In this case, the authors
found that textual explanations were perceived as more
persuasive than the explanations provided using a visual
format; however, users with greater visual familiarity per-
ceived one of the visual format explanations more posi-
tively (a Venn diagram). Consequently, we aimed to inves-
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tigate whether such an effect is also observed in the case
of review-based explanations.

Particularly, in the present work, we set our focus on
two formats: bar chart and table. Bar charts are recom-
mended to facilitate a direct and quick comparison of val-
ues betweendifferent categories or items, contrary to alter-
natives like pie charts, or bubbles, where additional cogni-
tive effortswould be needed to accurately calculate the dif-
ferences in values across categories, in our case, the differ-
ent aspects of the items. Likewise,word clouds imply apre-
sentation challenge, since we are willing not only to rep-
resent the amount of comments (which could be reflected
by font size), but also polarity, which would require us-
ing separate clouds for the positive and negative aspects,
or showing a single predominant sentiment per aspect in
a single cloud, thus obscuring the information about the
less predominant polarity. On the other hand, while the
use of tables has been recommended to display small data
sets (less than 20 data points) [16, 43], when providing ex-
act numbers or proportions is not the main objective, ta-
bles seem to be less useful than graphics [36]. As indicated
previously in the case of verbal explanations, users bene-
fited from a view that provides percentages of positive and
negative opinions, suggesting that percentages may serve
as anchors to convey more compelling information in ex-
planations, compared to purely verbal statements. In this
sense, when motivation or ability is lacking, the effortless
use of cues such as numerical anchors can lead to changes
in attitude [32, 48], which in turn influence judgments and
decision making (anchoring effect). Thus, even when the
values of the proportions of the opinions included in the
two types of explanations (table or chart) are the same, a
different representation of them might lead to differences
in explanation perception, which we set out to test in the
user study.

2.4 User Characteristics

Beyond the explanations’ content itself, a number of user
characteristics also contribute to differences in the over-
all perception of RS. Models proposed by Knijnenburg
et al. [25] and Xiao and Benbasat [50] argue that percep-
tion of the interaction with the system usually depends
on personal characteristics, like demographics and do-
main knowledge. Furthermore, Berkovsky et al. [2] eval-
uated how differences in the perception of trust might
reflect differences in users’ personality traits, given dif-
ferent types of explanations provided in the movies do-
main. To this end, they used participants’ scores of the
Big-Five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness,

extraversion, agreeableness andneuroticism) [13, 40], and
compared persuasive explanations (e. g. “highest grossing
movie of all times”), personalized CF-based explanations
(e. g. “because you liked X”) and IMDb voting-based ex-
planations (e. g. “Average rating n, Number of votes m”).
Among their findings, authors reported that people with
higher disposition to agree perceived more positively the
voted-based explanations, compared to personalized ex-
planations, seemingly to a higher disposition to accept
others’ opinions rather than impose their ownpreferences.
Furthermore, they found that people with higher levels
of neuroticism perceived better the voted-based explana-
tions compared to the persuasive ones, possibly due to a
perception of higher reliability of explicit voting numbers,
which could presumably reduce the risk of frustration of a
person with high levels of neuroticism.

Similarly, Kouki et al. [26] explored the influence of
personality traits on users’ explanation preferences re-
garding perceived accuracy and perceived novelty of rec-
ommendations, in the music domain. They compared dif-
ferent types of textual explanations, and found that par-
ticipants with higher levels of neuroticism preferred item-
based explanations (e. g. “peoplewho listen to your profile
item X also listen to Y”) whereas popularity-based expla-
nations (e. g. “X is a very popular in the last.fm database
with n million listeners and m million playcounts”) were
preferred by userswith lower levels of neuroticism, the lat-
ter in contrast to the opposite finding reported by [2], re-
garding trust perception.

Despite the usefulness of using the Big Five person-
ality traits to better understand individual differences in
RS perception and its explanations, we decided to address
other types of user characteristics, which are more related
to how users process information whenmaking decisions,
noting that supporting this process is precisely the goal
of recommendation systems. Particularly, individual dif-
ferences in decision-making styles are determined to a
greater extent by preferences and abilities to process avail-
able information [15]. Two main aspects provide a basis to
describe the differences in decision styles: informationuse
(amount of information used during the process) and fo-
cus (alternatives addressed) [15]. “Good enough” informa-
tion might be sufficient for some people, whereas others
prefer to obtain and address all relevant information, in
order to minimize risks or negative consequences of de-
cisions. To the former, even when more information may
be available, it is not necessary or worth taking the time
to review it. Hamilton et al. [20] defines rational and in-
tuitive decision styles similarly to the cognitive styles of
Pacini and Epstein [31], with the latter having a more gen-
eral scope to describe manners of solving problems. Thus,
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decision making styles are defined by Hamilton et al. [20]
as a “habit-based propensity” to exhaustively search for
information and to systematically evaluate possible alter-
natives (rational style), or to use of a quick process based
on hunches and feelings (intuitive style).

Additionally, we were interested in another factor that
may influence theway users perceive explanations: the ex-
tent to which they are able to adopt the perspective of oth-
ers when making decisions. The rationale for this inter-
est stems from the tendency of individuals to adjust their
own opinions using those of others, while choosing be-
tween various alternatives [35], whichmay even be benefi-
cial [51]. Particularly, individuals with greater perspective-
taking skills tend to understand the views of others better
[8, 5], skills that are also characterized as “social aware-
ness” [17].

Previous work by Hernandez-Bocanegra et al. [22]
evaluated the influence of decision-making styles and so-
cial awareness on the perception of review-based argu-
mentative explanations, and suggested that social aware-
ness might have an effect on both transparency and trust
in review-based RS. Their results indicated that users with
a greater willingness to listen and take into account the
opinions of others valued their proposed explanations bet-
ter thanuserswho tend to listen less to others. On the other
hand, contrary to the authors’ expectations, the more de-
tailed explanations summarized by the system were not
preferred by the more rational users, apparently because
the additional information generated by the system is not
perceived asmore satisfactory than the possibility of read-
ing directly the comments written by the users.

Finally, since we aimed to compare differences in per-
ception of explanations consisting of different visual rep-
resentations, we also considered a factor that is related to
visual abilities, in particular the extent to which a user
is familiar with graphical or tabular representations of
information. Visualization familiarity may also influence
the perception of explanations provided using images or
graphs, as found by Kouki et al. [26] in the music domain.
Here, authors found that textual explanations were per-
ceived as more persuasive than the explanations provided
using a visual format; however, users with greater visual
familiarity perceived one of the visual format explanations
more positively (in particular a Venn diagram).

3 Explanation Design

In the context of RS, review-based argumentative explana-
tions could be understood as a set of propositions, sum-

marizing positive points reported by other users on spe-
cific aspects, that support the claim that an article can be
recommended to a user. In this respect, information ex-
tracted from user reviews could be consolidated and pro-
vided as propositions, whichwould constitute the backing
component according to the argumentative scheme pro-
posed by Toulmin [42], while the conclusion (the item is
recommended) constitute itself a claim. While this could
be considered a ‘shallow’ structure, compared to the com-
plete Toulmin argument scheme (which involves addi-
tional components, like rebuttal or refutation), it resem-
bles explanation schemes based on deductive arguments,
such as those widely used in the scientific field (i. e. a set
of explanatory propositions is logically followed by an ex-
planatory target, as discussed by Thagard and Litt [37]), or
evenmore particularly, explanation schemes in RS such as
the one used by Zanker and Schoberegger [52], who pro-
vides brief sentences – two facts and a claim – as explana-
tions for content-based recommendations of hiking routes,
energy and mobile phone plans.

In consequence, our explanation design (see Figure 1)
seeks to represent an argumentative structure, while re-
flecting in turn the arguments provided by other users in
their reviews, in a consolidated manner. Therefore, our
proposed scheme consists of a claim (“We recommend this
hotel”) and the propositions that support such claim, con-
nectedwith the conjunction “because”.Wepropose topro-
vide the following pieces of information in proposition
statements:

1. Item quality: A summary of comments reported by
previous hotel guests for different aspects, as well as what
percentage were positive and negative.

2. User preferences: what are the most important item
aspects to the target user. In this regard, we aimed tomake
the user’s own profile transparent, by showing the user’s
inferred importance of eachaspect, togetherwith the opin-
ions of other users about the aspect (as shown in the exam-
ples included in Figures 1a and 1c), in order to facilitate a
direct comparison of the points of view of others and their
alignment with their own preferences.

3. Statements that inform how the user preferences
and item quality are extracted (e.g,“based on how often
you mentioned these features in your own comments be-
fore”). We believe that providing this information, in ad-
dition to the information listed above, could increase the
perception of trust by users, while decreasing the percep-
tion that they are interacting with a black box.

While arguments are usually associated with oral or
written speech, arguments can also be communicated us-
ing visual representations (e. g. graphics or images). In this
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Figure 1: Explanations displayed in empirical study for every experimental condition, for one of the recommended hotels. a) Style ‘visual’,
user preferences ‘yes’. b) Style ‘visual’, user preferences ‘no’. c) Style ‘text’, user preferences ‘yes’. d) Style ‘text’, user preferences ‘no’.

regard, according to Blair [4], visual arguments (a combi-
nation of visual and verbal communication) may, in addi-
tion to representing propositional content, have a greater
“rhetorical power potential” than verbal arguments, due
(among others) to their greater immediacy.

In consequence, we aimed to test the effect of the two
factors: display style and display of the user preferences.
An example of each condition is provided in Figure 1.

‘Bar chart’ style: Provides a view of the number of
comments per aspect and percentages of positive and neg-
ative opinions using bar charts.

‘Table’ style: Provides the same information used
in the visual condition, but instead of using bar charts,
presents the information within a table.

Additionally, every display style involves two varia-
tions:

User preferences ‘yes’. The information about the
user preferences is provided.

User preferences ‘no’.No information about the user
preferences is displayed.

4 Experiment 1: System and
Explanation Quality Perception,
between Subjects

We implemented a prototype of a hotel recommender sys-
tem that provides both recommendations and explana-
tions, based on the design discussed in Section 3, and con-
ducted an experiment where we compared users’ percep-
tion of the overall system in terms of transparency, effec-
tiveness, efficiency and trust. In this regard, we aimed to
test our hypothesis that users would report a more pos-
itive perception of the RS when information about their
user preferences is provided (H1). Additionally,wehypoth-
esized that users with greater visual abilities would find
explanations better when these are provided using visual
aids, such as a bar chart, in comparison to tabulated in-
formation (H2). In particular, the aim of experiment 1 was
to compare the overall perception of the prototype and its
explanation quality, in a between groups manner (partici-
pants were assigned to conditions that reflect the different
types of explanations designed), while in a subsequent ex-
periment (see Section 5) we addressed the perception of
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specific aspects of explanations within subjects, as well as
the usefulness of individual explanation components.

4.1 Methods

Participants
We recruited 150 participants (66 female, mean age 39.08
and range between 23 and 73) through Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk. We restricted the execution of the task to workers
located in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence Task)
approval rate greater than 95%, and number of HIT’s ap-
proved greater than 500. We applied a quality check in or-
der to select participants with quality survey responses,
i. e. at least 5 of the 6 high priority validation questions
were answered correctly, more than 30s were spent on the
recommendation step and more than 50s on the evalua-
tion questionnaire. The responses of 46 subjects were dis-
carded due to this quality check (from an initial number
of 195 workers), so only the responses of 150 subjects were
used for the analysis (statistical power of 85%, α = 0.05).
Participantswere rewardedwith $1 plus a bonusup to $0.4
depending on the quality of their response to the question
“Why did you choose this hotel?” set at the end of the sur-
vey. Time devoted to the task by participants (in minutes):
M = 8.04, SD = 1.62.

Study Design
The study follows a 2x2 between-subjects design, and each
participant was assigned randomly to one of four condi-
tions that represent the combination of the two factors:
display style and user preferences provided or not. We
presented participants with a fixed list of 5 hotels that
represented the recommendations for a hypothetical ho-
tel search, and a detailed view including an explanation
of why every item was recommended. Then, participants
were asked to choose the hotel they considered the best,
to report their reasons to it, and to rate their perception
of both recommender and its explanations. The explana-
tions and recommendationswere generatedusing the EFM
algorithm [53] and the dataset of hotels’ reviews, ArguAna
[45], although theywere presented to the participants only
through a prototype, i. e. no real system was implemented
to allow the interactions.

Given that we had no access to previously written par-
ticipants’ reviews (which is not only important for the op-
timal functioning of the algorithm, but also constitutes a
base to test the condition “user preferences”), we calcu-
lated the top 5 of the most important aspects to all users

within the dataset, namely: room, price, facilities, loca-
tion and staff. Then, a random user was chosen from the
dataset with those same preferences, and 5 of her top-
ranked options according to the EFM algorithm were se-
lected to be presented to participants, alongside their ex-
planations. Additionally, we presented the users with a
cover story, in whichwe told the users to pretend that their
most important aspect was the “room” and the “price”.

Questionnaires
Evaluation: We utilized items from [33] to evaluate the per-
ception of system transparency (construct transparency,
user understands why items were recommended), from
[25] to evaluate the perception of system effectiveness
(construct perceived system effectiveness, system is use-
ful and helps the user to make better choices) and effi-
ciency (user can save time with the recommender), and
items from [27] to assess the perception of trust in the sys-
tem (constructs trusting beliefs, user considers the system
to be honest and trusts its recommendations, and trust-
ing intentions, user willing to share information). In addi-
tion, we also adapted 3 items from [25] to address expla-
nation quality (construct perceived recommendation qual-
ity, user likes explanations, considers them relevant). All
items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly
disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

User characteristics: We used all the items of the Ra-
tional and Intuitive Decision Styles Scale [20] as well as
the scale of the social awareness competency [17]. Addi-
tionally,Weused the visualization familiarity items as pro-
posed by [26]. All items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-
scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

Procedure
First, participants were asked to answer demographic
questions and the questionnaire on user characteristics.
We indicated in the instructions step that a 5 hotels list re-
flecting the results of a hypothetical hotels’ search would
be presented. We asked them to click the “View Details”
button for each hotel, and to read carefully the explana-
tions provided in each case (examples of explanations for
the different experimental conditions are provided in Fig-
ure 1). Additionally, we provided a cover story, as an at-
tempt to establish a common starting point in terms of rea-
sons to travel (a business trip), and the supposedly most
interesting aspects for the user (room and facilities).

The list of hotels, their names, photos, prices and lo-
cations, as well as their ratings and the numbers of re-
views and positive and negative opinions, remained con-
stant to all users. Variations focused only on display style
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and the presentation of user preferences, depending on
the condition to which each participant was assigned. Af-
ter the interaction with the prototype, subjects were asked
to choose the hotel that best suited their purpose, as well
as an open question about their reasons for choosing that
hotel. Then, subjects answered the evaluation question-
naire. In addition, we included an open-ended question,
so that participants could indicate in their ownwords their
general opinion about the explanations provided. We in-
cluded 11 validation questions to check attentiveness and
the effective completion of the task.

Data Analysis
We evaluated the effect that display style and the display
of user preferences (independent variables IVs) may have
on the perception of the prototype and its explanations,
and to what extent user characteristics (regarded as mod-
erators or covariates) could influence such perception (ra-
tional and intuitive decision-making style, social aware-
ness and visualization familiarity). Here, the dependent
variables (DVs) are evaluation scores on: system trans-
parency, effectiveness, efficiency, trust and explanation
quality. Here, evaluation scores were calculated as the av-
erage of the individual values reported for the question-
naire items related to each DV. Regarding the covariates,
we calculated the scores of the rational and the intuitive
decision making styles, social awareness and visualiza-
tion familiarity for each individual as the average of the
reported values for the items of every scale.

Given that our DVs are continuous (scores are the av-
erages of reported answers of questionnaire items of each
construct) and correlated (correlation coefficients in Ta-
ble 1), and that we address also the effect of covariates, a
MANCOVA analysis was performed, to assess the simulta-
neous effect of presentation styles and interactivity on the
overall system perception, as well as the influence of user
characteristics on it. Subsequent ANCOVA analyses were
performed to test main effects of IVs and covariates, as

well as the effect of interactions between them. Q-Q plots
of residuals were checked to validate the adequacy of the
analysis.

4.2 Results

Evaluation and User Characteristics Scores
We found that explanations including information of user
preferences are perceived slightly better than explanations
without this information in terms of explanation qual-
ity and system transparency, effectiveness, efficiency and
trust. On the other hand, explanations including a bar
chartwereperceived slightly better thanexplanationswith
a table, in regard to explanation quality and trust, while
the opposite was observed in relation to transparency, ef-
fectiveness and efficiency. However, as discussed in de-
tail below, such differences are not statistically significant.
The average evaluation scores by presentation style and
display of user preferences are shown in Table 1.

In regard to user characteristics, distributions of the
scores of rational (M = 4.24, SD = 0.56) and the intuitive
(M = 2.65, SD = 1.01) decision making styles, social aware-
ness (M = 3.92, SD = 0.59) and visual familiarity (M = 3.03,
SD = 1.02) are depicted in Figure 2a. Here, we observed a
skewed right distribution of rational decisionmaking-style
and social awareness scores, not being that the case for
the intuitive decision-making style and visual familiarity,
i. e., most users consider themselves to be predominantly
rational decision makers who are able to listen to others
and take into account the opinions of others; however, a
more balanced distribution is observed in the remaining
user characteristics: only a minority recognize themselves
as very (or not at all) familiar with visual representations
of information, and as very (or not at all) intuitive decision
makers. In addition, results suggest an influence of some
of the user characteristics on the perception of the system
by users, which we describe in detail below.

Table 1: Experiment 1, mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation aims, per display style and display of user prefer-
ences (n = 150); values reported with a 5-Likert scale; high mean values correspond to a positive perception of recommender and its expla-
nations. Pearson correlation matrix, p<0.001 for all correlation coefficients.

Style Table Bar chart User Pref. Yes No Corr. Variable
Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4

1. Expl. Quality 3.83 0.65 3.86 0.67 3.88 0.67 3.81 0.65
2. Transparency 3.96 0.73 3.87 0.85 3.99 0.74 3.84 0.84 0.37 —
3. Effectiveness 3.88 0.61 3.75 0.75 3.84 0.76 3.79 0.61 0.60 0.47 —
4. Efficiency 3.96 0.73 3.89 0.92 4.00 0.78 3.86 0.87 0.36 0.39 0.52 —
5. Trust 3.75 0.60 3.89 0.63 3.84 0.65 3.81 0.59 0.66 0.40 0.67 0.58
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Figure 2: Plots Experiment 1. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles, social
awareness and visual familiarity. b) Interaction plot for explanation quality (fitted means of individual scores) between display of user pref-
erences and social awareness. c) Effect of social awareness on all explanation aims (fitted means of individual scores). All scores within the
range [1,5].

System and Explanation Quality Perception
Presentation style and display of user preferences: We
found no main significant effect of the combination of
these factors.

Display of user preferences:No significantmultivariate
effect was found for display of user preferences.

Presentation style: No significant multivariate effect
was found for presentation style.

Rational decision-making style:We found a significant
main effect of rational style F(5, 138) = 4.50, p < .001. Uni-
variate tests revealed a significant effect of this variable on:
effectiveness F(1, 142) = 9.12, p = .003), efficiency (F(1, 142)
= 10.98,p= .001) and trust (F(1, 142)= 18.82,p < .001). Here,
a positive trend was observed between rational decision-
making score and the abovementionedDVs, i. e. thehigher
the rational decision making score, the higher the percep-
tion scores of these DVs.

Intuitive decision-making style:We found a significant
main effect of intuitive style F(5, 138) = 3.25, p = .008. Uni-
variate tests revealed a significant effect of this variable
on: explanation quality (F(1, 142) = 16.37, p < .001). Here,
a positive trend was observed between this variable and
the score of intuitive decision-making style.

Social awareness:We founda significantmain effect of
social awareness F(5, 138) = 6.72, p <.001. Univariate tests
revealed a significant effect of this variable on: explana-
tion quality (F(1, 142) = 5.62, p = .019), transparency (F(1,
142) = 7.93,p= .006), effectiveness (F(1, 142) =8.79,p= .004)
and trust (F(1, 142) = 26.56, p < .001). Here, we observed
a positive trend in the relationship between social aware-
ness and these DVs (see Figure 2d).

Additionally, a significant interaction effect between
social awareness and the display of user preferences on ex-
planation quality was found F(1, 146) = 4.79, p = .030, with

the “yes” condition having a steeper slope than the “no”
condition (showing a positive relationship between social
awareness and displaying user preferences), the latter re-
maining constant regardless of the social awareness score
(Figure 2b).

5 Experiment 2: Perception on
Specific Aspects of Explanations,
within Subjects

We used screenshots of the prototype implemented for ex-
periment 1 (see Section 4), reflecting the design discussed
in Section 3, and conducted a second experiment aiming
to compare users’ perception of specific aspects of expla-
nations, when presented to all the four possible explana-
tions (see Figure 1). In experiment 2, differences were ad-
dressed within subjects, while in experiment 1 we evalu-
ated the perception of the overall system in a between sub-
jects manner. Likewise to experiment 1, we also aimed to
test our hypothesis that users would report a more posi-
tive perception when information about user preferences
is provided (H1), and also that users with greater visual
abilities would find explanations better when these are
provided using visual aids, such as a bar chart, in com-
parison to tabulated information (H2).

Additionally, the experiment 2 also involved the as-
sessment of the usefulness of individual components of
explanations, by participants. In this regard, for example,
we hypothesised that most users would find useful the in-
formation regarding the origin of the explanatory informa-
tion provided (H3).
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5.1 Methods

Participants
We recruited 35 participants (14 female, mean age 42.77
and range between 24 and 65) through Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk. We restricted the execution of the task to workers
located in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence Task)
approval rate greater than 95%, and a number of HIT’s
approved greater than 500. We applied a quality check in
order to select participants with quality survey responses,
i. e. at least 5 of the 7 validation questions were answered
correctly. The responses of 7 subjects were discarded due
to this quality check (from an initial number of 42 work-
ers), so only the responses of 35 subjects were used for the
analysis, a value consistent to our within subjects design
(statistical power of 95%, α = 0.05). Participants were re-
warded with $1. Time devoted to the task by participants
(in minutes): M = 6.70, SD = 1.07.

Study Design
The study follows a within-subjects design, and each par-
ticipant was presented sequentially with an example of
each of the 4 types explanations, that represent the combi-
nation of the two factors: display style and user preferences
provided or not. The order of presentation of the 4 types of
explanation was counterbalanced.

Questionnaires
We used the user experience items (UXP) proposed by
[26] to address the explanations reception, comprising: ex-
planation confidence (explanation makes user confident
that she/he would like the recommended item), explana-
tion transparency (explanation makes the recommenda-
tion process clear), explanation satisfaction (user would
enjoy a system if recommendations are presented this
way), and explanation persuasiveness (explanations are
convincing). Finally, we included additional elements to
assess explanation effectiveness (user canmake better de-
cisions if explanation presented this way), explanation ef-
ficiency (user can save time if system provides this type
of explanation), and explanation easiness (explanation is
easy to understand). All items were measured with a 1–5
Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree). Users
were asked to respond to the same user characteristics
questionnaire we used in experiment 1.

Additionally, participants were requested to provide
their opinions on how helpful they considered the differ-
ent components of the explanations: the bar plots, the ta-
bles, the information about others’ opinions, the informa-
tion about their supposed own comments, and the infor-

mation on where the bar plots and tables come from. All
items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-scale (information
is helpful, 1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

Procedure
First, participants were asked to answer demographic
questions and the questionnaire on user characteristics.
We indicated in the instructions that theywill be presented
with information about the pros and cons of different hotel
features thatmight be relevant to you, using4different dis-
play options, and that theywould then indicate their opin-
ion about each option. Additionally, we provided a cover
story, as an attempt to establish a common starting point
in terms of reasons to travel (a business trip), and the sup-
posedlymost interesting aspects for the user (room and fa-
cilities). After the assessment of all types of explanations,
participants were asked to reply questions about the use-
fulness of specific components of explanations.At the end,
they were asked to report their comments and suggestions
about the explanations with an open-ended question.

Data Analysis
Weevaluated the effect that display style and thedisplay of
user preferences (independent variables IVs) may have on
the perception of specific aspects regarding the proposed
explanations, and to what extent user characteristics (re-
garded as moderators or covariates) could influence such
perception (rational and intuitive decision-making style,
social awareness and visualization familiarity). Here, the
dependent variables (DVs) are evaluation scores on the
following aspects: explanation confidence, explanation
transparency, explanation satisfaction, explanation per-
suasiveness, explanation effectiveness, explanation effi-
ciency and explanation easiness to understand. Regarding
the covariates, we calculated the scores of user character-
isticas the same way as in study 1 (average of the reported
values for the items of every user characteristics scale).

Given that our DVs are ordinal (scores are the reported
answers to single questionnaire items) we performed a
Friedman test, the non-parametric alternative to the re-
peated measures ANOVA. Given that our variables are cor-
related, the significant tests were conducted using Bonfer-
roni adjusted alpha levels of .007 (.05/7).

Additionally, we calculated the average evaluation
scores for each possible value of the two factors: presenta-
tion style (bar chart and table), and display of user prefer-
ences (yes and no). Using these continuous and correlated
evaluation scores, we then perform a repeated measures
MANCOVA, to assess the simultaneous effect of presenta-
tion styles and display of user preferences on explanations
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perception, as well as the influence of user characteristics
on it. SubsequentANCOVAanalyseswereperformed to test
main effects of IVs and covariates, as well as the effect of
interactions between them.

Usefulness of explanations components:We performed
a series of ordinal logistic regressions to test influence on
scores of usefulness of components –DVs (bar chart, table,
others’ opinion view, own preferences view, information
source) by predictor variables, in this case the user char-
acteristics (rational and intuitive decision-make style, so-
cial awareness and visualization familiarity), which were
tested a priori to verify there was no violation of the as-
sumption of no multicollinearity. Q-Q plots of residuals
were also checked to validate the adequacy of the analy-
sis.

DVs were initially rated using a 5-likert scale, but ad-
ditionally we grouped answers as Yes (agree and strongly
agree that element is helpful), and No / Neutral (disagree,
strongly disagree and neutral that element is helpful) for
subsequent analysis. We then calculated the percentages
of Yes and No/Neutral responses regarding the different
explanation components, and performed a binomial test,
to check whether the proportions of Yes and No/Neutral
answers were different from a proportion that assumes
that the percentages are equal (50% of Yes and 50% of
No/Neutral).

Finally, we used aWilcoxon rank t-test to compare the
average responses of the perception of usefulness of a view
of others’ opinion with that of a view of their own prefer-
ences, as well as the average responses of perceived use-
fulness of tables compared to bar charts in explanations.

5.2 Results

Evaluation and User Characteristics Scores
We observed only small differences between table and bar
chart explanations, and between explanations including

or not user preferences, in regard to most of the specific
aspects of explanations evaluated, with the exception of
easiness to understand. As discussed in detail below, ex-
planations without display of user preferences were per-
ceived easier to understand, this difference being statisti-
cally significant. The average evaluation scores by presen-
tation style and display of user preferences are shown in
Table 2.

In regard to user characteristics scores, we observed
similar distributions of such scores: a skewed right distri-
bution of rational decisionmaking-style and social aware-
ness scores, not being that the case for the intuitive
decision-making style and visual familiarity. Distributions
of the scores of rational (M = 4.34, SD = 0.7) and intu-
itive (M = 2.13, SD = 0.83) decision making styles, social
awareness (M = 3.55, SD = 0.53) and visualization famil-
iarity (M = 2.82, SD = 1.17) are depicted in Figure 3a. Ad-
ditionally, we observed a main effect of some of these user
characteristics on the perception of specific aspects of ex-
planations, as well as interaction effects involving these
variables. Such findings are described below.

Perception of Explanations
Presentation style and display of user preferences: We
found no main significant effect of the combination of
these factors after Bonferroni correction.

Display of user preferences: We found a multivariate
effect of display of user preferences, F(7,28)= 2.41, p= .046.
Univariate tests revealed a main effect of display of user
preferences on explanation easiness to understand F(1,34)
= 6.42, p = .016, so that explanations that do not include
information on user preferences are significantly easier to
understand (M=3.76, SD=0.91), compared to those showing
such information (M=4.01, SD=0.72).

Presentation style: No multivariate main effect of pre-
sentation style was found.

Table 2: Experiment 2, mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation aspects, per display style and display of user
preferences (n=35); values reported with a 5-Likert scale; high mean values correspond to a positive perception of explanations aspects.

Style Table Bar chart User Pref. Yes No
Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD

1. Expl. Confidence 3.30 0.92 3.33 0.98 3.33 0.86 3.30 0.96
2. Expl. Transparency 3.50 0.88 3.64 0.97 3.51 0.88 3.63 0.74
3. Expl. Satisfaction 3.41 1.08 3.27 1.05 3.24 1.03 3.44 0.93
4. Expl. Persuasiveness 3.30 0.92 3.29 1.02 3.34 0.94 3.24 1.06
5. Expl. Effectiveness 3.33 0.97 3.37 0.95 3.29 0.93 3.41 0.85
6. Expl. Efficiency 3.31 1.13 3.34 1.09 3.21 1.05 3.44 0.93
7. Expl. Easiness to understand 3.76 0.92 3.84 0.86 3.59 0.93 4.01 0.72
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Figure 3: Plots Experiment 2. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles, social
awareness and visual familiarity. b) Interaction plot for explanation persuasiveness (fitted means of individual scores) between display
of user preferences and rational decision-making style. c) Interaction plot for explanation confidence (fitted means of individual scores)
between presentation style and rational decision-making style. All scores within the range [1,5].

Display of user preferences and rational decision-
making style: We found a multivariate interaction effect
between these two variables, F(7,27) =, p = .002. Univari-
ate tests revealed the significant interaction effect ot these
variables on: explanation transparency (F(1,33) = 7.79, p =
.009), explanation satisfaction (F(1,33) = 5.62, p = .024),
explanation persuasiveness (F(1,33) = 20.67, p < .001), ex-
planation easiness to understand (F(1,33) = 7.36, p = .011)
and explanation effectiveness (F(1,33) = 5.34, p = .027). For
all these DVs, the same trend was observed: the higher
the reported rational decision-making style, the higher the
scores on the different DVs when the user profile was not
shown,while the opposite trendwas observedwhen it was
shown. An example of this trend is observed in Figure 3b.

Presentation style and rational decision-making style:
We found a multivariate interaction effect between these
two variables, F(7,27) =, p = .006. Univariate tests revealed
the significant interaction effect ot these variables on: ex-
planation confidence (F(1,33) = 14.09, p = .001), explana-
tion satisfaction (F(1,33) = 5.78, p = .022), explanation eas-
iness to understand (F(1,33) = 7.36, p = .011), explanation
effectiveness (F(1,33) = 4.34, p = .045) and explanation ef-
ficiency (F(1,33) = 7.15, p = .012). For all these DVs, the
same trend was observed: the higher the reported rational
decision-making style, the higher the scores on the differ-
ent DVs when the table was provided, while the opposite
trend was observed when the bar chart was shown. An ex-
ample of this trend is observed in Figure 3c.

Usefulness of Explanation Components
Effect of user characteristics on usefulness.

An increase in intuitive decision-making score was
significantly associated with an increase in the odds of
participants reporting higher values of: usefulness of bar

charts in explanations, with an odds ratio of 3.16 (95% CI,
1.12 to 9.81), Wald χ2(1) = 4.76, p = .029, and usefulness of
a view of others’ opinions in explanations, with an odds
ratio of 3.21 (95% CI, 1.11 to 11.19), Wald χ2(1) = 4.69, p =
.030.

An increase in social awareness score was signifi-
cantly associated with an increase in the odds of partic-
ipants reporting higher values of: usefulness of informa-
tion origin in explanations, with an odds ratio of 5.77 (95%
CI, 1.38 to 27.20), Wald χ2(1) = 5.82, p = .016.

An increase in visualization familiarity score was sig-
nificantly associatedwith an increase in the odds of partic-
ipants reporting higher values of: usefulness of bar charts
in explanations, with an odds ratio of 3.79 (95% CI, 1.76
to 9.47), Wald χ2(1) = 12.33, p < .001, usefulness of a view
of own comments in explanations, with an odds ratio of
2.54 (95% CI, 1.35 to 5.14), Wald χ2(1) = 8.62, p = .003, and
usefulness of information origin in explanations, with an
odds ratio of 3.21 (95% CI, 1.62 to 6.96), Wald χ2(1) = 11.77,
p < .001.

Participants who found components helpful.
We found then that a significant majority found the

information about others’ opinion helpful (χ2(1, N = 35) =
6.40, p = .011), so that both tables (χ2(1, N = 35) = 6.40, p =
.011) and bar charts (χ2(1, N = 35) = 8.75, p = .003), whereas
only a significant minority found the display of user pref-
erences helpful (χ2(1, N = 35) = 6.40, p = .011). On the other
hand, providing details about where the information used
for the recommendation comes seems to be regarded as
helpful by most people, but the difference with the pro-
portion of people that found it non helpful / neutral is not
significant. Proportions are depicted in Figure 4.

Comparison of usefulness scores.
We found that the average usefulness of the compo-

nents view of others’ opinions and view of own prefer-
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Figure 4: Proportion of participants who found the different explana-
tion components helpful (Y) or non helpful neutral (Neutral/No). * p
<0.5, **p<0.01.

ences are significantly different (W = 0.89, p <.001), with
the display of others’ opinions having a higher mean (M =
3.74, SD = 1.07) than the display of users’ preferences (M =
2.63, SD = 1.29). On the other hand,we foundno significant
difference when comparing the mean responses of useful-
ness of tables (M= 3.60, SD= 1.19), and bar charts (M= 3.71,
SD = 1.20), although bar charts are perceived slightly more
helpful than tables.

6 Discussion

6.1 Effect of Profile Transparency

In regard to our H1, we found no main effect of the dis-
play of user preferences on the perception of the system or
its explanations. Although contrary to our expectations,
the lack of a significant influence of disclosing user pref-
erences seems to be somehow in line with the results re-
ported by Tintarev and Masthoff [39], Gedikli et al. [18],
who observed that providing personalized explanations
(in which preferences were presented along with item
properties), while potentially beneficial in terms of satis-
faction with the explanations, did not necessarily result
in a better perception of effectiveness (helping the user to
make better decisions). The authors suggested that a pos-
sible reason could be amismatch between the expectation
generated by the explanation and the actual evaluation
after trying the item. In our case, however, this could be
related to how easy it was for the participants to under-
stand the explanations. In particular, we observed that ex-
planations without information on user preferences were
significantly easier to understand compared to those that
included such information. In addition, we observed that
users with less visualization familiarity reported lower

usefulness scores of the user preference section, suggest-
ing that the proposed presentation of this section still
needs to be improved to benefit users who do not have
sufficient experience with information visualization tech-
niques as well.

Although the display does not have a main effect on
the perception of the system and its explanations, we ob-
served a mediating effect of social awareness, such that
individual differences in this characteristic were reflected
in differences in the perception of the explanation qual-
ity. Here, our findings suggest that people who tend to lis-
tenmore to others tend to perceive better the explanations
that include information about their own profile. On the
other hand, when user preferences are not displayed, the
perception of explanation quality remains prettymuch the
same, despite the extent of users’ social awareness. At this
respect, we believe that users with greater abilities to take
into account the opinion of others might appreciate the
chance to see the alignment of their own preferences with
the opinions of others, in an effortless manner, given that
a metric of aspect relevance was placed right next to the
metric of other users’ opinions regarding such aspect.

Additionally, althoughno significant interaction effect
was found between the rational decision-making style and
thedisplay of user preferences on theperceptionof the sys-
tem in general, we found that this interaction had a sig-
nificant effect on the perception of most of the specific as-
pects of the explanations. In this case, users who reported
higher scores for rational decision-making style reported
less preference for explanations that provided information
on the user’s profile. In this regard, we believe that more
skeptical users might think that the system hides addi-
tional information about the user’s profile that could be
used to generate recommendations, so showing only the
frequencies of the mentions of the user’s aspects may not
be enough to satisfy their curiosity and need for further in-
formation.

Overall, while most users reported they found the in-
formation about others’ opinions in explanations useful,
the opposite was the case for the information about own
preferences, with only a minority of users reporting they
found this section useful, and reporting comments in this
sense, e. g. “It makes sense that a program would analyse
my past comments to find out about my preference...”, or
“It could bemore useful if therewas an explanation of how
my preferences are used in the calculation” (the latter by
a user assigned to a non user preferences condition in Ex-
periment 1). While the difficulty in understanding this in-
formation seems to play an important role in this regard,
as discussed above, we believe that in the face of a lack of
motivation or “feeling of personal relevance” to perform
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the task, and the need for greater cognitive effort to do so,
the user may simply choose not to attend this section, as
discussed by [7, 41].

Overall, the results suggest that users seemed to be
much more interested in other people’s opinion and their
weight in the recommendation, rather than how these rec-
ommendations fit their own preferences. The reasons for
this could be twofold: 1) domain under study is an experi-
ence good, where the search for information is character-
ized by a greater reliance on word-of-mouth [29, 24], and
where users might be interested, for example, in finding
aspects that had a prominent negative opinion, evenwhen
the aspect is not necessarily the most important for them.
2) user models enabled bymethods like EFMmight not ac-
curately reflect users’ real preferences.

As for the explanatory model chosen as inspiration
for our study, we believe that the user profile obtained
using methods such as the Explicit Factors Model (EFM)
[53], may not fully reflect the true preferences of the user,
as addressing an aspect in a review, other than reflecting
one’s own preference, may be motivated by other factors.
On the one hand, customers report on the aspects they
consider satisfactory or unsatisfactory, but the nature of
these aspects may define the satisfaction report on them,
as discussed by Chowdhary and Prakas [11]: the presence
of some aspects that are taken for granted (cleanliness, for
example) may not lead to customers’ satisfaction, while
their absence leads to dissatisfaction and subsequent re-
porting. Similarly, motivational factors (e. g., proximity to
the beach) can lead customers to satisfaction, but their ab-
sence does not necessarily cause a negative report.

On the other hand,when inspecting thedataweaimed
to provide to our participants in the experimental set-up,
we observed that inmany cases, users in dataset had fairly
homogeneous frequencies of reporting aspects in their re-
views i. e., many of them tend to talk about general as-
pects (e. g., “room”, “facilities”) in similar proportions.
This makes it difficult, in some cases, to detect compelling
preferences, which can be prominently represented in an
explanation. Thus, we believe that if all aspects have a
very similar assessment of relevance (and thus the bars
or numbers in the chart look almost the same) the pref-
erence information in explanations might be perceived as
irrelevant, unnecessary, and even confusing to users. This
seemed to be the case for one of the study participants, as-
signed to the condition bar chart – user preferences dis-
played, who reported: “I did not understand the left side
of the graph which was consistent across about the fea-
tures relevant tome (seemsweird and confusing to include
that)”. In this regard, however, further evidence is needed
to confirm that this is actually the case.

6.2 Effect of Presentation Style

In regard to presentation style, we compared users’ per-
ception of explanations consisting of tables or bar charts,
that provided an aggregated view of positive and negative
opinions given by users to every hotel. Here, we did not
find a salient preference of one style over the other. Addi-
tionally, despite no significant interaction effect between
visualization familiarity and display style was found, we
observed, in line with our H2, that visualization familiar-
ity might play a role in this perception, since users with
higher scores in relation to this user characteristic, gave
higher usefulness scores to the bar charts as part of the ex-
planations.

Additionally, our results suggest an interaction effect
between rational decision-making style and presentation
style on theperceptionof explanations,so that userswith a
more rational decision-making style reported higher con-
fidence scores for explanations consisting of tables, while
the opposite trend was observed for bar chart explana-
tions. This could be explained by the tendency to seek
more detailed information when making decisions, which
characterizes individuals with a predominantly rational
decision-making style, who may be more interested in
evaluating explicit and accurate numbers (such as those
presented in the table), compared to less rational users,
who may benefit more from representations that allow
faster comparisons (such as the bar chart). In this respect,
according to Spence and Lewandowsky [36], a presenta-
tion of data by means of a table may be more beneficial
than the use of a graphical representation,when the objec-
tive is the evaluation of exact numbers, and provided that
the number of data points presented remains low (in our
case it is 5, the number of aspects for which information
is provided). The above is also consistent with another of
our findings, inwhichuserswith apredominantly intuitive
decision-making style reported significantly higher scores
on the usefulness of bar charts, which seems to be a con-
sequence of the rapid processing of information enabled
by graphical representations.

Overall, and despite the differences in perception be-
tween tables and bar charts in terms of user characteris-
tics, most users found the two types of explanatory com-
ponents to be useful, and although the perception of use-
fulness of the bar chart is slightly more positive than that
of the table, this difference is not significant, so we can
conclude that both types of presentation are useful to
users.
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6.3 Main Effect of User Characteristics

So far we have discussed how user characteristics medi-
ate the effect of user preferences or display style on the
perception of both the system and its explanations. How-
ever, it is important to note that we also observed main
effects of decision-making style and social awareness on
participants’ perception. In particular, we observed that
userswith a predominant rational style seemed to perceive
a greater benefit of the explanation in helping them make
faster and better decisions, and as a goodmeans to believe
that the recommender is honest,whilemore intuitiveusers
reported a more positive perception on the quality of ex-
planations, i. e. they like it better and found themmore rel-
evant. We believe that the reason why more rational users
did not necessarily like our explanationsmuchmore could
be the lack of additional and detailed arguments address-
ing the causes of the positive and negative evaluation by
customers, given their tendency to examine the informa-
tion in depthwhenmaking decisions, whilemore intuitive
users do not need to go into such detail, and can be sat-
isfied with the aggregate view of opinions we provide in
our proposed design. In fact, we received several observa-
tions in this regard: “Written reviews from others could be
helpful. Rather than just the amount of positive or nega-
tive opinions, if you could see specificaly (sic) why they
rated the hotel that way it would help personalize your ex-
perience even more.”, “I think specific comments and re-
views would’ve been helpful in making a final decision. I
prefer to read other users’ comments about their hotel stay
to make a more informed decision”.

Furthermore, our results also suggest that social
awareness seems to play a significant role in the percep-
tion of review-based RS, since we found significant main
effects of social awareness on almost all variables eval-
uated, which seems to be a natural consequence of us-
ing users’ opinions as a basis for generating explanations,
which seems to benefit greatly people with a more pro-
nounced tendency to listen to others and take their opin-
ions into account.

6.4 Usefulness of Origin of Information

Finally, with respect to ourH3, we found that participants
did not find indications of the origin of the information
significantly more useful, unless user characteristics such
as social awareness were taken into account. In this case,
users who were more willing to consider other opinions
found more useful the explanatory component reporting
the explanations’ source of information (i. e. the reviews

written by users). In this regard, it is possible that users
with less social awareness, being less interested in oth-
ers’ opinions, might have been disappointed because of
the expectation that other sources of information would
be taken into account when generating recommendations.
We believe that this mismatch between the user’s concep-
tual model and the transmitted system’s conceptual [21]
model could have resulted in a lower usefulness score for
this section. However, an alternative explanation could be
that users found that information redundant, which could
be the case for users who felt that the information on the
origin of the information represented in the explanation
was already sufficiently self-explanatory.

6.5 Limitations

An important limitation of our study is the fact that user’s
preferred aspects were fixed and participants were in-
structed to pretend that those aspects were the ones that
mattered most to them, aiming to give a practical work
around to the cold-start problem in the user study design.
However, we acknowledge that this might interfere with
the real perceived benefit of providing the user preferences
as part of the explanations.

Additionally, we acknowledge that the use of theAma-
zonMechanical Turk implies an important challenge in re-
gard to high quality responses. Here, despite our imple-
mented quality control and the bonus offered, further ac-
tions might be still evaluated, aiming to encourage users
to genuinely make a decision. In this case, a game strat-
egy could be used, in which users are asked to solve a spe-
cific task, for example, to choose the hotel that fits certain
conditions using the information provided in the explana-
tions, and to receive a bonus only if the task is solved suc-
cessfully.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the design of argumen-
tative explanations based on reviews, in display styles
that involve visual representations like tabulated data and
bar charts, as well as information about the user prefer-
ences. We also addressed the role that individual differ-
ences regarding decision making styles, social awareness
and visual familiarity play in such perception. Although
we found no main differences in perception between the
regarded display styles, nor the presence or absence of
user preferences in explanations, we found that, when
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taking into account user characteristics, i. e. social aware-
ness, rational or intuitive decision making style, we are
able to do detect differences in explanations’ perception
between users.

Given the variability of perceptionof explanatory com-
ponents when taking into account user characteristics,
and given the difficulties (even impossibility) posed by a
request or automatic inference of them, we suggest expla-
nationdesigners to consider amoreflexible approach, that
allow users to interactively request for different presen-
tation styles and explanatory components whenever it is
needed. For example, the systemcould offer an initial view
of explanatory information using a chart, and provide an
option to visualize the same data as explicit numbers in a
table, or within verbal sentences, to ensure that users who
require more support to interpret the explanations have
the opportunity to do so.

As part of our future work, and in order tomitigate our
limitation regarding the use of real user preferences, we
plan to provide a mechanism that allows participants to
read explanations that fit better to their real preferences,
e. g. to request participants preferences and calculate sim-
ilarity with users within the dataset, so that we obtain the
most similar user in terms of preferences, and use them as
a proxy to calculate rating predictions.

Furthermore, we plan to work on and test improve-
ments of the explanatory component of user profile, in or-
der to rule out the difficulty of understanding this type of
information as the main cause of its lack of usefulness, so
that we can further explore the convenience of using re-
views as the primary source for modeling user preferences
in review-based explanatory methods.

Funding: German Research Foundation (DFG), Grant
Number: GRK 2167, Research Training Group “User-
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Abstract. User reviews have become an important source for recom-
mending and explaining products or services. Particularly, providing
explanations based on user reviews may improve users’ perception of a
recommender system (RS). However, little is known about how review-
based explanations can be effectively and efficiently presented to users
of RS. We investigate the potential of interactive explanations in review-
based RS in the domain of hotels, and propose an explanation scheme
inspired by dialogue models and formal argument structures. Addition-
ally, we also address the combined effect of interactivity and different pre-
sentation styles (i.e. using only text, a bar chart or a table), as well as the
influence that different user characteristics might have on users’ percep-
tion of the system and its explanations. To such effect, we implemented
a review-based RS using a matrix factorization explanatory method, and
conducted a user study. Our results show that providing more interactive
explanations in review-based RS has a significant positive influence on the
perception of explanation quality, effectiveness and trust in the system by
users, and that user characteristics such as rational decision-making style
and social awareness also have a significant influence on this perception.

Keywords: Recommender systems · Explanations · Interactivity ·
User study · User characteristics

1 Introduction

Explaining the recommendations generated algorithmically by a recommender
system (RS) has been shown to offer significant benefits for users with respect
to factors such as transparency, decision support, or trust in the system [55,56].
Many approaches to explaining the products or services suggested by an RS
have been based on ratings provided by other users or properties of the recom-
mended items, approaches related to collaborative and content-based filtering
methods [25,58]. More recently, fueled by the advances in natural language pro-
cessing, user-written reviews have received considerable attention as rich sources
of information about an item’s benefits and disadvantages, which can be utilized
for explanatory purposes. Reviews are, however, subjective, and may be incon-
sistent with the overall rating given by the user. Even when overcoming the
c© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2021
Published by Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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challenge of processing noisy review texts, the question of which review-based
information to show and how to present it is still largely open, partly due to the
lack of empirical findings on how to best present review-based explanations, just
as there is a general lack of user-centric evaluations of explanatory RS [44].

While as yet no overall theoretical model of explainable recommendations
has been established, we propose to analyze explanations through the lens of
argumentation theory which has produced a wide range of models of argumen-
tation [5]. One class of these models defines logical structures with elements such
as claims, or evidence to support or refute claims. A second class of models [63]
have abandoned the idea of static argumentation models and propose a dialecti-
cal approach, focusing on the exchange of arguments within a dialogue between
two parties. This approach led to the formulation of dialogue models of explana-
tion [27,38,62], taking into account the social aspect of the explanatory process
(an explainer transfers knowledge to an explainee [40]), which could facilitate
the interactive provision of explanatory information in the form of a question-
and-answer exchange. However, the practical application of dialogue models in
explainable RS and their actual benefit from the users’ perspective is yet to be
determined.

Thus, grounding on argumentation theory and dialogue models of explana-
tion, we formulated and tested an interactive approach to explanations based on
reviews, that facilitates the exploration of arguments that support claims made
by the system (i.e. an item is worth purchasing), while providing answers to some
of their potential questions at different levels of detail (e.g. what was reported
on [feature]?). To this end, we adopted the definition of interactivity by Steuer
[54]: “extent to which users can participate in modifying the form and content of
mediated environment in real time”, and characterized the degree of interactiv-
ity of explanations through the Liu and Shrum dimensions of interactivity [35]:
active control and two-way communication. The first is characterized by vol-
untary actions that can influence the user experience, reflected in our proposal
by the possibility to use hyperlinks and buttons, that allow users to navigate
explanatory information at will. The second refers to the ability of two parties to
communicate to one another, reflected in our proposal by the ability to indicate
the system which are their most relevant features, so the answers are adjusted
accordingly.

While interactive explanations have been already addressed in the field of
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), their impact in explainable RS remains
largely unexplored, as well as the empirical validation of their effects on users.
Hence, we aimed to provide empirical evidence of the effect that an implemen-
tation of this approach may have on users’ perception. More specifically, we
evaluated users’ perception in terms of the quality of explanations, and of the
explanatory objectives: transparency, effectiveness and trust, as defined by [55],
and aim to answer: RQ1: How do users perceive review-based explanations with
different degrees of interactivity, in terms of explanation quality, and of the trans-
parency, efficiency and trust in the system? We also aimed to test the combined
effect of explanation interactivity and different presentation styles, particularly:
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using only text, using a bar chart or using a table, to show, among others, the
distribution of positive and negative comments on the quality of an item. Here,
we were interested to inquire, for example, whether users who find a presen-
tation style less satisfactory might benefit from interactive options that allow
them to clarify their doubts. Thus: RQ2: How do different presentation styles
influence users’ perception of review-based explanations with different degrees
of interactivity?

Furthermore, we addressed the influence that different user characteristics
might have on the perception of the proposed approach. Regardless of its type,
an explanation may not satisfy all possible explainees [52]. Moreover, individual
user characteristics can lead to different perceptions of a RS [30,67], for which
we assumed that this would also be the case for explanations, as discussed by
[6,26,31]. Since a main objective of providing explanations is to support users
in their decision-making, investigating the effect of different personal styles to
perform such a process is of particular interest to us. Particularly, we focus on
the moderating effect of the rational and intuitive decision making styles [24],
the former characterized as a propensity to search for information and evalu-
ate alternatives exhaustively, and the latter by a quick processing based mostly
on hunches and feelings. Furthermore, since review-based explanations rely on
the expressed opinions of other users, we investigated the effects of the extent
to which users are inclined to adopt the perspective of others when making
decisions, a trait defined as social awareness by [10]. We also considered visual-
ization familiarity, i.e. the extent to which a user is familiar with graphical or
tabular representations of information. Consequently, RQ3: How do individual
differences in decision-making styles, social awareness or visualization familiarity
moderate the perception of review-based explanations with different degrees of
interactivity and presentation styles?

To address our research questions, we conducted a user study taking as exam-
ple the hotels domain, since it represents an interesting mix between search
goods (with attributes on which complete information can be found before pur-
chase [42]) and experience goods (which cannot be fully known until purchase
[42]). Such a product evaluation could benefit from third-party opinions [29,42],
potentially rich in argumentative information that can be used for explanatory
purposes.

Finally, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– We formulate a scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in
review-based RS, inspired by dialogue models and argument structures.

– To test our research questions, we implemented an interface based on the
proposed scheme, and a RS based on a matrix factorization model (i.e. EFM,
[70]), and sentiment-based aspect detection, using the state of art natural
language processing model BERT ([15]).

– We provide empirical evidence of the effect of review-based interactive expla-
nations on users’ perception, as well as the influence of user characteristics
on such perception.
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2 Related Work

Next, we will review work related to review-based explanations, interactive expla-
nations in both explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) and RS, the use of dia-
logue models in contrast to static models of explanations, and the moderating
effect of user characteristics on the perception of explainable RS.

Review-Based Explanations. Review-based explanatory methods leverage
user generated content, rich in detailed evaluations on item features, which can-
not be deduced from the general ratings, thus enabling the generation of more
detailed explanations, compared to collaborative filtering (e.g. “Your neighbors’
ratings for this movie” [25]) and content-based approaches (e.g. [58]). Review-
based methods allow to provide: 1) verbal summaries of reviews, using abstrac-
tive summarization from natural language generation (NLG) techniques [8,14],
2) a selection of helpful reviews (or excerpts) that might be relevant to the
user, detected using deep learning techniques and attention mechanisms [11,17],
3) a statistical view of the pros and cons of item features, usually using topic
modelling or aspect-based sentiment analysis [16,66,70], information that is inte-
grated to RS algorithms like matrix or tensor factorization [4,64,70]) to generate
both recommendations and aspect-based explanations.

Our evaluation is based on the third approach, and is particularly related to
the model proposed by [70], since it facilitates getting statistical information on
users’ opinions, which has been proven to be useful for users [26,41], and can
be provided in explanations with different presentation styles (strictly verbal or
visual). Yet, the optimal way of presenting explanatory information, either in a
textual (short summaries) or a graphical form (e.g. bar charts) remains unclear.

Interactive Explanations. In addition to display factors, a second factor could
also influence users’ perception of the explanations: the possibility of interacting
with the system, to better understand the rationale for its predictions. Interac-
tive explanations have been already addressed in the field of explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) (although to a much lesser extent compared to static expla-
nations [1]). Here, the dominant trend has been to provide mechanisms to check
the influence that specific features, points or data segments may have on final
predictions of machine learning (ML) algorithms, as in [13,32,51]. However, the
impact of such interactive approaches in explainable RS remains largely unex-
plored. More specifically, the dominant ML interactive approach differs from
ours in at least two ways: 1) we use non-discrete and non-categorical sources of
information, subjective in nature and unstructured, which, however, can be used
to generate both textual and visual structured arguments 2) such approach is
designed to meet the needs of domain experts, i.e. users with prior knowledge of
artificial intelligence, while we aim to target the general public.

Effects of interactivity have been studied widely in fields like online shopping
and advertising [35,53], and more specifically in the evaluation of critique-based
RS, where users are able to specify preferences for the system to recalculate
recommendations, which has been found to be beneficial for users [12,36,37].
Despite the intuitive advantages that interactivity can bring, interactivity does
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not always translate into a more positive attitude towards the system, since it
also depends on the context and the task performed [35]. Nevertheless, it has
also been shown that higher active control is beneficial in environments involving
information needs, and a clear goal in mind [35], which is actually our case (i.e.
deciding which hotel to book).

Dialogue Models of Explanation. To formulate and test our proposal, we set
our focus on argumentative models that may enable the two-way communication
desideratum. In contrast to static approaches to explanation, dialogue models
have been formulated conceptually [2,38,47,60], allowing arguments over initial
claims in explanations, within the scope of an interactive exchange of state-
ments. Despite the potential benefit of using these models to increase users’
understanding of intelligent systems [40,65], their practical implementation in
RS (and in XAI in general) still lacks sufficient empirical validation [38,40,52].
This dialogical approach contrasts with other argumentative - though static -
explanation approaches [3,9,26,33,69] based on static schemes of argumentation
(e.g. [23,57]), where little can be done to indicate to the system that the explana-
tion has not been fully understood or accepted, and that additional information
is still required.

User Characteristics. We hypothesized (in line with [35]) that a number of
user characteristics may moderate the effect of interactive functionalities, on
the perception of explanations. Particularly, we aimed to test the moderating
effect of decision-making styles and social awareness. In regard to the former,
research has shown that it is determined significantly by preferences and abilities
to process available information [19]. Particularly, we believe that users with a
predominant rational decision making style would better perceive explanations
with a higher degree of interactivity, than explanations with less possibility of
interaction, given their tendency to thoroughly explore information when mak-
ing decisions [24]. On the other hand, more intuitive users may not find the
interactive explanations very satisfactory, given their tendency to make deci-
sions through a quicker process [24], so that a first explanatory view would be
sufficient, and it would not be necessary to navigate in depth the arguments that
the system can offer. Here, [26] noted that rationality and intuition might not
be diametrically opposed constructs. In their study, although most participants
reported that they thoroughly evaluate the available information when making
decisions, many of them also reported a tendency to use their intuition.

As for social awareness, and in line with results reported by [26], we hypoth-
esize that users with a higher social awareness may perceive explanations with
higher interactivity more positively, given their tendency to take into account the
opinions of others, and to adjust their own using those of others, while choosing
between various alternatives [50], which has been proved to be beneficial during
decision making [68], and is facilitated by our approach.

Finally, in regard to presentation styles, visual arguments (a combination
of visual and verbal information) may have a greater “rhetorical power poten-
tial” than verbal arguments, due (among others) to their greater immediacy
(possibility of quick processing) [7]. This could especially benefit users with a
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predominantly intuitive decision-making style, due to their usually quick manner
of making decisions, based mostly on first impressions [24]. However, users with
lower visual abilities might benefit less from a presentation based on images or
graphics [28,49]. Consequently, we believe that when exposed to graphic-based
explanation formats, higher interactive explanations may be beneficial to users
with lower visual familiarity, as they could access additional information to bet-
ter understand the explanations provided.

3 Scheme for Explanations as Interactive Argumentation
in Review-Based RS

To evaluate our research questions, we designed an interaction scheme for the
exploration of explanatory arguments in review-based RS. A recommendation
issued by a RS can be considered a specific form of a claim, namely that the
user will find the recommended item useful or pleasing [18]. The role of an
explanation is thus to provide supportive evidence (or rebuttals) for this claim.
Claims are, however, also present in the individual user’s rating and opinions,
which may require explaining their grounds as well, thus creating a complex
multi-level argumentative structure in an explainable RS, a concern also raised
in [22]. To formulate an explanation scheme able to support this type of structure,
we considered dialog-based explanation models [38,61,62], in which instead of a
single issue of explanatory utterances, an explanation process is regarded as an
interaction, where a user could indicate when additional arguments are required,
to increase their understanding of system claims.

In this context, Walton [61,62] modeled explanation requests (user questions)
and explanation attempts (a set of assertions as system response). On the other
hand, Madumal et al. [38] noted that argumentation may occur within explana-
tion, and modeled the shift between explanatory and argumentative dialog, as well
as the explanatory loops that can be triggered, when follow-up questions arise.
While this type of models may help to define the moves allowed within an explana-
tory interaction, they offer little indication of how the arguments within the inter-
action moves should be structured, to increase their acceptance by users. To this
end, we rely on the scheme by Habernal et al. [23], an adaptation of the Toulmin
model of argumentation [57], formulated to better represent the kind of arguments
usually found in user-generated content. This scheme involves: claim (conclusion
of the argument), premise (a general reason to accept a claim), backing (specific
information or additional evidence to support the claim), rebuttal (statement that
attacks the claim) and refutation (statement that attacks the rebuttal).

Our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1. Unlike Walton, who modeled
explanatory movements as explanation requests and attempts, we considered an
explanation process as a sequence of argumentation attempts (the system intends
to provide arguments to explain something) followed by argument requests (the
user ask the system to provide - follow-up - arguments that support the claim
that user will find the recommended item useful). A missing element of Walton’s
model in our scheme is a feedback mechanism so that users can indicate whether
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Fig. 1. Scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS. Blue
boxes: argumentation attempts by the system, green boxes: argument requests by users.
(Color figure online)

full understanding has been achieved, which is left for future work. The realiza-
tion of our scheme as an user interface is depicted in Fig. 2. Here, design features
like links and buttons enable argument requests by users, e.g.: the link “what
was reported?” (Fig. 2b) fosters the interactive features active control (control
on what aspects the system should focus on in its argumentation) and two-way
communication (user communicates to the system that further argument backing
is needed), which triggers a system argumentation attempt.

Fig. 2. Screenshots of system used in user study. Enclosed in blue: argumentation
attempts; in green: argument requests. Orange arrows: sequence of allowed moves,
pointing to the next interface. a) List of recommended items; clicking on “More on
why recommended” displays: b–c) aggregation of comments by aspect; clicking on
“What was reported?” displays: d) comments on chosen aspect; clicking a fine-grained
feature button, displays: e) comments on chosen feature. c, d, e enabled only in study
condition interactivity “high”. (Color figure online)

An explanatory dialogue can take place both through verbal interactions and
through a visual interface (non-verbal communication, or a combination of verbal
and visual elements) [38,40]. As for presentation, while arguments are usually
associated with oral or written speech, arguments can also be communicated
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using visual representations (e.g. graphics or images) [7]. Thus, we considered
the following styles for the argumentation attempt “% of positive and negative
opinions”: 1) Table (Fig. 3a, 3b), bar chart (Fig. 3c, 3d), and text (Fig. 3e, 3f),
the latter using the template proposed by [26], which facilitates the display of
rebuttal statements, which can hardly be represented graphically.

Fig. 3. Manipulation of presentation style in combination with interactivity, in user
study. Left: table, middle bar chart, right text. Top: interactivity high, bottom: interac-
tivity low.

4 User Study

To answer our research questions, we implemented a RS that reflects the scheme
described in Sect. 3, and conducted a user study to compare users’ perception
of the overall system (in terms of the dependent variables (DVs): transparency,
effectiveness and trust), and of the specific aspects of explanations (in terms of
the DVs: explanation confidence, transparency, persuasiveness, satisfaction and
sufficiency). As independent variables (IVs) we considered the factors interactiv-
ity and presentation. Possible values of IV interactivity are: “high” (users could
make all possible argument requests, Fig. 1 and 2), and “low” (users could only
make the initial argument request “more on why recommended?”). Possible val-
ues of IV presentation are: table (Fig. 3 a, b), bar chart (Fig. 3 c,d) and text
(Fig. 3 e,f). The study follows a 3× 2 between-subjects design, and each partici-
pant was assigned randomly to one of six conditions (combination of interactiv-
ity and presentation style). As covariates, we considered the user characteristics:
rational and intuitive decision-making style, social awareness and visualization
familiarity. We hypothesized:

H1: Users’ perception of the system and its explanations is more positive
when they are given explanations with higher interactivity.

H2: Users with a predominantly rational decision style perceive explanations
with higher interactivity more positively than less rational decision makers.

H3: Less intuitive users perceive explanations with higher interactivity more
positively, compared to more intuitive users.
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H4: Users with greater social awareness perceive higher interactive explana-
tions more positively than users with less social awareness.

H5a: Users with a predominantly intuitive decision-making style or H5b
a greater visualization familiarity will prefer bar chart explanations over text
explanations, regardless of interactivity.

H6: Users who are less familiar with data visualization will perceive explana-
tions with higher interactivity more positively, particularly in the case of more
challenging visualizations such as bar charts.

4.1 Questionnaires

Evaluation: We utilized items from [46] to evaluate the perception of system
transparency (construct transparency, user understands why items were recom-
mended), of system effectiveness [30] (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = 0.85,
construct perceived system effectiveness, system is useful and helps the user to
make better choices), and of trust in the system [39] (α = 0.90, constructs trusting
beliefs, user considers the system to be honest and trusts its recommendations;
and trusting intentions, user willing to share information). We used the user
experience items (UXP) of [31] to address explanations reception, which we will
refer to as explanation quality (α = 0.82), comprising: explanation confidence
(user is confident that she/he would like the recommended item), explanation
transparency (explanation makes the recommendation process clear), explana-
tion satisfaction (user would enjoy a system if recommendations are presented
this way), and explanation persuasiveness (explanations are convincing). We
added an item adapted from [17] (explanations provided are sufficient to make
a decision) to evaluate explanation sufficiency. All items were measured with a
1–5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

User Characteristics: We used all the items of the Rational and Intuitive
Decision Styles Scale [24] (internal reliability Cronbach’s α = 0.84 and α = 0.92,
respectively), the scale of the social awareness competency proposed by [10]
(α = 0.70), and the visualization familiarity items proposed by [31] (α = 0.86).
All items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly
agree).

4.2 Participants

We recruited 170 participants (66 female, mean age 37.61 and range between
18 and 72) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We restricted the execution
of the task to workers located in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence
Task) approval rate greater than 98%, and a number of HITs approved greater
than 500. We applied a quality check to select participants with quality survey
responses (we asked validation questions to check attentiveness within question-
naires, and questions related to the content of the system, e.g. “recommendations
were based on: Opinions of celebrities, True/False”, “The purpose of this ques-
tion is to check attentiveness, please mark Disagree”). We discard participants
with less than 10 (out of 12) correct answers, or no effective interaction with
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the system (checked in logs). The responses of 27 of the 197 initial participants
were then discarded for a final sample of 170 subjects, statistical power of 90%, α
=0.05, power value above conventional for adequacy of .80 are considered accept-
able [45]; An ‘a priori’ type of analysis was performed in G*power software [21].
Participants were rewarded with $1.4 plus a bonus up to $0.40, depending on
the length and number of arguments provided in their response to the question
“Why did you choose this hotel?”, and the extent to which those arguments
referred to explanations and information provided by the system. Time devoted
to the task by participants (in minutes): M = 10.88, SD = 1.62.

4.3 Procedure

Instructions indicated that a list of hotels reflecting the results of a hypothetical
hotels’ search and within the same price range would be presented (i.e. no filters
to search hotels were offered to participants), and that they could click on the
name of a desired hotel to see general information about it. However, we asked,
as we were more interested in their views on the explanations given for each
recommendation, to click on the “More on why recommended” links of hotels
they might be interested in, and to explore the information provided. No further
instructions were given regarding how to interact with the different interaction
options, since we were interested to address to what extent the users used them
or not. Users were instructed to indicate which hotel they would finally choose,
and to write a few sentences reporting their reasons for it, for which a bonus
up to $0.4 would be paid, depending on the quality of this response, with the aim
of achieving a more motivated choice by the participants, as well as to encourage
a more effective interaction with the system. We then presented a cover story,
which sought to establish a common starting point in terms of travel motivation
(a holiday trip). Next, we presented to the participants the system showing a list
of 30 recommended hotels (sorted by predicted rating), and their corresponding
personalized explanations (system implementation details in Sect. 4.4). Finally,
evaluation and validation questions were presented, plus an open-ended one,
asking for general opinions and suggestions about the explanations.

4.4 Dataset and Implemented System

Dataset and Aspect Annotation: ArguAna [59], includes hotel reviews and rat-
ings from TripAdvisor; sentiment and explicit features are annotated sentence
wise. We categorized the explicit features in 10 general features (room, price,
staff, location, facilities, bathroom, ambience, food and beverages, comfort and
checking), with the help of 2 annotators (Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.72), aiming
to train a classifier to detect the main aspect addressed in a sentence (e.g. “I
loved the bedding” would be classified as room).

Aspect-Based Sentiment Detection: We trained a BERT classifier [15] to
detect the general feature addressed within a sentence: we used a 12-layer model
(BertForSequenceClassification), 6274 training sentences, 1569 test sentences,
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F-score 0.84 (macro avg.). We also trained a BERT classifier to detect the sen-
timent polarity, using a 12-layer model (BertForSequenceClassification), 22674
training sentences, 5632 test sentences, F -score 0.94 (macro avg.). Classifier was
used to 1) consolidate the quality of hotels and relevance of aspects to users (see
Figs. 2b, 2d), and 2) to present participants with negative and positive excerpts
from reviews regarding a chosen feature (Fig. 2d, 2e).

Explainable RS Method : We implemented the Explicit Factor Model (EFM)
[70], a review-based matrix factorization (MF) method to generate both rec-
ommendations and explanations. The rating matrix (ratings granted by users
to items) consisted of 1284 items and 884 users extracted from the ArguAna
dataset (only users with at least 5 written reviews were included), for a total of
5210 ratings. Item quality and user preferences matrices were consolidated using
the sentiment detection described previously. Each element of the former matrix
measures the quality of the item for each aspect, while the elements of the latter
measure the extent to which the user cares about an aspect. The number of
explicit features was set to 10. Model-specific hyperparameters were selected via
grid-search-like optimization. After 100 iterations, we reached an RMSE of 1.27,
a metric used to measure the differences between dataset values and the values
predicted by the RS model. Values of predicted rating matrix were used to sort
recommendations, and shown within explanations (average hotel rating with 1–5
green circles). Values of quality matrix were used to calculate the percentages of
positive and negative comments on aspects (Fig. 3).

Personalization Mechanism: To reduce implications of the cold start prob-
lem [48] (system does not have enough information about the user to generate
an adequate profile and thus, personalized recommendations), participants were
asked for the five hotel features that mattered most to them, in order of impor-
tance. The system calculated a similarity measure, to detect users within the
EFM preference matrix with a similar order of preferences. Then the most sim-
ilar user was used as a proxy to generate recommendations, i.e. we selected the
predicted ratings of this proxy user, and used them to sort recommendations
and features within explanations.

4.5 Data Analysis

We evaluated the effect that IVs (interactivity and presentation style) may have
on 2 different levels: 1) overall system perception (DVs explanation quality,
and system transparency, effectiveness and trust), and 2) perception of specific
aspects of explanations (DVs explanation confidence, transparency, satisfaction,
persuasiveness and sufficiency), and to what extent the covariates (user charac-
teristics: rational and the intuitive decision making styles, social awareness and
visualization familiarity) could influence such perception.

Evaluation scores (DVs’ scores) for each individual were calculated as the
average of the reported values for the scale items, in case of multi-item scales.
Scores on “explanation quality” were calculated for each individual as the aver-
age of scores on specific aspects of explanations, and the covariates scores as
the average of the reported values for items of every scale. Internal consistency
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(Cronbach’s alpha) was checked for system evaluation and user characteristics
constructs (reported in Sect. 4.1).

Overall System Perception: Given that DVs are continuous and correlated
(see Table 1), a MANCOVA analysis was performed. Subsequent ANCOVA were
performed to test main effects of IVs and covariates, as well as the effect of
interactions between them. Q-Q plots of residuals were checked to validate the
adequacy of the analysis.

Perception of Explanations: DVs are ordinal (scores are the reported answers
to single questionnaire items), thus we performed ordinal logistic regressions to
test influence on DVs by predictor variables (IVs and covariates), no multi-
collinearity was tested, as well as Q-Q plots of residuals. DVs are also correlated
(see Table 2), so significant tests were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha
levels of .01 (.05/5).

Use of Interactive Options: Calculated based on system activity logs. A
Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare distributions of users characteristics
who used or not use such options.

5 Results

5.1 Evaluation and User Characteristics Scores

The average evaluation scores by presentation style and interactivity are shown
in Tables 1 and 2. Distributions of the scores of rational (M = 4.35, SD= 0.50)
and intuitive (M = 2.59, SD= 0.98) decision making styles, social awareness
(M = 4.04, SD= 0.53) and visualization familiarity (M = 3.23, SD= 0.95) are
depicted in Fig. 4a.

Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations of perception on the overall system, per
presentation style and interactivity (n = 170), p < 0.05*, p < 0.01**; values reported
with a 5-Likert scale; higher mean values correspond to a positive perception of the
overall RS. Pearson correlation matrix, p < 0.001 for all coefficients.

Variable Presentation Interactivity Correlation

Text Table Bar chart Low High Variable

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4

1. Expl. Quality 3.98 0.52 4.10 0.56 4.07 0.70 3.92 0.61 4.17** 0.55

2. Transparency 4.14 0.52 4.11 0.86 3.91 0.99 4.02 0.78 4.08 0.86 0.51 —

3. Effectiveness 3.95 0.69 4.05 0.73 4.04 0.78 3.91 0.79 4.11* 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.56 —

4. Trust 3.91 0.60 3.99 0.58 3.97 0.72 3.86 0.67 4.05* 0.57 0.57 0.74 0.55 0.79 —

5.2 Overall System Perception

Interactivity : We found a significant multivariate effect of interactivity on over-
all system perception F (4,157) = 2.68, p = .034. Univariate tests revealed that
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Table 2. Mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation specific
aspects, per presentation style and interactivity (n = 170), p < 0.05*, p < 0.01**; values
reported with a 5-Likert scale; higher mean values correspond to a positive perception
on the explanations. Pearson correlation matrix, p < 0.001 for all coefficients.

Variable Presentation Interactivity Correlation

Text Table Bar chart Low High Variable

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4 5

1. Expl. confidence 4.09 0.55 4.11 0.65 4.05 0.85 3.95 0.74 4.21* 0.62

2. Expl. transparency 4.16 0.73 4.19 0.83 4.16 0.86 4.05 0.84 4.29* 0.77 0.60 —

3. Expl. satisfaction 3.84 0.85 4.09 0.79 4.11 0.80 3.88 0.84 4.14* 0.77 0.40 0.53 —

4. Expl. persuasiveness 3.84 0.71 3.96 0.71 3.93 0.82 3.82 0.71 4.00 0.77 0.64 0.47 0.45 —

5. Expl. sufficiency 3.96 0.79 4.14 0.81 4.09 0.83 3.89 0.87 4.23** 0.71 0.40 0.44 0.50 0.45 —

interactivity significantly influences the perception of explanation quality
F (1,168) = 9.76, p = .002, effectiveness F (1,168) = 4.02, p = .047, and trust
F (1,168) = 4.63, p = 0.033. In all these cases, the average of every variable was
higher for the high condition than for low condition (see Table 1).

Presentation Style: We found no significant main effect of presentation style.
Rational Decision-Making Style: We found a significant multivariate effect of

rational style, F (4,157) = 7.55, p < .001. Univariate tests revealed a main effect
of rational decision-making style on explanation quality, F (1,168) = 20.27, p
< .001, system transparency F (1,168) = 8.25, p = .005, effectiveness, F (1,168)
= 26.76, p < .001 and trust, F (1,168) = 24.94, p < .001. In all these cases, a
positive trend was observed between these variables and the rational decision-
making style, i.e. the higher the rational decision-making score, the higher the
perceived explanation quality, the transparency, the effectiveness and the trust,
independent of style or interactivity (Fig. 4b).

Social Awareness: We found a significant multivariate effect of social aware-
ness, F (4,157) = 6.41, p < .001. Univariate tests revealed a main effect of social
awareness on explanation quality F (1,168) = 17.25, p < .001, system trans-
parency F (1,168) = 12.57, p < .001, effectiveness F (1,168) = 22.85, p < .001
and trust F (1,168) = 18.02, p < .001. In all these cases, a positive trend was
observed between these variables and social awareness, i.e. the higher the social
awareness score, the higher the perceived explanation quality, the transparency,
the effectiveness and the trust, independent of style or interactivity (Fig. 4c).

5.3 Perception of Explanations

Interactivity : We found a main significant effect of interactivity; here, the odds of
participants reporting higher values of explanation sufficiency when interactivity
high was 2.30 (95% CI, 1.26 to 4.29) times that of interactivity low, a statistically
significant effect, Wald χ2(1) = 7.32, p = .007. We observed a similar pattern
in relation to explanation confidence (p = .017), explanation transparency (p =
.043) and explanation satisfaction (p = .041). However, this association (despite
p < .05) is non-significant after Bonferroni correction (corrected p < 0.01).
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Fig. 4. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intu-
itive decision making styles, social awareness and visualization familiarity. b) Effect of
rational decision-making style on the perception of the overall system (fitted means of
individual scores). c) Effect of social awareness on the perception of the overall system
(fitted means of individual scores).

Presentation Style: We found no significant main effect of presentation style.
Additionally, we observed a possible interaction (p<= 0.05, although non-

significant after Bonferroni correction, corrected p< 0.01) between:
Rational Decision-Making Style and Interactivity : An increase in rational

decision-making score was associated with an increase in the odds of partici-
pants under interactive high condition reporting higher values of explanation
sufficiency, with an odds ratio of 3.20 (95% CI, 0.99 to 10.65), Wald χ2(1) =
3.81, p = .051 (Fig. 5a).

Intuitive Decision-Making Style and Presentation Style: An increase in intu-
itive decision-making score was associated with an increase in the odds of par-
ticipants under bar chart condition reporting higher values of explanation satis-
faction, with an odds ratio of 2.40 (95% CI, 1.14 to 5.18), Wald χ2(2) = 5.67, p
= .023, compared to participants under text condition (see Fig. 5b).

Social Awareness and Interactivity : An increase in social awareness score was
associated with an increase in the odds of participants under interactive high
condition reporting higher values of explanation persuasiveness, with an odds
ratio of 3.83 (95% CI, 1.20 to 12.34), Wald χ2(1) = 5.17, p = .023 (Fig. 5c).

Visualization Familiarity and Interactivity: An increase in visualization
familiarity score was associated with an increase in the odds of participants
under interactive high condition reporting higher values of explanation satisfac-
tion, odds ratio of 1.91 (95% CI, 1.03 to 3.58), Wald χ2(1) = 4.24, p = .039
(Fig. 5d).

5.4 Use of Interaction Options

48% of the users assigned to the interactivity high conditions used at least one of
the interaction options provided. 48.15% of participants used the ‘more features’
option when explanations were displayed using table, 26.92% using bar chart and
33.3% using text. 55.56% of participants used the ‘what was reported’ option
when explanations were displayed as table, 50% as bar chart and 3.7% as text.
And 22.22% of participants used the ‘comments on specific features’ option when
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Fig. 5. Interaction plots (fitted means of individual scores) for perception of expla-
nation: a) sufficiency, interaction between interactivity and rational decision-making
style. b) satisfaction, interaction between presentation and intuitive decision-making.
c) persuasiveness, interaction between interactivity and social awareness. d) satisfac-
tion, interaction between interactivity and visualization familiarity.

explanations were displayed as table, 19.23% as bar chart and 3.7% as text.
Additionally, a Mann-Whitney U test revealed that the average of visualization
familiarity scores of users who used the interaction options (M = 2.98, SD =
1.05) is significantly lower than the score of those that did not use them (M =
3.41, SD = 0.85), U (Nused = 41, Nnotused = 44) = 678.50, p = .024).

6 Discussion

In regard to our RQ1, our results show that greater interactivity has a signifi-
cantly positive effect on users’ perception, in terms of system effectiveness and
trust, as well as of explanation quality, compared to explanations with lower
interactivity, thus confirming our H1. We believe that the interactivity aspects
addressed in our proposal could play a determining role in the observed effect,
namely: active control and two-way communication, fostered in turn by design
features such as links and buttons representing argument requests. Active con-
trol by enabling users to be in control of which argumentative content to display;
two-way communication by enabling them to indicate the system which argu-
mentative statements require further elaboration, and which features are of real
relevance at the time of making the decision, an approach that might contribute
to a better acceptance and understanding of explanations, as predicted by dia-
logue models of explanation [27,62].

However, the benefit and actual use of interactive options in review-based
explanations might be influenced by individual differences, as discussed by [35]
for the scope of online advertising and shopping. In particular, and regarding our
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RQ3, we found that the way people process information when making decisions
would play an important role in the perception of interactive review-based expla-
nations. More precisely, and in line with H2, we found that greater interactivity
might have a more positive effect on the perception of explanation sufficiency by
more rational users, which is explained by the propensity of people with a pre-
dominant rational decision-making style, to search for information and evaluate
alternatives exhaustively [24]. However, and contrary to our expectations, we
observed that the degree of intuitive decision style did not moderate the effect
of interactivity on users’ perception, so we cannot confirm our H3. Here, despite
the predominant quick process based mostly on hunches that characterize more
intuitive decision-makers [24], we believe that looking at verbatim excerpts from
other users’ reviews may also be of benefit to them, to corroborate whether their
hunches are aligned with the system’s assertions, although they may not do so
as extensively as less intuitive users would do.

Additionally, in line with our H4 and results reported by [26], we observed
that social awareness might moderate the effect of interactivity on explanation
persuasiveness. Here, results suggest that participants with a higher disposition
to listen and take into account others’ opinions, tend to perceive higher inter-
active explanations as more persuasive, which seems a consequence of the pos-
sibility to read reports of personal experiences by customers, who have already
made use of the recommended items. This represents a potential advantage in
the evaluation of experience goods like hotels, which is characterized by a greater
reliance on word-of-mouth [29,42].

In regard to our RQ2 and RQ3, and in line with H5a, our observations
suggest that intuitive decision style might mediate the effect of presentation on
explanation satisfaction, independent of interactivity. Particularly, explanatory
arguments presented as a bar chart seemed to be perceived as more satisfactory
to more intuitive users, than the presentation using a table or only text, pre-
sumably due to their greater immediacy [7], thus facilitating the rapid decision-
making process that characterizes more intuitive users. However, and contrary to
our expectations, we cannot conclude that users with more visualization famil-
iarity will perceive the bar chart explanations better than the text-based ones
(H5b). One possible reason could be that a text-based format makes it easier to
visualize argumentative components as rebuttal and refutation, which could lead
to a higher acceptance of an argument, as advocated by argumentation theory
([23]), but could hardly be expressed through graph-based formats.

Additionally, although users with lower visualization familiarity tended to use
the interaction options more, we cannot confirm our hypothesis that those users
would perceive graphic-based explanations (i.e. bar chart) better when more
interactive options are offered, (H6). Actually, we found that users with more
experience with data visualization reported a more positive perception for expla-
nations with higher interactivity, independent of presentation style. We believe
this is not due to difficulties understanding the explanations (as we thought
would be the case for users with less visualization familiarity), but because higher
interactivity facilitated a structured navigation and more appealing display of
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the data, which would not be as easy to process or useful if presented on a single
static explanation.

Overall, we observed a main effect of rational decision-making style and social
awareness in the perception of the system and all the proposed explanations.
This suggests that review-based explanations seem to benefit more the users
who tend to evaluate information thoroughly and take into account the opinions
of others when making decisions, compared to users who use a more shallow
information-seeking process.

Interactivity and Transparency Perception. Despite the main effect of inter-
activity on the overall perception of the system and its explanations, the mean
perception of system transparency (user understands why items were recom-
mended) is only slightly higher for the interactivity high condition than for the
low condition. We believe that the reason might be two-fold: 1) Walton’s [62]
suggests to include an explicit mechanism to confirm effective understanding by
the user, so that if this has not yet been achieved, the iterative cycle of user
questions and system responses may continue. In consequence, we believe that
a more flexible approach in which the user could, for example, write their own
questions, rather than the bounded link-based options, might contribute in this
regard. And 2) users may be also interested in understanding the reasons why
the hotel x is better than hotel y. This would not only be in line with the view
of authors who claim that the why-questions ask for a contrastive explanation
(“why P rather than Q?”) [27,34,40], but also concurs with some participants’
suggestions, that options for comparison would be very useful.

Use of Interaction Options. We observed that almost half of participants
under the condition interactivity “high” actually used the interaction options,
although participants were not explicitly instructed to use them, so it can reason-
ably be inferred that their use was mainly voluntary. It is critical, however, that
these options are named appropriately, indicating clearly their destinations (as
stated by [20] guidelines), to increase the probability of their use, as evidenced
by the lack of use of the option to read reviews excerpts in the text condition
(Fig. 3e).

Additionally, some of the users assigned to the low interactivity condition
pointed to 1) the lack of access to additional information in connection to the
explanations (particularly customer reviews) as a disadvantage, with about a
quarter of those participants writing suggestions on the subject, e.g. “I would
prefer to read the actual reviews and understand why ratings were what they
were”, or 2) insufficiency of aggregated percentages of positive and negative
opinions to adequately explain recommendations, e.g. “I feel they maybe could
have a lot more information more on SPECIFICALLY what they say about
the room instead of just an overall aggregation”. In this regard, it is important
to note though, that participants of all conditions had access to the full hotel
reviews (they were included in the general view of each hotel).

Practical Implications. Our approach was specifically tested in hotels domain,
however, since it allows users to navigate from aggregated accounts of other users’
opinions to detailed extracts of individual reviews, we believe it might generalize
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adequately to domains that involve the evaluation of experience goods [43], and
where the search for information is characterized by a greater reliance on word-
of-mouth [29,42] for example restaurants, movies or books. Additionally, our
findings lead to the following practical implications:

– Providing interactive explanations resembling an argumentative communi-
cation between system and user could contribute to a better perception of
the system, which could be done using web navigation options, e.g. links or
buttons, indicating a why or what questions to be answered by the system.

– Presenting both aggregated opinion statistics and excerpts of comments fil-
tered by feature, as part of an interactive explanation, is a beneficial way to
provide explanations sufficient in content, while avoiding overwhelming users
with irrelevant data in a single step or screen.

– Given the practical difficulty of detecting user characteristics (e.g., decision-
making style or visualization familiarity) by the system, we suggest interactive
options to be considered, not only to provide in-depth arguments or to detect
the relevance of features to the user, but also to modify the presentation style
of argument components.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a scheme for explanations as interactive argu-
mentation in review-based RS, inspired by dialogue explanation models and for-
mal argument schemes, that allows users to navigate from aggregated accounts
of other users’ opinions to detailed extracts of individual reviews, in order to
facilitate a better understanding of the claims made by the RS. We tested an
implementation of the proposed scheme in the hotels domain, and found that
more interactive explanations contributed to a more positive perception of effec-
tiveness and trust in the system. We also found that individual differences in
terms of user characteristics (e.g. decision-making style, social awareness and
visualization familiarity) may lead to differences in the perception of the pro-
posed implementation.

While our proposal suggests a first step towards an effective implementation
of interactive explanations for review-based RS, we acknowledge that a major
limitation of our approach is that the questions that users can ask are limited
to a given set of pre-defined statements. To mitigate such a limitation, we will
extend, in future work, our proposed scheme to support a wider range of ques-
tions, which can be asked by the user even in their own words. To this end,
we plan to leverage advances of conversational agents (i.e. chatbots), natural
language processing and natural language generation techniques, such as ques-
tion answering and automatic summarization, to enhance the implementation
proposed in this paper.

Likewise, we plan in the future to investigate the effect of contrastive dialog-
based explanations of the type “Why P rather than not-P?”. This type of expla-
nation can be leveraged to enable users to influence the recommendation process
itself, e.g. requesting for a more refined set of recommendations that better suit
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their preferences, based on an explanatory contrast between options. This might
result in greater satisfaction with the overall system, as has been proven with
interactive RS in the past, but this time from the explanations as such.
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ABSTRACT
Providing explanations based on user reviews in recommender sys-
tems (RS) can increase users’ perception of system transparency.
While static explanations are dominant, interactive explanatory ap-
proaches have emerged in explainable artificial intelligence (XAI),
so that users are more likely to examine system decisions and get
more arguments supporting system assertions. However, little at-
tention has been paid to conversational approaches for explanations
targeting end users. In this paper we explore how to design a con-
versational interface to provide explanations in a review-based RS,
and present the results of a Wizard of Oz (WoOz) study that pro-
vided insights into the type of questions users might ask in such a
context, as well as their perception of a system simulating such a
dialog. Consequently, we propose a dialog management policy and
user intents for explainable review-based RS, taking as an example
the hotels domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Customer reviews have been increasingly used for explaining de-
cisions made by recommender systems (RS), due to their wealth
of detailed information on positive and negative aspects of items,
which cannot be obtained directly from ratings. Although review-
based explanations can be useful in improving the perception of
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efficacy and trust in RS, these are almost always presented in a
static manner, often as an aggregation of opinions, limiting users in
exploring the diverse views and arguments expressed in the reviews.
On the other hand, interactive methods may positively influence
user perception of RS [22], by allowing the user to request, for exam-
ple, further elaboration of the claims made by the system. However,
explanatory methods that allow users to scrutinize and customize
explanations through interaction are largely unexplored, or lack
sufficient empirical evidence [56]. Additionally, most interactive
approaches in RS and, in a wider scope, in explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI), are based on point and click options. However,
recent developments in natural language processing (NLP) and nat-
ural language generation (NLG) enable a more flexible interaction,
where users could indicate, in their own words, their explanation
needs.

In particular, we aim to explore the feasibility and implications
of using conversational approaches to explanations in review-based
RS, and in particular the use of conversational agents (CA), given
their ability to enable two-way natural language communication,
opening up the range of possible questions a user can ask the system,
which could contribute to a better understanding and acceptance
of explanations by users, as prescribed by conceptual models of
explanation based on dialogue [23, 62]. Although user interfaces
inspired by human-to-human conversation have been developed
and used for a long time to assist users in a wide range of tasks
[46], little is known about how a CA should be conceptualized or
designed in the context of XAI, and in particular, in explainable RS.
Thus, we aim to explore:

RQ1: How to design a dialog management policy to implement
a CA with explanatory purposes in review-based RS?

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of conversation patterns
within an explanatory process. In this regard, [43] have drawn
attention to the social and communicative aspect of explanation
(“someone explains something to someone” [23]) and how an inter-
active and conversational approach could contribute to increasing
user understanding in XAI approaches. While a general theoretical
model of explainable recommendations has not yet been estab-
lished, we propose to analyze explanations through the lens of
argumentation theory. A first category of argumentation models
seeks to define logical structures containing assertions, supporting
evidence, refutations, among others [7]. A second category involves
dialectical approaches [63], focusing on the exchange of arguments
and supporting (or contradictory) information within a dialogue
between two parties.

Thus, our goal is to explore the modeling of explanations in
review-based RS as an argumentative dialogue, and how this can be
facilitated by a conversational user interface. However, the above
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requires a close understanding of how a user would formulate
questions in this particular setting. Particularly we aim to answer:

RQ2: How do review-based RS users communicate their expla-
nation needs using a CA?

To this end, we conducted a WoOz study [26], taking as an ex-
ample the hotels domain, since it represents an interesting mix
between search goods (with attributes on which complete infor-
mation can be found before purchase [49]) and experience goods
(which cannot be fully known until purchase [49]). Such a product
evaluation could benefit from third-party opinions [27, 49], po-
tentially rich in argumentative information that can be used for
explanatory purposes in RS. The results of our analysis provided
a basis to formulate a dialog management policy for explainable
review-based RS, and to draw attention to the challenges involved
in implementing such an approach. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a dialog management policy for explanations as
conversational argumentation in review-based RS, inspired
by dialog models and argument theories.

• We modeled the intents that can be used for the implementa-
tion of a CA for explanatory purposes in the hotels domain,
based on a WoOz study, and analyzed to what extent follow-
up questions were formulated.

• Participants’ perception of a simulated system was evaluated
in terms of system transparency, trust and effectiveness, as
well as satisfaction with the explanation, sufficiency, confi-
dence and persuasiveness.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Review-based and argumentative

explanations
Explanations can bring several benefits to RS, by increasing users’
perception of transparency, effectiveness, and trust [58]. Review-
based explanatory RS integrate ratings and reviews to generate both
predictions and explanations (e.g. [6, 64, 68]), usually presented
as summaries of the positive and negative opinions on different
aspects (e.g. [48]). Moreover, exploitation of reviews can facilitate
the generation of argumentative explanations, [20], in which system
claims (user will find a recommended item useful) are supported
by evidence found and consolidated from reviews.

While argumentative approaches have already been applied to
explanations, these are mainly based on the static display of the
arguments, as in [4, 11, 20, 30, 66], where little can be done to
indicate to the system that additional information is still needed
to fully understand and accept the explanations. In contrast, in-
teractive and conversational approaches to explanations seek to
grant users further control over explanatory components [22, 56],
in order to promote a better understanding of the rationale behind
system predictions, based on the idea of an exchange of questions
and answers between the user and the system, as would occur in a
human explanatory conversation [43].

2.2 Conversational explanations
Accordingly, formal explanation dialogues have been conceptually
formulated as theoretical support to the design of conversational

explanation approaches [2, 14, 39, 54, 60]. Interactive and conver-
sational explanations have been already addressed in the field of
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), although to a much lesser
extent compared to static explanations [1], and mostly focused on
the influence that features or data points have on machine learn-
ing predictions. For example, [56] proposed a system that provides
explanations as an interactive dialogue that resembles a natural
language conversation supporting why-questions, to facilitate the
understanding of machine learning classification outcomes, e.g.
the rejection of a credit loan. However, this approach differs from
ours in that we use non-discrete and non-categorical sources of
information, subjective in nature and unstructured, which are nev-
ertheless rich in arguments that can be used to answer questions
of a subjective nature. Similarly, [54] defined a protocol to provide
conversational argumentative explanations in RS, however it re-
stricts the possible user interactions to a limited set of possible
questions a user may ask, while we explore possibilities for users
to express their explanatory needs in their own words. Finally,
despite the potential benefit of using dialog models to increase
users’ understanding of intelligent systems [43, 65], their practical
implementation in RS (and in XAI in general) still lacks sufficient
empirical evaluation [39, 43, 56], thus, it is still unclear how conver-
sational explanatory interfaces should be conceived and designed,
so that they actually improve users’ perception of RS.

Consequently, we set out in this paper to explore the design of a
dialog management policy for conversational explanations in RS,
exploiting the potential benefits of a dialog system (particularly a
CA or chatbot), where users can indicate their explanatory needs
in their own words, in the form of questions. Our work differs
from the traditional approach to CA in the hotel domain, which
focuses on processes like customer service and booking assistance
[10], and to conversational RS (e.g. [13, 67]) which aim to collect
user preferences to generate recommendations through dialog. We
aim, on the other hand, to explore the implications and effects of
using CA to explain RS rationale, which remains largely unexplored
[24]. A model of social explanations for movie recommendations
was proposed by [51], in one of the few works on the subject.
However, according to their approach, it is the system who leads
the conversation, providing justifications for recommendations
even when they are not explicitly requested by the user, whereas
according to our proposal, the user would have the active role,
being enabled to ask the questions that lead to an argumentation
by the system.

2.3 Question answering (QA)
Our work is closely related to QA systems, which aim to answer
questions posed by users in natural language, by using techniques
like information retrieval (IR) or NLP, on various types of web
documents or in knowledge bases. While most of QA systems are
designed to respond factoid, definition, or list questions by offering
excerpts from documents or list of items consistent with user’s
query, much less work has been devoted to advanced “how-to”,
“why”, evaluative, comparative, and opinion questions [34, 44], that
require usually the aggregation and comparison of multiple items
over different pieces of information. Lipton [35] defines explanation
as an answer to a why-question , however, other types of questions
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can also be answered by explanations, i.e. how? what? [43], the
latter being one that could be answered with a factoid sentence, for
which we aim to support both factoid and advanced question types.
Additionally, and in contrast to the common QA approach where
the system replies to a series of standalone questions, interactive
QA involves a dialog interface enabling related, follow-up and
clarification questions [53].

Nevertheless, our approach differs from most QA methods, es-
pecially those based on IR, because in our case, responses should
not be generated solely on the basis of information sources, but
should be consistent and reflect the mechanism used to generate the
recommendations. Additionally, to answer complex questions (e.g.,
"why"), our approach involves a focus on the most relevant aspects
for users, to provide concise and relevant statements that aggregate
information from different reviews. To this end, our approach relies
on the user profile inferred by the RS algorithm, especially when
no explicit features are addressed in users’ questions. On the other
hand, implicit user preferences are not taken into account in most
QA approaches, which stems from their use of IR methods, where
the relevance of a document is estimated based on how much its
content is related to the query [45]. Additionally, we propose to fol-
low an argumentative explanation structure to generate responses,
which could improve users’ perception of RS, as evidenced using the
interactive, although not fully conversational approach proposed
by[22]. Although argumentation has already been exploited in QA
[47], it has been mostly used to extract high quality answers by
means of argument mining, whereas very few approaches exploit
argumentation as a way of presenting explanations in response to
user queries [3].

2.4 Users’ utterances on explanation needs
The design of adequate conversational explanations requires a
proper understanding of possible user requests [33], which may
vary according to the type of application, the context and user
characteristics. [32] collected a dataset consisting of written con-
versations between humans with a movie recommendation goal,
however, no explanatory inquiries like "Why do you recommend
X?” are addressed . Furthermore, [8] collected a QA dataset for
several domains (including hotels), which can be used to gener-
ate answers not limited to factoid questions, but also to subjective
ones (e.g. “How is it the location?”). However, questions and an-
swers only address one item at a time, leaving out comparison
queries; moreover, the dataset is not oriented as such to an ex-
planatory dialogue. On the other hand, [33] noted that a question-
oriented framework offers a feasible way to conceive interactive
explanations, and proposed a XAI question bank, consisting of
inquiries that users might typically ask about AI algorithms. How-
ever, as it is the case for most XAI interactive approaches, this
question bank was intended for explanation needs of users with
expert knowledge in AI, whereas no similar question bank defi-
nition has been developed, to our knowledge, for end users and,
in particular, for RS. Consequently, we conducted a user study us-
ing the WoOz [26] method, to capture the possible questions users
would ask in the context of RS explanations, particularly in the hotel
domain.

2.5 WoOz paradigm
WoOz studies allow for the incremental design of conversational
interfaces, and involve the simulation of a human-machine interac-
tion, in which a member of the research team (thewizard) simulates
the response actions of the system, through a computer-mediated
interface, a technique that has been widely adopted for HCI proto-
typing [15, 40]. The use of this type of technique allows to validate
how users would interact with a conversational interface, and to
evaluate the feasibility of dialog based systems that have not yet
been fully implemented, as was done for example by [53] to design
an open domain interactive QA system, or by [5] for the design of
a conversational framework to support recipe recommendation.

3 EXPLANATIONS AS CONVERSATION
Our proposal is based on previous work reported in [22], where the
effect of different levels of interactivity for accessing explanatory in-
formation was tested, without considering a CA perspective as such.
Such approach was inspired by dialog-based explanation models
[39, 61, 62] and the argumentative scheme by [19], and regards an
explanation as an interactive argumentation, that is, an explanation
consisting of a cyclic sequence of argumentation attempts made by
the system in response to argument requests made by the user, as a
way to challenge or critique system argumentation, or to inquire
for further arguments, using why, what, or how-questions (Figure
1). Argumentation attempts include premises (a general reason to
accept a claim that a recommended item is worthy to be chosen)
and backing (specific information or additional evidence to support
the claim, e.g. percentage of positive opinions about an aspect),
among others.

Figure 1: Simplified scheme for explanations as interactive
argumentation in review-based RS [22].

Despite the positive perception by users of a system that imple-
mented such a scheme, its components were not directly derived
from observed natural human conversation, leading to the follow-
ing constraints: 1) it only offers answers to a limited set of questions,
2) it does not consider comparative questions, e.g. “why is X bet-
ter than Y?”, 3) nor factoid questions, e.g. “does this hotel include
breakfast?”, 4) nor questions regarding users’ own profile, or algo-
rithm details. In consequence, we extended this scheme to support
a wider range of questions that could be written by users in their
own words, and used it as basis for the valid moves of the wizard
in our study (Figure 2). Refutation and rebuttal components from
proposal in [22] were left out from current proposal, for the sake of
brevity of responses by the system (following guidelines by [46]),
and will be evaluated in future work.
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Figure 2: Scheme for conversational explanations used in WoOz experiment. Blue boxes represent utterances by the system,
green boxes the utterances by users.

4 USER STUDY
We conducted a WoOz study to explore how users would express
their explanatory needs, to a CA in a review-based RS, with hotels
as an example domain. All subjects were assigned to the same exper-
imental condition, and were instructed to interact with the RS, and
to write their questions about the reasons for the recommendations,
which were replied by the wizard (played by our main researcher).
We used the scheme described in the previous section (Fig 2), as
the guideline for the wizard, aiming to portray a structured con-
versation similar across participants. Particularly, we hypothesize
that users will ask questions of the types why?, how?, and what?,
as well as factoid, comparative, and evaluative questions, at the
feature level as well as at the general level. Further details about
the study are described below.

4.1 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (10 female, mean age 34.65 and range
between 20 and 69) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We re-
stricted the execution of the task to workers located in the U.S, with
a HIT (Human Intelligence Task) approval rate greater than 98%,
and a number of HITs approved greater than 500. Participants were
informed in consent form and instructions about payment rejec-
tion (if no effective interaction with the system) which could be
checked using system logs, and responses to validation questions in
questionnaires (e.g. “recommendations were based on: Opinions of
celebrities, True/False”, “The purpose of this question is to check at-
tentiveness, please mark Disagree”). We discarded participants with
less than 5 (out of 7) correct answers, or no effective interaction with

the wizard. The responses of 12 of the 32 initial participants were
then discarded for a final sample of 20 subjects. Participants were
rewarded with $2 plus a bonus up to $0.40 depending on the quality
of their response to the question “Why did you choose this hotel?”
set at the end of the survey, aiming to achieve a more motivated
choice by the participants, and to encourage an effective interac-
tion with the system. Time devoted to the task by participants (in
minutes): M=12.99, SD= 2.24.

4.2 Procedure
We informed participants that a list of hotels reflecting the results
of a hypothetical search and within the same price range would be
presented (i.e no filters to search hotels were offered), and that they
could consult the general hotel information (photos, reviews, etc.,
by clicking on "Info Hotel"), but also freely enter any question of
interest about one or more hotels in the chat box located on the right
of the hotel list. We underlined that the chat box was designed to
explain the reasons for the recommendations, in order to prevent the
user from asking questions about other processes, such as booking
assistance. We presented a cover story, to establish a common
starting point in terms of travel motivation, asking participants to
imagine the planning of a vacation trip, as in pre-COVID19 times,
and that they had to decide which hotel to stay at. We requested
the 5 most important hotel aspects to the participant, ranked in
order of importance, to calculate personalized recommendations.
We then presented the system showing a list of 6 recommended
hotels (sorted by predicted recommendation score) and the “chat-
box” (Figure 3). A debrief was provided at the end, indicating the
main objective of the study.
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4.3 Ethic concerns
The WoOz technique relies on deception: participants are supposed
to believe they are interacting with a system, so researchers can
have a better perception of what users would do when interacting
with a real machine. Such a set up raises some ethical concerns given
the necessary deception [15]. Following guidance from [17, 50, 57],
we took the following actions to mitigate negative effects due to
the study deception:

• We avoided an explicit mention of a “full automated” system
or chatbot, instead we referred to a “chat box”, where they
could type their questions.

• We disclosed in the debrief that the responses were written
by a human, and that the participants could request for the
withdrawal of their responses in case they consider that the
procedure went against their expectations, with payment
being processed anyway.

• The main study researcher played the wizard, following a
pre-established dialog flow, to avoid statements out of project
scope that could harm or make participants uncomfortable.

4.4 Dataset and implemented system
Dataset. We used the ArguAna dataset [59], (hotel reviews and
ratings from TripAdvisor; sentiment and explicit features annotated
sentence wise), and the aspect annotation done by [22], in order to
provide aspect based arguments.

Explainable RS. We used the review-based RS developed by
[22], which implements the matrix factorization model proposed
by [68], in combination with sentiment-based aspect detection
methods, using the state of art NLP model BERT [16].

Conversational interface.We used Flask-SocketIO, a Socket.IO
integration for Flask applications [18], to allow communication be-
tween participants and the wizard. Figure 3 depicts the interface
presented to participants

Support system. To obtain the desired benefits, the wizard had
to produce responses as fast and consistently as possible, so that
users still feel they were interacting with a machine. This can only
be achieved if the wizard uses a suitable support system [15], that
provides, beyond canned sentences, appropriate answers consistent
with participants preferences and the information they can obtain
in their own system view. Thus, we added a module to the RS to
quickly generate the answers, so the wizard could copy and paste
them in the conversational interface.

Personalization mechanism: To reduce implications of the
cold start problem [55] (system does not have enough information
about the user to generate an adequate profile and thus, personal-
ized recommendations), participants were asked for their aspects
of most importance, and the RS selected the user with the highest
preference similarity within the rating matrix of the RS algorithm
to generate predictions.

4.5 Questionnaires
System perception. We evaluated system perception based on ex-
planatory aims defined by Tintarev [58]. We focused on the subset
effectiveness and trust, for which a significant effect of interactive
options to explain was found in [22], and on transparency, and
on transparency, for which an effect of conversational features

is expected, as predicted by the dialogue models of explanation
[62]. We utilized items for transparency [52] (user understands
why items were recommended), effectiveness [28] (internal relia-
bility Cronbach’s α = 0.94, system is useful and helps the user to
make better choices), and trust [42] (α = 0.92, user trusts system
recommendations).

Explanations perception. We used single items from [29],
which involve aspects related to explanations rather than the over-
all system: explanation confidence (user is confident that she/he
would like the recommended item), explanation satisfaction (user
would enjoy a system if recommendations are presented this way),
and persuasiveness (explanations are convincing), and from [22]
for sufficiency (explanations provided are sufficient to make a deci-
sion). All items were measured with a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly
disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

4.6 Data Analysis
We first manually classified utterances into categories: questions
and no-questions, the latter including e.g. greetings or gratitude
statements. We categorized every question according to the di-
mensions: scope, comparison, assessment and detail, following an
inductive category formation [41], i.e. we started with one category
and benchmarked each question against the criteria of the category.
Following that, we either classified the question into the existing
category or created a new one. This step involved two independent
annotators, who came to a Cohen’s kappa = 0.91, almost perfect
agreement intercoder reliability [31].

We checked whether questions were standalone questions, or
follow-up questions, validating the presence of anaphoras (“a lin-
guistic form whose full meaning can only be recovered by reference
to the context”) and ellipsis (“an omission of part of the sentence,
resulting in a sentence with no verbal phrase”) [53]. We used crite-
ria from [53] and [9] to classify anaphoras (pronoun or possessive
adjective, and noun phrase anaphora), and ellipsis.

Finally, we evaluated questions according to the feasibility of
their automated response, and classified them according to possible
methods that could be used to do so.

5 RESULTS
We collected a total of 20 dialogues and 105 utterances (M=5.20
utterances per participant, SD=2.48). 81 of the utterances were
questions (M=4.05 questions per participant, SD=2.14). The average
question length is 46.70 characters (SD=30.86). We observed that
the conversations adhered to the explanatory objective, and not to
other purposes, such as, booking process.

5.1 Intents and entities
We identified that users’ intents could be classified into two main
types: domain-related intents (regarding hotels and their features),
and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, or the sys-
tem input). In turn, domain-related intents could be categorized
according to the following dimensions:

• Scope: Whether the question refers to a single item (single),
a limited list of items (tuple), or to no particular item (indefi-
nite).
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Figure 3: User interface presented to participants in WoOz study.

• Comparison: Whether the question is (comparative) or not
(non-comparative). We adopt the comparative sentence defi-
nition by [25] “expresses a relation based on similarities or
differences of more than one object”, including superlatives
and relations like “greater” or “less than”.

• Assessment: Whether the question refers to the existence
or characteristics of item features (factoid), to a subjective
assessment of the item or its features (evaluation), or to
system reasons to recommend an item (why-recommended).

• Detail: Whether the question inquires for an specific aspect
or feature (aspect), or for the overall item (overall).

Consequently, the intent of a single domain question could be
defined as a combination of the 4 dimensions. Table 1 contains
examples for every dimension / value, Figure 4 depicts the distribu-
tion of questions regarding every dimension, and Table 2 contains
examples of intents, and their frequency in the collected utterances.
It is important to note that all but one of the questions could be
correctly classified as system-related intent, namely: “why are there
so few reviews?”.

Figure 4: Distribution of questions according to each dimen-
sion of domain-related intents.

All questions of domain intent regarded the entities: hotel and
hotel feature.

5.2 Follow-up questions
Figure 5 shows the distribution of standalone and follow-up ques-
tions. A special case are inquiries that could work as both types.
Such is the case for comparative questions under the value “In-
definite” of dimension scope, which may refer to the best among
all possible options (e.g. “which is the best hotel?”) or, if a subset
of options was previously discussed, as a follow-up, (e.g. “I am
choosing between the Riley and the Evelyn. Which is the best hotel
overall?”).

Additionally, Figure 5b shows the distribution of follow-up ques-
tion types: pronoun or possessive adjective anaphoras (e.g. “ I’m
looking for facts about current internet service - is it unchanged
or upgraded?”), noun phrase anaphora (e.g. “When was the last
time the Hotel underwent a remodel?), and ellipsis (e.g. “what are
the checking in times for hotel owen? and hotel evelyn?”). We
noted that pronouns and noun phrases in anaphoras referred only
to hotels names or hotel features.

Moreover, 11% of utterances contained non-question sentences
aiming to establish a context for a subsequent question, e.g. “I like
the ambiance of the Hotel Evelyn, how were the reviews for that?”.
Finally, only 2.4% of utterances contained more than one question.

Figure 5: Distribution of follow-up questions.

5.3 Methods for generating answers
The number of questions that could be answered with different
types of methods is shown in Figure 6. Some could be replied by
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Table 1: Example of domain-related intents classified by dimension.

Dimension Value Question is about Example
Scope Single A specific item How is the food at Hotel Evelyn?

Tuple Two or more items Are either hotel owen or evelyn near station?
Indefinite No specific item (s) Which hotel has the best views?

Comparison Comparative Relation of similarities or differences
of more than one object.

what is difference between hotel evelyn and hotel james?
Which hotel has the best views?

Non-comp No comparison How close is Hotel Owen to the subway?
Assessment Factoid Facts, item having features or not Does Hotel Owen have TV service?

Evaluation
.

How hotel is evaluated (subjectively)
Which hotel/feature is better/best

How is the food at Hotel Evelyn?
Which hotel has the best view?

Why-recomm Reasons of recommendations Why is Hotel Julian my top recommendation?
Detail Aspect A specific aspect or feature Why is it Hotel Julian in a good location?

Overall No specific aspect or feature How good is hotel Julian?

Table 2: Most frequent domain intents (combination of dimensions values) sorted by number of questions per intent (desc.)

Scope Comparison Assessment Detail Example # Qs Type of initial response
Single Non-comp Factoid Aspect Does Hotel Julian have a pool? 29 Y/N or value

Single Non-comp Why-recomm Overall Why is Hotel Julian my top
recommendation? 14 Because [Argument backing]

Single Non-comp Evaluation Aspect How is the food at
Hotel Evelyn? 8 [Argument claim],

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Aspect Which hotel has the best
customer service? 7 Hotel X, because [Argument

backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Factoid Aspect Do any of the hotels provide
free breakfast? 6 Y/N or value

Tuple Non-comp Factoid Aspect what are the checking in times
for hotel owen and hotel evelyn? 4 Y/N or value

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Overall Which hotel has the best
reviews? 4 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Evaluation Aspect what rooms would be good for
parents with children? 3 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Tuple Comparative Evaluation Overall What is difference between hotel
evelyn and hotel james? 2 Hotel X has better comments

on [feature x] and [feature y].

using several methods, e.g. “How close is Hotel Julian to the city cen-
tre?” could be replied both using hotel metadata, or a QA method
to retrieve answers from users comments. Additionally, accord-
ing to our proposed scheme, a question like “How is the food at
Hotel Evelyn?” could be replied by presenting an aggregation of
opinions, and by providing an example of such opinions extracted
from reviews. Finally, 17% of the questions could not be directly
replied to by any of our contemplated methods, e.g. “how was
the price of the hotel decided?”, given that price is not decided
directly by the RS. Although we intended to provide approximate
answers to questions such as "Has Hotel Evelyn made any upgrades
to its internet/wi-fi service since some of its reviews were writ-
ten?", such as "X% of customers reported positive opinions about
wi-fi", it may not be enough to satisfy very curious users, as in this
case, where we got the counter-response: "That doesn’t answer my
question".

Figure 6: Number of questions that could be responded by
different types of methods.

5.4 Perception of system and explanations by
users

Figure 7 shows the distribution of users’ perception, and the distri-
bution of topics addressed in suggestions and comments provided
by participants at the end of the study, in their own words.
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Figure 7: Kernel density estimates of participants’ scores for perception of system (left) and explanations (middle); higher
score values indicate a more positive perception. Distribution of comments and suggestions from participants (right)

6 DISCUSSION
Suitability of the approach.We consider that our proposed scheme
and the WoOz study setup have been useful and effective for our
purpose of exploring the use of CA to explainable review-based RS,
given the predominantly positive perception of RS and its explana-
tion by participants - especially in terms of effectiveness and trust
-, and the observation that collected conversations adhered to the
explanatory objective as expected, i.e. no questions regarding other
processes were asked, like hotel booking.

Moreover, we observed that users actively expressed their needs
for explanation, taking the lead in formulating their own questions
(not expecting the system to choose what to explain) and chal-
lenging the system’s attempts at argumentation when the answers
provided did not satisfy their need. We believe that an implementa-
tion of our dialog management policy might contribute to a better
perception of the RS, in comparison to interfaces providing only
static explanations, or interactive but with a very limited set of
possible questions to be answered, since 1) it allows for greater
active control (voluntary actions that can influence the user experi-
ence [36]), which might be beneficial in environments involving
information needs and a clear goal in mind [36], and 2) the two-
way communication enabled, which might contribute to a better
acceptance and understanding of arguments, as predicted by dialog
models of explanation [23, 62].

Types of questions. As expected, participants asked both fac-
toid questions and evaluative and why-recommended questions.
Although not handled by the method our work is based on (matrix
factorization model that integrates reviews [68]), the input from
factoid questions could be handled as wish conditions, and lead to
changes in recommendations’ appearance (highlighting those that
match the desired conditions) or to recalculate recommendations’
ranking, as is done in critique-based RS. This has been proven to
be beneficial to user experience [12, 37, 38], thus we believe it may
also be useful to integrate it into our approach, once the factoid
response does not remain a flat answer for a single item, but can
be applied to the entire set of options, to facilitate comparisons to
make a final decision.

Comparing our collected inquiries with the prototypical ques-
tions from XAI question bank by [33], we found that their why-
questions had a similar objective to the our why-recommended: to

ask for reasons why certain predictions have been provided. How-
ever, we also observed substantial differences in regard to other
types of questions:

• Input questions (e.g. “what kind of data does the system
learn from?”) were asked only once in our study.

• No questions were asked about output (e.g., "what does the
system output mean")

• Neither on performance (e.g. “how accurate or reliable are
predictions?”).

• We noted that how-questions asked mostly "how the opin-
ions are" rather than asking about the overall logic of the
system.

• No "What if?" questions were asked. However, factoid ques-
tions might implicitly ask such questions (e.g. “Which hotel
has a gym?” could be considered as "what if the system takes
into account that ’gym’ is an important feature to me?").

These differences could be explained by the context of the task to
be performed, and the type of users involved (general public vs. AI
experts). However, it was somehow surprising to us that all but one
of the questions referred to the system itself, its algorithm, or the
input used for predictions. We believe that this may have been due
to:

• Usersmight have perceived that the recommendationsmatched
their preferences and that they had generally positive opin-
ions, i.e., they did not receive very strange recommendations
that raised their suspicions.

• Decisions in the chosen domain (hotels) are not as sensitive
as in the medical or credit lending domains, where under-
standing the system logic or input influencing the prediction
is critical to the acceptance of the system arguments.

• The perspective and opinion of others might be more rele-
vant than details about their own inferred profile, as reported
by [21] for opinionated explanations in a hotel RS, which
seems to be the case when evaluating experience goods like
hotels, a process characterized by a greater reliance on word-
of-mouth [27, 49]. .

In regard to the scope dimension, we observed a dominance of
single item questions. Although some authors consider that expla-
nations mainly respond to contrast questions ("why P rather than
Q?") [23, 35, 43], we observed that the comparative questions with
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Figure 8: Proposed dialog management policy for conversational explanations in review-based RS

non-explicit items to be compared (indefinite) clearly outnumber
those that do make them explicit (tuple). This involves an impor-
tant implementation challenge, given that the methods proposed to
answer this type of questions, and which are capable of processing
several opinions on multiple items, are very scarce [44]. Further-
more, it should be noted that many of these questions also did not
indicate specific features for evaluation (the fourth most frequent
type of intention, see Table 2), so not only calculating the answer
is challenging, but also how to communicate it briefly.

In this regard, we observed that while most of the questions were
aspect-based utterances, an important portion also asked for over-
all assessment of the hotel(s). Here, an adequate balance must be
maintained between relevance of the response (information about
user’s preferred features should be provided) and brevity. Guide-
lines from [46] recommend responding with concise utterances
in the first place, and then enable the possibility to expand the
information if needed, which could be facilitated by providing the
option to choose specific aspects to dive into further details. System
could also use this implicit indication of preferences to recalculate
recommendations, as discussed for factoid questions.

Additionally, as expected, users not only generated standalone
questions, but also follow-up questions, which confirms our expec-
tation that an interactive QA approach would be appropriate to
keep track of context and previously referred entities. Although
creating a system able to respond to all possible questions is yet
unrealistic [46], we suggest acknowledging "the system cannot an-
swer this question" when the exact request cannot be answered.
However, we suggest enabling the option of getting a response on
a related feature, provided that the questioned aspect is within a

reasonable range of similarity to those addressed by the system (e.g.
“criminality rate” is related to the aspect “safety”).

Finally and based on our observations, we adapted the scheme
for interactive RS explanations proposed by [22], and extended it
to support conversational argumentation, as well as system actions
that could be triggered during the conversation. Figure 8 shows the
proposed dialog management policy.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we have explored the design of a dialog management
policy for explanations as conversational argumentation in review-
based RS, conducted a WoOz study to assess the types of questions
users might ask, and modeled user intents that could be used for
the implementation of an explanatory CA in a hotel RS.

While the results obtained allowed us to gain a first insight into
the type of questions that users would ask in the context under
study, we acknowledge that a larger sample of participants would
allow us to establish with more certainty the range of possible
questions and reactions to the system’s responses by users. Thus,
we plan as future work, to continue with the implementation of
the proposed methods for both automatic recognition of intents
and generation of responses, as well as the implementation of the
proposed policy within a dialog system, so that conversations can
be collected on a larger scale. The above would also allow us to
assess users’ perception of the proposed solution, as compared, for
example, to RS with static, or interactive but non-conversational
explanations.
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Abstract
Conversational explanations are a novel and promising means to support users’ understanding of the
items proposed by a recommender system (RS). Providing details about items and the reasons why they
are recommended in a conversational, language-based style allows users to question recommendations
in a flexible, user-controlled manner, which may increase the perceived transparency of the system.
However, little is known about the impact and implications of providing such explanations, using for
example a conversational agent (CA). In particular, there is a lack of datasets that facilitate the imple-
mentation of dialog systems with explanatory purposes in RS. In this paper we validate the suitability
of an intent model for explanations in the domain of hotels, collecting and annotating 1806 questions
asked by study participants, and addressing the perceived helpfulness of the responses generated by an
explainable RS using such intent model. Thus, we release an English dataset (ConvEx-DS), containing
intent annotations of users’ questions, which can be used to train intent classifiers, and to implement a
dialog system with explanatory purpose in the domain of hotels.

Keywords
Recommender systems, explanations, conversational agent, user study, dataset

1. Introduction

Providing explanations of the rationale behind a recommendation can bring several benefits
to recommender systems (RS), by increasing users’ perception of transparency, effectiveness,
and trust [1]. Although most explanations in RS are presented statically (i.e., using a fixed
display in a single step), recent work has shown that providing interactive options for obtaining
explanatory information can positively influence users’ perception of RS [2]. Interactive options
in explanations allow users to take control over the desired level of detail of the explanatory
information, by means of a two-way communication, where users can indicate to the system
the most relevant aspects on which explanations should focus. However, these possibilities are
mostly limited to click-based options. Another kind of interactive approach to explanations is
the conversational approach, in which users can express their questions in their own words.
However, this has been, so far, much less explored.

While conversational approaches have already gained some attention in explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI), and formal models of conversational explanations have been proposed to
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this end [3, 4, 5], little is known about the type of explanation-related questions users would ask
to a RS. Although several datasets exist that support the development of dialog and question-
answering (QA) systems, these are generally focused on open domain-search (e.g. [6, 7]), or
specific processes such as flight or hotel booking, without a focus on explanatory interaction
as such. In particular, and to our knowledge, there are no publicly available datasets intended
to support the development of an explanatory dialog system for RS, specifically, there are as
yet no datasets for detecting the user’s intent expressed in a question. We therefore collected
1806 questions that users asked to a RS and annotated them with intents according to an
intent classification scheme developed for this purpose by [8]. The dataset contains questions
about hotel recommendations and supports machine-learning based intent classification for
explanatory conversational agents (CA).

Query intents are often characterized by means of intent classification schemes, which usually
involve multiple dimensions (e.g. [9, 10]). This approach can facilitate the implementation of
automatic intent detection procedures (i.e. those allowing to identify what information a user
desires [10], so a proper answer can be generated), since detection can be solved by splitting
the task into several less complex text classification tasks, one per each dimension. However,
to implement text classifiers based on the intent model of [8], we still faced a challenge: even
though some existing datasets could be useful for classifying values of the proposed dimensions
(e.g. comparison or assessment), some relevant dimension values (or classes) are not annotated
in those datasets, as discussed in depth in section 2.4.

We extend previous work of [8], who collected a small set of 82 human-generated questions
about recommended items through a Wizard of Oz (WoOz) study. Their proposed model
addresses two entities: hotel and hotel feature, and two main intent types: system-related intents
(related to the algorithm, or the system input) and domain-related intents (related to hotels
and their features). In turn, the domain-related type consists of the following dimensions, with
several values each: comparison (a question could be comparative or not), assessment (whether
question refers to facts, to a subjective evaluation or the reasons why an item is recommended),
detail (whether the question refers to a single aspect or to the entire item), and scope (whether
the question is about a single item, several items, or to the whole set of recommendations). The
authors argue that an intent can be considered as a combination of values of these dimensions,
and that reasonable answers can be generated when using such a scheme. For instance, the intent
expressed by “Why are the rooms at Hotel X great?” would be: non-comparative (comparison) /
why-recommended (assessment) / aspect (detail) / single (scope); and in consequence - assuming
a review-based explanation method -, a possible answer could be: “because 96% of opinions
about rooms are positive”.

Given that the dimension-based intent model [8] was derived on a very small data set, it
is still necessary to evaluate the validity of this proposal on a larger scale, i.e., the extent to
which the model is able to accurately represent user intents given a larger set of questions.
In particular, as an indirect measure of validity, we set out to evaluate perceived helpfulness
of the responses generated by an RS implementing the intent model, under the assumption
that if the system has adequately recognized the user’s intent, it is able to generate a response
that approximates the user’s information need, and thus be considered, to some extent, helpful.
Therefore, in this paper we aim to answer: RQ1: How valid is the dimension-based intent model
proposed by [8], when taking into account a larger number of user-generated questions?



To this end, we collected a corpus of 1806 questions, and evaluated the perceived helpfulness
by users of the answers generated by the system we implemented for this purpose. Additionally,
we annotated the intent of the collected questions, using guidelines inspired by the intent model
definition. Our aim was twofold: 1) to train classifiers with a view to future developments and
further empirical validation of the conversational approach, and 2) to further validate whether
the intent model could generalize to a larger scale. More specifically: RQ2: To what extent the
collected questions could be consistently classified by human annotators?

To answer this question, we calculated inter-annotator agreement and assessed the pattern
of questions where agreement was low, as well as particular observations that arose during the
annotation process (detailed in section 4).

Finally, we consolidated the intent gold standard for each question, and validated the perfor-
mance of intent detection procedures trained using the final annotated corpus. More specifically:
RQ3: To what extent does the intent classification perform better when trained on our annotated
dataset, compared to the auxiliary datasets we used during corpus collection?

To answer our research questions, we implemented an explanatory RS, which could interpret
user queries and provide answers based on the underlying RS algorithm used ([11]), and text
classifiers for the different dimensions, based on the state-of-the-art natural language processing
(NLP) model BERT [12]. These classifiers were initially trained on auxiliary datasets that could
be useful for detecting certain (but not all) dimension values (as detailed in section 3.1). We then
conducted a user study aiming both to collect a large number of user queries, and to evaluate the
perceived helpfulness by users of system generated answers. Details of system implementation
and corpus collection procedure are addressed in section 3. Finally, the contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• We release ConvEx-DS 1 (Conversational Explanations DataSet), consisting of 1806
user questions with explanatory purpose in the domain of hotels, with question intent
annotations, which can facilitate the development of explanatory dialog systems in RS.

• We implemented a RS that generates answers to these questions, and tested the user-
perceived helpfulness of system generated answers.

2. Related work

2.1. Explanations in RS

Providing explanations for recommended items can serve different purposes. Explanations may
enable users to to understand the suitability of the recommendations, to understand why an item
was recommended, or they may assist users in their decision making. Among the most popular
approaches are the methods based on collaborative filtering (e.g. “Your neighbors’ ratings
for this movie” [13]), as well as content-based methods that allow feature-based explanations,
showing users how relevant item features match their preferences (e.g. [14]). On the other
hand, review-based explanations usually show summaries of the positive and negative opinions
about items (e.g. [15, 16, 17]). Our work is related to the latter approach, and our implemented

1ConvEx-DS can be downloaded at https://github.com/intsys-ude/Datasets/tree/main/ConvEx-DS



system uses the explanatory RS method proposed by [11], to generate both recommendations
and explanations, based on ratings and customers’ opinions.

2.2. Interactive and conversational explanations

In contrast to static approaches to explanations (which are dominant in RS and XAI overall
[18]), interactive approaches seek to provide users with greater control over the explanatory
components [2, 19], so that a better understanding of the reasons behind the recommendations
can be achieved.

Moreover, conversational approaches to explanations take into account the social aspect of
this process [20], where “someone explains something to someone” [21], through an exchange of
questions and answers between the user and the system, as would occur in a human conversation.
To this end, formal specifications and dialogue models of explanation (e.g. [3, 22, 5]) have been
proposed as a theoretical basis for designing conversational explanations in intelligent systems.
However, due to lack of sufficient empirical evaluation of such approaches [20, 4], it is still
unclear how conversational explanatory interfaces should be conceived and designed in RS.

Recently, and inspired by dialog models of explanation [23], [8] proposed a dialog management
policy and an user intent model, to implement a CA for explanatory purposes in a hotel RS. Our
work builds on this model, and we extended this work by evaluating the intent model validity
on a larger scale. While the prior work was based on the Wizard of Oz (WoOz) method for
collecting user questions followed by explanations given by the experimenter, resulting in a
set of 82 questions, in the present work we implemented a system to automatically generate
answers, which allowed us to collect a larger number of questions (1806).

2.3. Intent detection and slot filling

We developed an RS system able to reply automatically to users’ questions as part of an ex-
planatory conversation. To this end, we set our focus on the natural language processing (NLP)
tasks: intent detection and slot filling, key tasks for the development of dialog systems. Intent
detection seeks to interpret the user’ information need expressed through a query, while slot
filling aims to detect which entities - and also features of an entity - the query refers to. The
idea behind the intent concept is that user utterances within a dialogue can be framed within a
finite and more limited set of possible dialogue acts. The most common approach for intent
representation, in the open-search domain, is intent classification [10], that is, a query can be
categorized according to a classification scheme, consisting of dimensions or categories, and
their possible values, as in [9, 10]. The intent model by [8], on which we base our work, falls
within this type of representation.

A large body of previous work has addressed the task of intent detection, both for open
search domains (see [24, 10]) and task-oriented dialog systems, for processes such as flight
booking, music search or e-banking, e.g. [25, 26, 27]. Methods proposed to solve these tasks
range from conventional text classification methods, to more complex neural approaches, based
on recurrent neural networks, attention-based mechanisms and transfer learning, to solve
the intent detection and slot-filling tasks, both jointly and independently, and to extend the
solutions to new domains. Since an in-depth comparison of the different approaches is beyond



the scope of this paper, we refer readers to the survey on this matter by [28].
In particular, our work is related to the text classification approach, which leverages the

representation of possible intents according to a classification scheme. According to this
approach, the difficult task of intent detection can be divided into smaller text classification
tasks, to detect the class that best represents a sentence according to each dimension. For this
purpose, we implemented text classifiers using the state of art natural language processing
model BERT [12]. As for the slot-filling task, and in line with [29], we solve it as a named entity
recognition (NER) task. In our case, the entities to be recognized correspond to the names of
the hotels about which the questions are asked. For this purpose, we use the NLTK toolkit [30].

2.4. Datasets for Intent detection

Benchmarking of intent-detection tasks is usually based on prominent datasets like ATIS [25]
(Airline Travel Information System, containing queries related to flight searching), the MIT
corpus [31] (queries to find movie information, or booking a restaurant), or the SNIPS dataset
[26] (to develop digital assistants, involving tasks as asking for weather, or playing songs). To
our knowledge, no public dataset has been published to support the development of dialog
systems with explanatory purpose in RS. However, we investigated existing data sets that could
contribute to classifying values along the different dimensions of the intent model.

Dimension comparison: Work by Jindal and Liu [32] addressed the identification of com-
parative sentences as a classification problem. The authors released a dataset with comparative
and non-comparative sentences extracted from user reviews on electronic products, from forums
involving comparison between brands or products, and from news articles on random topics.
On the other hand, Panchenko et al. [33] released a dataset for comparative argument mining,
involving 3 classes (better, worse or none), in domains like computer science, food or electronics.
This dataset allows automatic detection of comparative sentences where entities to compare
are explicitly mentioned (e.g. “Python is better suited for data analysis than MATLAB”), while
superlative sentences like “which is the best option?” are not considered as comparative. The
above was problematic for our purposes, since most comparative questions in the WoOz [8] set
are precisely superlative. Consequently, we opted to use Jindal and Liu (see section 3.1).

Dimension assessment: Bjerva et al. [34] released SubjQA, a dataset for several domains
(including hotels), which can be used to detect subjectivity of questions, in QA tasks. This
dataset includes annotations of subjective and non-subjective classes, which can be leveraged
to classify evaluation and factoid questions, according to the intent model by [8]). This dataset
does not involve questions of the type why-recommended.

Dimension detail: While most aspect-based approaches involve the detection of an aspect
or specific feature addressed in a sentence (e.g., room, facilities), as in [35, 2], detecting the
absence of aspect is not usually addressed. Consequently, to our knowledge, no dataset involves
annotation of sentences that addressed the quality of an overall item (e.g., "how good is Hotel
x?"), in contrast to aspect-based sentences. Therefore, we used sentences collected in the WoOz
study and the classification “detail”, as described in Section 3.1.

Dimension scope: To our knowledge, there is no dataset for the detection of the scope
dimension. However, the values under this dimension can be inferred from entity detection
(particularly hotels), for which NER can be used.



3. Corpus collection

Aiming to validate the intent model proposed by [8], we implemented and tested a conversational
RS, consisting of a natural language understanding (NLU) module, which interprets questions
with explanatory purpose written by users, and a module to generate answers consistent with
the review-based recommendation method on which the RS is based. The development of our
system and the corresponding user study involved a process consisting of several iterations.
After every iteration, participants were asked to interact with the latest version of our system, so
results of each iteration were used to improve the system to be tested in the next iteration. This
was done in order to improve the performance of the classifiers, and to include new methods
of response generation, for example to respond to intents that were not initially implemented,
given their low frequency among all the questions asked by users. In addition to collecting
participants’ questions, we also captured their perception of the helpfulness of the answers
generated by the system. Details of the methods implemented and the user study below.

3.1. Intent detection: methods and datasets

We divided the intent detection task into a set of three classification tasks (one for each of
the dimensions: comparison, assessment and detail), and one NER task (for the detection of
"hotel" entities, which allowed us to infer the scope dimension). Thus, the final detected intent
corresponds to the combination of the values detected of each dimension. Thus, for example,
the intent of the sentence “how good is the service at Hotel X” should be detected as: non-
comparative (comparison) / evaluation (assessment) / aspect (detail) / single (scope).

BERT-based Text classifiers: We trained BERT classifiers [12], one for each dimension
(comparison, assessment and detail), using a 12-layer model (BertForSequenceClassification,
bert-base-uncased), batch size 32, and Adam optimizer (learning rate = 2e-5, epsilon = 1e-8).
Classifiers for comparison and assessment converged after 4 epochs, while for detail 5 epochs
were needed. Datasets were split randomly into training (80%) and test (20%) during the training
phase. In order to avoid overfitting, the most represented class was downsampled (randomly)
to approximate the size of the less represented class, which was slightly upsampled (randomly)
to fit round numbers like 1000 and 500. In the case of the detail dimension, due to the small size
of the auxiliary dataset, both classes were increased to 100 instances each (described below).
Datasets (original and balanced) sizes are reported in table 1.

Dimension comparison: To train the classifier, we used the dataset by Jindal and Liu
[32], which involves 5 classes (non-equal gradable, equative, superlative, non-gradable and
non-comparative), all except the last one correspond to a detailed level of granularity for the
sentences considered as comparative, which we believe is not necessary for our purposes. Thus,
we grouped the sentences of the comparative classes (non-equal gradable, equative, superlative,
and non-gradable), under a single comparative class.

Dimension assessment: We used the dataset by Bjerva et al. [34], specifically the one
corresponding to the domain of hotels. Dataset includes an annotation whether the sentence is
subjective or not, which we used to classify questions as evaluative and factoid, respectively. As
this dataset does not involve the class why-recommended, we included a handcrafted validation,
so subjective questions including the word “why” were regarded as such.



Table 1
Size and distribution of datasets used to train initial classifiers, implementation used during corpus
collection phase.

Dataset size
Comparison [32] Original Balanced
Comparative 853 1000
Non-Comparative 7200 1000
Subjectivity [34] Original Balanced
Subjective 2706 500
Non-subjective 488 500
Detail [8] Original Augmented, balanced
Aspect 58 100
Overall 22 100

Dimension detail: Here, we leveraged questions collected by [8] in their WoOz study. As
the size was extremely low, we used an augmentation technique, to generate synthetically
new sentences from those in the WoOz dataset, altering some words, such as hotel names
or aspects. Additionally, after initial iterations of the user study, we manually classified the
collected questions written by participants as aspect or overall, added new sentences from the
less represented class (i.e. the overall) to the dataset and retrained the detail classifier, so the
risk of overfitting due to imbalanced classes and augmentation techniques could be decreased
in the next iteration.

Dimension scope and entity ‘hotels’: First, we identify the entities (hotels) mentioned in
the sentence. For this NER task, we used procedures from the library NLTK [30] to identify the
entities (particularly the tokenizer and the part of the sentence (POS) tag methods). Then, we
inferred the scope value depending on the number of entities recognized: single for one entity,
tuple for more than two, and indefinite if no entity was found. An special case are the anaphoras
regarding the entity [36], e.g. the sentence “how is the service at this hotel?” might refer to a
previous hotel mentioned in the previous question or its answer. Usually, these situations are
handled by the dialog system, which is in charge of keeping track of context. As a solution,
when no entity was detected, but the sentence included a determiner such as ’this’, ’these’,
’those’, ’its’, ’their’, etc, and if an entity was recognized or included in the previous question or
its answer, the sentence was marked as single or tuple.

Entity ‘hotel feature’: We used the aspect-based detection methods implemented by [2],
which use BERT classifiers and the ArguAna dataset [35], to detect aspect and hotel features
addressed in user questions.

3.2. Explainable RS

We used the review-based RS developed by [2], which implements the matrix factorization
model proposed by [11], in combination with sentiment-based aspect detection methods, using
the state of art NLP model BERT [12], in order to provide aspect based arguments. We also use
the personalization mechanism described by [2], which uses the aspects reported as preferred
by participants in the study survey, to generate personalized recommendations.



Answer generation module: We implemented a module to generate replies based on the
intent detected, and based on the type of argumentative responses proposed by [2]. According
to this proposal, factoid questions could be replied with Y/N or a value (e.g. check in times)
based on metadata. As for evaluation or why-recommended questions, replies were based on
the aggregation of positive or negative opinions regarding an aspect (if question was aspect
based), or the most important aspects for the participant (in case question was overall). This
aggregation of opinions was calculated based on the hotels the question was about. If the
question was comparative, the system calculated which hotel was better among a tuple, or the
best in general (scope indefinite), based on the aggregation of the opinions. These are some
examples of the type of responses generated by the system: Q: "Why does Hotel Hannah have
the highest rating?", A: "Because of the positive comments reported regarding the aspects that
matter most to you: 86% about location, and 85% about price."; Q: "Which hotel is best, Hotel Lily,
Hotel Amelia or Hotel Hannah?”, A: “Hotel Lily has better comments on the aspects that are
most important to you (location, facilities, staff). However, Hotel Amelia has better comments
about room, price.”; Q: “Hotel Amelia is described as having a great room, what makes it great?,
A: “Comments about rooms are mostly positive (90%).”.

3.3. User study

Figure 1: Interface system used for corpus collection. Left, list of recommendations and box to write
questions (highlighted in red). Right, system shows answer and requests users to rate helpfulness

Participants: We recruited 298 participants (209 female, mean age 30.42 and range between
18 and 63) through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. We restricted the task to workers in
the U.S and the U.K., with an approval rate greater than 98%. Participants were rewarded with
1.5 plus a bonus up to 0.30 depending on the quality of their response to the question “Why did
you choose this hotel?” set at the end of the survey, aiming to achieve a more motivated hotel
choice by participants, and encouraging effective interaction with the system. Time devoted to
the task (in minutes): M=7.31, SD= 4.97. Questions asked per participant: M=5.99, SD=2.58.

We applied a quality check to select participants with quality survey responses (we included
attention checks in the survey, e.g. “This is an attention check. Please click here the option
‘yes’”). Users were told in the instructions that at least 5 questions were required as a prerequisite



for payment, as well as correct answers for the attention checks (2). We discarded participants
with at least 1 failed attention check, or no effective interaction with the system, i.e. if users did
not ask questions to the system. Thus, the responses of 41 of the 339 initial participants were
discarded and not paid (final sample: 298 subjects).

Procedure: Users were asked to report a list of their 5 most important aspects when
looking for a hotel, sorted by importance. Then we presented participants with instructions:
1. They would be presented with a list of 10 hotels with the results of a hypothetical search
for hotels already performed using a RS (i.e., no filters were offered to search for hotels). 2.
They could consult general hotel information (photos, reviews, etc., by clicking on "Info Hotel"),
but indicated that we were more interested in knowing their questions about the reasons why
these hotels were recommended, stating that “The aim of the system is to provide explanations
based on your questions” (we aimed here to prevent the user from asking questions about other
processes, such as booking assistance). 3. They should write each question (in their own words)
at the bottom of the explanation box (highlighted in red in the example), and click enter to send
(see Fig. 1 left). 4. Next, the system would present the answer to their question, and a drop-down
list to evaluate how helpful you think the answer was (with values from "Strongly disagree" to
"Strongly Agree"). They had to choose a value from the list and click on the "Rate Reply" link,
continue with your next question, and repeat until they complete at least 5 questions (Fig. 1
right). 6. Once they finished, they had to indicate which hotel they would finally choose by
clicking the button "book hotel". 7. Back on the survey, they had to describe why they chose
that hotel, we stated that a bonus would be paid depending on the quality of this response.
A reminder of these instructions was included in the app, so it would be easier for users to
remember them. After instructions and before the task, we presented a cover story, to establish
a common starting point in terms of travel motivation (a holiday trip). The question used to rate
the usefulness of the system’s answers was: “Was this answer helpful?”, and reply was measured
with a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).

4. Corpus annotation

4.1. Intent type annotation

First, sentences where classified according to the classes: domain-related intents (regarding
hotels and their features), and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, the system Input,
or system functionalities). [8] reported that domain questions clearly outnumbered system
questions, so the research team members annotated this class instead of crowdsourcing workers
(98.3% agreement), as the low number of system questions could lead to the category being
ignored in the crowdsourcing setup. Disagreements were resolved in joint meetings.

4.2. Dimension-based annotation

Only domain-related sentences were used for the dimension-based annotation. We collected
annotations for comparison, assessment and detail as independent tasks. The dimension scope
was not annotated under the proposed procedure (is not a classification task but a NER task).



Annotators and crowdsourcing setup: Every sentence was annotated by 3 annotators:
one belonging to the research team, and the other two crowdsourced on the Prolific platform.
We divided the set of questions into 19 blocks of 100 sentences each, and every block had to be
annotated for each dimension separately, to mitigate the fatigue associated with a longer list of
questions, which could affect the participant’s performance. Each block included 4 attention
checks (e.g. “This is an attention check. Please click here the option ‘comparative’”). Participants
were warned that failing this check or not completing the list of 100 questions would lead to
rejection and non-payment of the task. We also included questions from the examples provided
in the guidelines within the blocks, for a subsequent attention check (failing this check led to
rejection of the block for the agreement and final gold standard).

The research team annotator annotated all blocks for the three dimensions, while different
crowdsourcing workers could annotate different blocks for different dimensions. Same annotator
did not annotate the same block for the same dimension more than once. This way we ensured
that each sentence was annotated by 3 different people, for each dimension.

Procedure: Once participants took the task in Prolific, they had to read the instructions of
the task (annotation guidelines), and then open the annotation application (where annotation
guidelines remained visible). Once the end (100 questions) was reached, the user was prompted
to return to the main survey, and to report observations or difficulties.

Annotation application: We developed a simple annotation application, in which anno-
tators could select the class to which a question belongs, according to each dimension. The
user interface consisted of a single page, showing: at the top, a reminder of the guidelines
for annotation; at the bottom, the consecutive number of the question (so that the user could
note its progress, e.g. 2 out of 100), the question, a checkbox to indicate the class to which the
sentence belonged, and a "Next question" button.

Participants, and selection of valid submissions: 92 participants performed the anno-
tation task using the platform Prolific. We restricted the task to workers in the U.S and the U.K.,
approval rate greater than 98%. Participants who annotated comparison blocks were rewarded
with 1.25, assessment blocks with 1.50, and detail blocks with 1.25. Differences in payment were
due to the different devoted times in minutes for each dimension (comparison: M=9.85, SD=3.53,
assessment: M=13.24, SD=5.86, detail: M=9.40, SD=2.69). Participants who failed the attention
checks, or those who did not complete the task, were rejected and not paid (19 participants in
total). None of the questions submitted by these participants were used in the final calculation
of the gold standard, nor for the agreement score. As part of a subsequent quality check, we
discarded participants and their submitted answers, if they failed to correctly classify questions
that also appeared as examples in the instructions, although their submissions were paid (16
participants). No further criteria were used to discard blocks of user responses, as we were not
to establish correct or incorrect answers, but to establish whether the elaborated guides were
understood in a similar way by different users, and whether the classes established by the intent
model fit the questions in the corpus. A final set of annotations by 57 Prolific workers was used
for the calculation of Inter-rater reliability, and the deduction of gold standard.

Classifiers trained on ConvEx-DS: Bert model, batch size, Adam optimizer parameters,
and splitting as reported in section 3.1. To avoid overfitting, the most represented class was
downsampled (randomly), to approximate the size of the less represented class. Classifiers of
comparison and assessment dimensions converged after 4 epochs, of dimension detail after 5.



5. Results

5.1. Helpfulness of system answers

Taking into account iterations 4 to 6 (most refined versions of the system) the system was able
to generate an answer in 80.58% of the cases, and to partially recognize the intent or entities in
7.34% of the cases (thus asking the user to rephrase or indicate further information). Among
the main reasons why the questions were not replied we found: complexity of the question or
not information available to reply (31%), text that could be improved when replying factoid
questions (23%), wrong intent classification (11%), and system errors (11%).

Figure 2 (middle) shows the perception of answers’ helpfulness, according to ratings granted
by study participants, across all iterations (M=3.58, SD=1.34). When taking into account only
the last two iterations (which account for 63.85% of sentences collected, and involve the most
refined versions of the system), we observed a greater perceived helpfulness (to M=3.70, SD=1.30).
We considered as "non-helpful" responses those that were marked with the values "Strongly
Disagree" and "Disagree" when participants were asked "Was the answer helpful?". We analyzed
the responses given to those questions by the system and found that in 34% of cases, replies
provided actually make sense, i.e. seemed a reasonable answer to the asked question. Among the
reasons that caused the responses to be rated as non-helpful, we found: 30% due to misclassified
intents or entities, 14% to system errors, 9% text that could be improved when replying factoid
questions, 5% due to complexity of the question or not information to reply it, and 5% to specific
aspects not addressed by the solution.

Figure 2: Left: Distribution of replied questions, across iterations. Middle: Histogram of helpfulness
rating granted by users to answers generated by the system (all iterations). Right: Types of comments
by participants during corpus collection, in regard to system answers.

Figure 3: Distribution of questions in ConvEx-DS (domain-related intents).



Table 2
Inter-rater reliability of ConvEx-DS. Fleiss’ kappa refers to each dimension, and the % of full agreement
to each class, i.e. percentage of questions in which all annotators agreed on assigning that class).

Dimension Fleiss’ kappa Class % of full agreement
Comparison 0.72 Comparative 77.28%

Non-comparative 86.86%
Assessment 0.65 Factoid 73.99%

Evaluation 58.56%
Why-recommended 66.42%

Detail 0.75 Aspect 95.73%
Overall 66.82%

5.2. Annotation statistics

A total of 1836 questions were collected during the corpus collection step. 30 of those questions
were discarded (nonsense statements, or highly ungrammatical), for a final set of 1806 of
annotated questions. Of these, only 24 were annotated as system-related questions. Length
of questions: characters M=39.2, SD=15.67, words M=7.35, SD=2.86. We found a Fleiss’ kappa
of 0.72 for comparison, of 0.65 for assessment and of 0.75 for detail, indicating a “substantial
agreement” [37], for all three dimensions. As for classes with lower percentages of questions
with full agreement, we identified the following main causes: Dimension assessment: -
Why-recommended questions rated as subjective, given that adjectives like ‘good’ or ‘great’
are included in sentences, e.g. “why is hotel hannah location great?”. - Questions that should
be replied with a fact, but include adjectives that indicate subjectivity, e.g. “does hotel emily
have any bad reviews?”, “are there good transport links?”, “which hotel best fits my needs?”. -
Questions with adjectives as ‘cheap’, ‘expensive’, ‘close’, ‘near’, ‘far’, which can be answered
with either subjective or factoid responses, e.g. “Which is the cheapest hotel?”, “is there an
airport near any of these hotels?”. - Questions of the type "what is ... like", e.g. “What is the room
quality like at Hotel Emily?” (this type of questions were actually not addressed in instructions).

Dimension detail: - Concepts that were regarded as hotel aspects, e.g. value (Which is best
value for money), ratings (What is the highest rating for Hotel Levi), reviews (Which hotel has
the most reviews?), stars (Which hotels are 5 stars?).

Finally, we have detected some questions that could hardly fit in the planned classes, e.g.
“How do you define expensive? Do you compare against facilities and what is included in the
price?”, “The Evelyn has 17 reviews and a positive feedback but scores lower than others with
less reviews. Why is this?”. However, we found this number to be rather low (16 questions).

5.3. Intent detection performance

Dimensions comparison, assessment and detail: To verify the performance of classifiers,
we have calculated F1, a measure of classification accuracy. We tested accuracy in 3 different
steps: 1) performance of models trained on auxiliary datasets [32, 34, 8], used for the system
used in corpus collection. 2) We tested these models using our newly obtained annotated data,
ConvEx-DS. 3) We trained and tested new classifiers, based entirely on ConvEx-DS. We report F1
scores for each dimension (comparison, assessment and detail). We reported weighted average,



Table 3
F1-scores (weighted average) of classifiers of different dimensions, trained and tested on both auxiliary
datasets and ConvEx-DS.

Dimension Dataset F1
Comparison Jindal and Liu [32] [Training, Testing] 0.87

Jindal and Liu [32] [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.88
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

Assessment Bjerva et al. [34] [Training, Testing] 0.93
Bjerva et al. [34] [Training], ConvEx-DS (without why-recomm) [Testing] 0.60
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.91

Detail WoOz augmented [Training, Testing] 0.98
WoOz augmented [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.90
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

to take into account the contribution of each class, which in (2) is particularly unbalanced (no
downsampling of the test set was done, since balanced data was pertinent only for training).

We detected that the classifier trained on Bjerva et al. [34], performed particularly poorly
when tested with our annotated data (ConvEx-DS). Here, we detected that 32% of questions
under “evaluation” class in ConvEx-DS but classified as “non-subjective” correspond to questions
regarding indefinite or more than two hotels (e.g. “which hotel has the best facilities?”), 18%
corresponded to adjectives like “close”, “far”, “expensive”, and 14% to questions of the form
“what is the food like?”. As of factoid questions in ConvEx-DS classified as subjective, we found
33% of questions involving indefinite or more than two hotels, and 32% regarded questions of
the form “does the hotel have...”. In section 6 we discussed these findings in depth.

Dimension scope: Entities (hotels) addressed in sentences were detected using the NLTK
library. In order to check the accuracy of the method, 2 members of the research team have
checked the inferred entity for the collected corpus, and found that in 5.38% of cases, the
inferences were wrong. Most of these cases corresponded to cities, or facilities recognized as
entities, a drawback detected in early stages of corpus collection, thus additional validations
were added to the procedure, so that these cases would not occur in future iterations.

6. Discussion

To date, creating dialog systems able to answer all possible users’ questions remains unrealistic
[38]. Nevertheless, we found that in the later iterations of our user study, our implemented
system was able to answer a wide number of questions, or to ask users to rephrase or better
specify their explanation need. However, since the ability to answer the questions is not a
sufficient condition for concluding that a model of intent is valid, we set out to validate how
helpful the answers were perceived by users, as an indirect measure of model validity, assuming
that a correct intent detection would lead - to a certain extent - to the responses being perceived
as helpful. In this respect, we found that system answers were perceived as predominantly
helpful, thus answering RQ1 positively. On the other hand, ratings of non-helpfulness did not
necessarily imply that the queries did not match the detected intent. In fact, we found that
almost one-third of responses rated as non-helpful fitted the question (i.e. made sense). After a



review of participants’ feedback on the system answers, we found that, although many users
found them helpful or "ok," the main criticism was that some of the answers lacked sufficient
detail. For instance, it was not enough to simply answer yes / no to factoid questions, but further
details about the inquired feature were expected. As for the evaluation or why-recommended,
participants reported that the percentages of positive and negative opinions were fine, but some
also demanded examples of such opinions. The above is consistent with findings reported by [2],
who found that perception of explanation sufficiency was greater when options were offered
to obtain excerpts from customer reviews, and that the need for more detailed explanations
may depend on individual characteristics, for instance, decision-making style: users with a
predominant rational decision making style have a tendency to thoroughly explore information
when making decisions [39].

In consequence, although the intent model seems appropriate to generate an initial or first
level response, a dialog system implementation must go beyond this initial response, offering
options to drill down into the details. Similarly, criticized aspects, such as repetitive or too generic
answers, could also be mitigated with such a solution, since providing excerpts of customer
reviews as answers would allow a balance between system-generated and customer-generated
statements. An alternative in this respect is to provide natural language explanations based on
customer reviews, using abstractive summarization techniques as in [40]. However, as reported
[41], users seem to prefer explanations that include numerical anchors (e.g. percentages) in
comparison to only based text summaries, since percentages may convey more compelling
information, while summaries may be perceived as too imprecise.

In line with [8], we also found that questions related with system-related intents were clearly
outnumbered by domain-related intents, showing that in the explanatory context of hotels RS,
users usually do not formulate questions explicitly addressing the system or its algorithm. We
believe that users are highly less interested in such details, due to the nature of the domain
addressed. Hotels are experience goods (those which cannot be fully known until purchase
[42]), for which an evaluation process is characterized by a greater reliance on word-of-mouth
[42, 43], which may lead users to grant much more attention to item features and customers’
opinions about it, rather than on the details of the algorithm or how their own profile is inferred.

In regard to the annotation task, we found a substantial agreement in all the annotated
dimensions, as well as a very encouraging accuracy measure, when classifiers were trained
on the ConvEx-DS, which leads us to conclude, that under the intent model and annotation
guidelines based on [8], the questions could be, to a substantial extent, unequivocally classified,
thus replying to our RQ2. We note, however, the challenge of addressing the dimension
assessment. In this regard, we found that the main difficulty was to classify correctly questions
that could be regarded as evaluation, given their subjective nature (including expressions
like “how close/far”), but for which a factual-based response could be given (e.g. “100 meters
from downtown”), a similar concern raised by [34]: “a subjective question may or may not be
associated with a subjective answer”. Additionally, questions like "why is hotel X good?" were
often classified as evaluation, given their subjective nature (adjective "good" as an indicator of
subjectivity), so they were regarded as similar to their evaluation counterpart ("how good is
hotel X?"). However, we believe that the distinction "why good" should be kept separate from
"how good", since in the former, the user challenges arguments already provided by the system
(a recommendation, or its explanations), while in the later this is not necessarily the case.



As for RQ3, we found that intent classifiers perform better when trained on ConvEx-DS,
compared to classifiers trained on the auxiliary datasets, but tested on ConvEx-DS. Here, the
most striking case concerns the dataset for the detection of subjective questions (SubjQA) by
Bjerva et al. [34]. The above in no way suggests anything problematic in the SubjQA itself, only
that in comparison to ConvEx-DS (dimension "evaluation"), the two datasets measure rather
different concepts. SubjQA addresses the subjectivity of the question asked, not whether the
question involves an evaluation that might be subjective, as in ConvEx-DS. Thus, for example,
"how is the food?" is classified as non-subjective under SubjQA, since it does not contain
expressions indicating subjectivity. Thus, non-subjective under SubjQA does not necessarily
imply factoid. In addition, classifiers trained in SubjQA do not work well with questions that
involve some sort of comparison between multiple items, since the SubjQA only involves
questions addressing single items, for which an answer could be found in a single review.

Limitations: Despite our motivating results, it is important to note the limitations imposed
by the discussed approach. Addressing intent detection as a text classification problem, by means
of an intent classification model, allows to provide answers that approximate the information
need expressed by the user. However, the approach is insufficient when dealing with questions
that are too specific, particularly in regard to factoid questions. Consequently, the development
of a DS with explanatory purposes in RS should not only rely on the underlying RS algorithm,
customer reviews or hotels metadata (as in our developed system), but should also integrate
further sources of information, e.g. external location services, in order to provide very specific
details, like surroundings, distances to places of interest or transport means, in case these are
not found in customer reviews or metadata.

Also, our study setup for corpus collection was based on a question/answer sequence (with
helpfulness rating in between), thus not necessarily resembling a fluid chatbot-style dialog, in
which users might write utterances, such as greetings or thanks, expressions that could not be
classified under the intent model. Therefore, we suggest the use of alternative mechanisms for
the detection and treatment of such expressions.

7. Conclusions and future work

Based on our results, we conclude that the dimension-based intention model proposed by [8] is
a valid approach to represent user queries in the context of explanatory RS. We also believe
that ConvEx-DS can significantly contribute to the development of dialog systems that support
conversational explanations in RS.

As future work, we plan to explore the users’ perception of a RS, where further details and
excerpts from customers reviews are provided during the explanatory conversation, aiming to
increase the perceived helpfulness by users of the responses that our system is able to generate.
Additionally, although questions in ConvEx-DS involve only one domain, we believe it can also
be leveraged for the development of explanatory approaches in RS for other domains, especially
those involving review-based recommendations. In this sense, we plan to explore recent NLP
developments, particularly on transfer learning techniques, to obtain linguistic representations
that can serve as a basis for similar domains, particularly those where customer reviews are
also exploited, such as restaurants, movies and shopping.
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Explaining Recommendations Through Conversations - Argumentative Dialog
Model and Comparison of Interaction Styles

DIANA C. HERNANDEZ-BOCANEGRA and JÜRGEN ZIEGLER, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Providing explanations based on user reviews may facilitate users’ assessment of a recommendation and improve the perception of the
recommender system (RS) as a whole. While static explanations are dominant up to now, some interactive explanatory approaches have
emerged in explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), making it easier for users to examine system decisions and to obtain more arguments
supporting system assertions. However, little is known about how interactive interfaces should be conceptualized and designed to meet
the explanatory aims of transparency, effectiveness and trust in RS. Thus, we investigate the potential of conversational explanations
in review-based RS in the domain of hotels, and propose an explanation approach inspired by dialog models and formal argument
structures. In particular, we address users’ evaluation of a review-based RS which provides interactive explanations through two
different interface types: GUI navigation, and natural language interface, the latter allowing users to express explanatory queries using
natural language utterances.

Providing explanations by means of natural language conversation is a novel and promising way to support users’ understanding
of the items proposed by a RS. However, little is known about the impact and implications of providing such explanations, using for
example a conversational agent (CA). Particularly, there is a lack of understanding of how users would formulate their questions in
this context. In addition, there is also a lack of datasets that could facilitate the implementation of a dialog system for explanatory
RS. Consequently, we describe in this paper the steps that led us to the implementation of a conversational agent for explainable
RS, which involved the formulation of an intent model for explanatory queries in RS of the domain of hotels, and the building of
ConvEx-DS 1, a dataset containing intent annotations of 1806 users’ questions, which can be used to train intent detection procedures
as part of the development of conversational agents for explainable RS.

Finally, we conducted a user study to compare users’ evaluation of the two types of interactive explanations proposed, and to test
the effect of varying degrees of interactivity that result in greater or lesser access to explanatory information. Our results show that
providing interactive options for users to contest explanatory arguments of the system has a significant positive influence on the
evaluation by users (compared to low interactive alternatives). Results also suggest that user characteristics such as decision-making
style or visualization familiarity may have a significant influence on the evaluation of different types of interactive explanation
interfaces.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Recommender systems; • Human-centered computing → User studies; Natural
language interfaces.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Recommender systems, explanations, argumentation, interactive interfaces, conversational agent,
dataset, intent detection, user study

1 INTRODUCTION

Explaining the decisions or recommendations of artificial intelligence-based systems can yield several advantages for
users’ perception of these systems. Particularly, presenting explanations in recommender systems (RS) can contribute
to a positive perception by users in terms of transparency, effectiveness, or trust [96]. In the past, many approaches to
1ConvEx-DS can be downloaded at https://github.com/intsys-ude/Datasets/tree/main/ConvEx-DS
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explaining the products or services suggested by an RS have been based on ratings assigned by customers with similar
preferences, or on features of the recommended items, approaches related to collaborative and content-based filtering
methods [40, 99]. More recently, and fueled by the advances in natural language processing, user-written reviews
have received considerable attention as rich sources of information about an item’s benefits and disadvantages. Here,
the wealth of detailed information on the positive and negative aspects of the items can be exploited for generating
both recommendations and explanations. However, the question of which review-based information to show and how
to present it to impact positively users’ perception remains largely open, mainly due a general lack of user-centric
evaluations of explanatory RS [84].

Until now, the predominant approach in both RS, and explainable AI (XAI) in general, has been to provide explanations
in a static manner, i.e. presenting explanations as a single unit of information, whether in numerical, textual or graphical
form. The lack of interactivity in these explanationmethods limits users’ flexibility and control in scrutinizing the reasons
of a recommendation according to their individual needs with respect to level of detail, different explanatory aspects,
or form of presentation. In this paper, we therefore propose and investigate the concept of interactive, conversational
explanations where users are free to explore explanatory information in a much less constrained manner. Whereas
conversational RS have become a research topic of interest in recent years (see, e.g. [49]), accessing explanatory
information in a conversational manner is a largely unexplored area, with a corresponding lack of empirical evidence
for its potential effectiveness [94]. Conversational approaches may be realized in different forms, for example, as
natural language-based dialogs with a chatbot, or as interaction steps in a graphical interface. We adopt here the
interpretation of the term conversational as used in [49], defining conversational explanations as the provision of
explanatory information in an interactive, multi-turn, dialogical process that may be instantiated as natural language
dialog, GUI-based navigation, or other interaction styles.

Our work is grounded on the hypothesis that providing interactive options for examining explanatory information
might positively impact users’ evaluation of RS, by allowing the user to request, for example, an elaboration of
the evidence for the claims made by the system, or, in contrast, statements questioning the appropriateness of a
recommendation. User reviews are a rich and particularly relevant source for extracting such different types of
explanatory information, but translating this information into effective user-system conversations is a largely open
question. Consequently, we aim in this paper to answer the following research question:

RQ1 How can we leverage conversational explanations to increase the quality of review- based explanations in RS
by users with respect to explanatory aims such as RS transparency and effectiveness, and trust in the RS?

When designing conversational explanations, the question arises as to how the dialog between user and system
should be structured and which information components should be provided in the different interaction steps. Although
a general theoretical model of explainable recommendations has not yet been established, we propose, as discussed in
[45], to analyze conversational explanations through the lens of argumentation theory, which has resulted in a wide
range of models of argumentation [6]. Most of these models define logical structures, with components like claims and
the evidence to support or refute them. An alternative type of models departs from the idea of static argumentation,
proposing instead a dialectical approach [104], with a focus on the exchange of arguments between two parties within
a dialog. This concept provides the basis for dialog models of explanation as proposed by [71, 103], which take into
account the social aspects of an explanatory process, as has been suggested by [46, 76]. This approach could facilitate
the interactive provision of explanatory information, in the form of a question-and-answer exchange. However, the
practical application of dialog models in explainable RS and their actual benefit from the users’ perspective is yet to be
determined.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Consequently, we address in this paper the concept of explanations as interactive argumentation, which we realized
through two types of interface design: interactive navigation in a graphical user interface (GUI) and text-based natural
language conversation in the form of a chatbot. In the former case, users can navigate through the explanatory
information by asking questions such as “why-recommended” or “what was reported” on a certain aspect, using
hyperlinks and buttons to this end. In contrast, by using the natural language conversation interface, users can type
questions using their own words, within an interaction with a conversational agent. Thus, we compare users’ evaluation
of the RS when interacting with these two interface types, aiming to answer the following question:

RQ2: How do users evaluate review-based RS, when provided with interactive explanations through different
interface types, namely GUI-based interactive navigation and natural language conversation?

To answer our research questions, we first formulate an explanation scheme, representing our conversational
approach, aiming at facilitating the exploration of arguments that support the claims made by the system (e.g. an item
is worth purchasing), while providing answers to users’ explanation-related questions at different levels of detail, as
described in section 3.

Next, we set out to investigate the unexplored implications and effects of conversational explanations in review-
based RS, and in particular the use of conversational agents, given their ability to enable two-way natural language
communication. This opens up the range of possible questions a user can ask the system, and supports the progression
of explanations as a question-answer cycle, until the understanding of system claims is achieved by the explainee.
The above could contribute to a better acceptance of explanations by users, as suggested by conceptual models of
explanation based on dialog [46, 103].

Although user interfaces inspired by human-to-human conversation have been developed and used for a long time
to assist users in a wide range of tasks [79], little is known about how a CA should be conceptualized or designed
in the context of XAI, and in particular, in explainable RS. In the first instance, little is known about the type of
explanation-related questions users would ask the RS. Although several datasets exist that support the development
of dialog and question-answering (QA) systems, these are generally focused on open domain-search (e.g. [75, 90]), or
specific processes such as flight or hotel booking, without a focus on explanatory interaction as such. In particular, and
to our knowledge, there are as yet no publicly available datasets intended to support the development of an explanatory
CA for RS. Specifically, there are as yet no datasets for detecting the user’s intent expressed in a question in such a
context. Therefore, as a first prerequisite to develop and evaluate such a dialog system, we investigated how users
would formulate their questions to a CA in an explanatory context.

To this end, we performed a series of studies that are reported in Section 6. First, we conducted a Wizard of Oz
(WoOz) pre-study [52] (section 6.1), that provided insights into the type of questions users might ask in an explanatory
context. As a result, we formulate a dimension - based intent model, which we describe in detail in section 6.1.3. In order
to check the validity of this proposal on a larger scale, i.e, the extent to which the model is able to accurately represent
user intents given a larger set of questions, we performed a larger corpus collection, as described in Section 6.2. Here, we
implemented a RS able to provide explanations in response to user generated questions. We also evaluated, as an indirect
measure of validity, the evaluation of helpfulness of the responses by users, under the assumption that if the system has
adequately recognized the user’s intent, it is able to generate a response that approximates the user’s information need,
and thus be considered helpful. As a first major contribution, our studies resulted in a data set (ConvEx-DS) in which
user-generated questions about recommendations are annotated with different types of explanation-related user intents
based on a dimensional intent model we developed.
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As a second major contribution, we developed ConvEx, a CA that includes a natural language understanding (NLU)
module, based on classifiers trained on ConvEx-DS, using the state-of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) model
BERT [26], and a dialog policy designed to enable conversation flows given different types of recognized intents. ConvEx
allows not only to answer standalone questions, but also to provide follow-up arguments to support the system’s
responses to user requests.

As a further contribution, and to answer RQ2, we conducted a user study to compare users’ evaluation of a RS
under the two conditions: GUI-based navigation and natural language conversation with a CA, in terms of explanation
quality, transparency, effectiveness, and trust. In addition, we also tested the effect of providing different degrees of
interactivity to access explanatory information, as well as the mediating effects of psychological user characteristics,
such as decision-making style and visualization familiarity.

We use the domain of hotels for our studies, since it represents an interesting mix between search goods (with
attributes on which complete information can be found before purchase or use [83]) and experience goods (which cannot
be fully known until purchase or use [83]). Such a product evaluation will likely benefit from third-party opinions
[54, 83], potentially rich in argumentative information that can be used for explanatory purposes.

In this article, we extend work previously reported in [45] (GUI navigation, referred to in Sec. 5), in [43] (WoOz
pre-study, reported in Sec. 6.1 and 6.5), and in [44] (dataset collection and annotation, addressed in Sec. 6.2 to 6.5. New
content of this article addresses design and implementation details of the CA to provide natural language explanations
(Sec. 6.6), and the final user study to compare the interfaces: GUI navigation and natural language conversation (Sec. 7).

Finally, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce the novel concept of conversational explanations for recommender systems.
• We formulate a scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS, inspired by dialog
models and argument structures. We also model and validate user intents for natural language explanatory
queries in hotel domain RS.

• We release the dataset ConvEx-DS (Conversational Explanations DataSet), consisting of 1806 user questions
with explanatory purpose in the domain of hotels, with question intent annotations, which can facilitate the
development of explanatory dialog systems in RS.

• We implemented a conversational agent for explainable RS, ConvEx, which supports conversation flows for
different types of intent, and enables users to access additional arguments that support system explanation
attempts, at will.

• We provide empirical evidence of the effect that different types of interactive interfaces (GUI navigation and
natural language conversation) have on users’ evaluation of RS, as well as the effect of different degrees of
interactivity to explore explanations, and the influence of user characteristics on such evaluation.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Explanations in RS

Providing explanations for recommended items can serve different purposes. Explanations may enable users to to
understand the suitability of the recommendations, to understand why an item was recommended, or they may assist
users in their decision making. Among the most popular approaches are the methods based on collaborative filtering (e.g.
“your neighbors’ ratings for this movie” Herlocker et al. [40]), as well as content-based methods that allow feature-based
explanations, showing users how relevant item features match their preferences (e.g. Vig et al. [99]).
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Review-based explanations. As summarized in [45], review-based explanatory methods leverage user generated
content, rich in detailed evaluations on item features, which cannot be deduced from the general ratings, thus enabling
the generation of more detailed explanations, compared to collaborative filtering (e.g. “Your neighbors’ ratings for this
movie” [40]) and content-based approaches (e.g. [99]). Review-based methods allow to provide: 1) verbal summaries of
reviews, using abstractive summarization from natural language generation (NLG) techniques [14, 22], 2) a selection of
helpful reviews (or excerpts) that might be relevant to the user, detected using deep learning techniques and attention
mechanisms [17, 28], 3) an account of the pros and cons of item features, usually using topic modelling or aspect-based
sentiment analysis [27, 107, 111]. This information can also be integrated to RS algorithms like matrix or tensor
factorization [5, 105, 111]) to generate both recommendations and aspect-based explanations.

Our work is based on the third approach, as reported in [45], and is particularly related to the Explicit Factor Model
proposed by Zhang et al. [111], which integrates content extracted from reviews in a Matrix Factorization method. Based
on this model, we can obtain statistical information on users’ opinions (which has been proven to be useful for users
[41, 81]), that can be provided in explanations through different presentation styles (verbal or visual). Moreover, we go
beyond the basic model by examining interaction possibilities to explore the reasons behind the system’s assertions at
different levels of detail.

2.2 Interactive explanations

As discussed in [45], effects of interactivity have been studied widely in fields like online shopping and advertising
[64, 95], and more specifically in the context of critique-based RS, where users are able to specify preferences and further
criteria to refine the recommendations provided (e.g. [19, 66, 67]). Despite the intuitive advantages that interactivity
can bring, it does not always translate into a more positive attitude towards the system, since it also depends on the
context and the task performed [64]. Nevertheless, it has been shown that higher active control may be beneficial in
situations where users have more information needs and a clearer mental goal [64], which also applies in our case (i.e.
deciding which hotel to book).

Limited work in XAI has so far addressed interactive explanations, although to a much lesser extent compared
to static explanations [1]. As discussed in [45], the dominant trend has been to provide mechanisms to check the
influence that specific features, points or data segments have on the predictions of machine learning (ML) algorithms,
as in [20, 57, 93]. However, the impact of such interactive approaches in explainable RS on the user remains largely
unexplored. More specifically, the dominant ML interactive approach differs from ours in at least two ways: 1) we use
non-categorical sources of information, subjective in nature and unstructured, which, however, can be used to generate
both textual and visual structured arguments 2) such approach is designed to meet the needs of domain experts, i.e.
users with prior knowledge of artificial intelligence (AI), while we aim to target the general public.

2.3 Conversational RS (CRS)

While a widely accepted definition of CRS has not yet been established, we adopt the following statement by Jannach
et al. [49], “A CRS is a software system that supports its users in achieving recommendation-related goals through a
multi-turn dialogue”. This definition does not limit the way in which input is made by the user, so the term conversational

does not exclude forms of interaction outside written or spoken text. Furthermore, and according to [49], input and
output modalities of CRS, as found in CRS related literature, involve approaches based on:
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1) Conventional web-based navigation, based on structured layouts and features, like buttons and hyperlinks.
Throughout this article we will refer to this modality as GUI navigation. Particularly, we address our proposal of
explanatory interface under this paradigm in Sec. 5.

2) Natural language (written or spoken).
3) Hybrid, a combination of natural language and other modalities. Under this approach, users can indicate their

input using both natural language expressions and features such as buttons and other web controls. In section 6 we
discuss our approach to explanations under this paradigm, which we will refer to as natural language conversation
throughout the paper.

As also summarized by [49], CRS perform four main types of tasks: requesting user’s preferences, recommending
items, explaining decisions/predictions and responding to users’ actions. However, as pointed out by [49], conversational
explanations have been addressed to a much lesser extent, compared to the other CRS tasks, with only a few papers
reported on this subject.

Our work differs from the existing approaches to CRS, as in work reported by [21, 110], who aimed to collect
user preferences to generate recommendations through dialog in domains such as restaurants or electronics, usually
neglecting explanations for recommended items, which is our central purpose. Our work also differs from conversational
approaches in the hotel domain which focus on processes like customer service and booking assistance [13]. We aim, in
contrast, to explore the implications and effects of using conversational interfaces to explain RS rationale. In one of the
few works on the subject, [85] propose a model of social explanations for movie recommendations. However, according
to their approach, it is the system that leads the conversation, providing justifications for recommendations even when
they are not explicitly requested by the user, whereas according to our proposal, the user would have the active role,
being enabled to ask the questions that lead to an argumentation by the system.

2.4 Dialog models of explanation

As discussed in [45], in contrast to static approaches to explanation, dialog models have been formulated conceptually
[2, 71, 89, 101], allowing arguments over initial claims in explanations, and leading to an interactive exchange of
statements. For example, Rago et al. [89] defined a protocol to provide conversational argumentative explanations in
RS. They restrict, however,user interactions to a limited set of possible questions a user may ask, while we explore
possibilities for users to express their explanatory needs in their own words.

This dialogical approach contrasts with other argumentative - though static - explanation approaches [4, 15, 41, 58,
109] based on static schemes of argumentation (e.g. [36, 97]), where little can be done to indicate to the system that the
explanation has not been fully understood or accepted, and that additional information is still required, as initially
discussed in [45]. Despite the potential benefit of using these models to increase users’ understanding of intelligent
systems [76, 106], their practical implementation in RS (and in XAI in general) still lacks sufficient empirical validation
[71, 76, 94].

2.5 Question answering (QA)

Our work is closely related to QA systems which aim to answer questions posed by users in natural language, using
information retrieval (IR) and NLP techniques, on various types of web documents or in knowledge bases, as initially
discussed in [43]. While most QA systems are designed to reply to questions by offering excerpts from documents or lists
of items, much less work has been devoted to advanced “how-to”, “why”, evaluative, comparative, and opinion questions
[62, 77] that require usually the aggregation and comparison of multiple items over different pieces of information.
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Lipton [63] defines explanation as an answer to a why-question, however, other types of questions can also be answered
by explanations, i.e. how? what? [76], the latter being one that could be answered with a factoid sentence, for which we
aim to support both factoid and advanced question types. Additionally, and in contrast to the common QA approach
where the system replies to standalone questions, interactive QA involves a dialog interface enabling related, follow-up
and clarification questions [88].

Our approach, as elaborated in [43], differs from most QA methods, especially those based on IR, because in our
case responses are not generated solely on the basis of information sources, but should be consistent and reflect the
mechanism used to generate the recommendations. Additionally, to answer complex questions (e.g., "why"), our approach
focuses on the aspects most relevant for users, to provide concise and relevant statements, aggregating information
from different reviews. To this end, our approach relies on the user profile inferred by the RS algorithm, especially
when no explicit features are addressed in the user’s question. Implicit user preferences are not taken into account in
most QA approaches, which stems from their use of IR methods, where the relevance of a document is estimated based
on how much its content is related to the query [78]. Additionally, we propose to follow an argumentative explanation
structure to generate responses, which could improve users’ evaluation of RS, as evidenced by using an interactive GUI
navigation approach, and as we reported in [45]. Although argumentation has already been exploited in QA [80], its
use has been mainly focused on the algorithmic aspects of information extraction, whereas very few approaches exploit
argumentation as a way of presenting explanations in response to user queries [3].

2.6 Dialog systems and conversational agents

Often referred to as conversational agents, or dialog agents, dialog systems enable human-computer interaction by
means of natural language expressions. Dialog systems can support interactions based on speech or written text. Such
systems can be categorized as non-task-oriented (e.g. smalltalk systems), or task-oriented (e.g. booking or searching, or
general assistants like Siri or Cortana) [18]. Our approach falls into the text-based, task-oriented group. Throughout
this paper, we will refer to the terms dialog system and conversational agent interchangeably.

In [18], authors discuss two types of methods for implementing task-oriented dialog systems: pipeline and end-to-
end methods. The first is the most widely applied, and is characterized by architectures that include the following
components: language understanding (NLU modules to interpret intent and slots), a dialog state tracker (establishes
the dialog state based on input and dialog history), dialog policy learning (to determine the next action in the dialog),
and natural language response generation (NLG). On the other hand, end-to-end methods allow for joint training
of all components. This approach can be beneficial in contexts where flexible adaptation is required, e.g. when the
system is to be rapidly scaled to new domains or applications. On the other hand, the interdependency between pipeline
components could make it difficult to adapt to new domains or data types (changes in one component may require
changes in other components). Our implementation is framed within the pipeline approach, which remains beneficial
for the early stages of dialog engineering in new domains [18], as in our case (explainable RS), and we leave for future
work the exploration of end-to-end approaches.

Dialog management. The components of dialog state and dialog policy are usually grouped into a dialog management
(DM) component. A taxonomy of DM approaches is discussed by [38], who differentiates between two main approaches:
handcrafted (state and policy are defined as a set of rules defined by developers and domain experts) and probabilistic
(rules are learned from corpora with real conversations). Our implemented system ConvEx falls into the former class,
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given that, although we compiled a dataset useful to detect user intention (ConvEx-DS), we still lack a corpus to facilitate
the inference of states and sequences for conversations in the explanatory RS context.

Particularly, our implementation falls into the handcrafted approach known as finite-state, where the dialog state
has a fixed set of possible transitions to other states. In our implementation, this was parameterized in a static file,
where we set the sequence of possible actions to be executed by the system, given the recognized intent for a user query
(see Section 6.6). More sophisticated approaches such as frame-based ones are used in commercial DM like Google’s
DialogFlow 2, which allows greater flexibility, e.g., adding a data model so that slots can be filled in any dialog sequence,
which was not necessary for the purposes of this paper.

2.7 Mediation effect of user characteristics on users’ evaluation of RS and explanations

It has been shown that a number of user characteristics may moderate the effect of interactive functionalities on the
evaluation of explanations [64]. Regardless of its type, an explanation may not satisfy all possible explainees [94].
Moreover, individual user characteristics can influence the evaluation of a RS [55, 108], for which we assumed that this
would also be the case for explanations, as discussed by [7, 41, 45, 56].

Since a main objective of providing explanations is to support users in their decision-making, investigating the
effect of differences in user characteristics with respect to the decision-making process is of special interest to us.
As discussed in [41, 45], decision-making styles are determined significantly by preferences and abilities to process
available information [31]. Particularly, we focus on the moderating effect of the rational and intuitive decision making
styles [37], the former characterized as a propensity to search for information and evaluate alternatives exhaustively,
and the latter by a quick processing based mostly on hunches and feelings. We also considered visualization familiarity,
i.e. the extent to which a user is familiar with graphical or tabular representations of information.

2.8 Further related work

In section 6, we discuss specific work related to: users’ utterances on explanation needs, intent detection and slot filling,
and datasets for intent detection.

3 CONCEPT: EXPLANATIONS AS INTERACTIVE ARGUMENTATION

To evaluate our research questions, we designed an interaction scheme for the exploration of explanatory arguments in
review-based RS, as initially introduced in [45]. A recommendation issued by a RS can be consider a specific form of a
claim, namely that the user will find the recommended item useful or pleasing [29, 45]. The role of an explanation is
thus to provide supportive evidence (or rebuttals) for this claim [45]. Claims are, however, also present in the individual
user’s rating and opinions, which may require explaining their grounds as well, thus creating a complex multi-level
argumentative structure in an explainable RS [45], a challenge also identified by [34]. To formulate an explanation
scheme able to support this type of structure, and as an extension of work reported in [45], we considered dialog-based
explanation models [71, 102, 103], in which instead of a single issue of explanatory utterances, an explanation is
considered as an interactive, multi-turn process, where a user can indicate when additional arguments are required, to
increase their understanding of system claims.

In this context, Walton proposes in [102, 103] a model which involves explanation requests (user questions) and
attempts at explanation (namely, system responses referred to as assertions, with no specific structure). On the other

2https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
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hand, Madumal et al. [71] note that argumentation may occur within an explanation, and model the switch between an
explanatory dialog and an argumentative one, specifying the explanatory loops that can be triggered as a consequence
of follow-up questions. Allowed moves within an explanatory interaction can be defined on a basis of such dialog
models. However, they offer little indication of how the arguments within the moves should be structured, so their
acceptance by users can be increased. To this end, and as reported in [45], we based on the scheme by Habernal et al.
[36], an adaptation of the Toulmin model of argumentation [97], formulated to better represent the kind of arguments
usually found in user-generated content. The scheme by [36] includes the following components: claim (argument
conclusion), premise (overall reason to accept the claim), backing (additional specific evidence supporting the claim),
rebuttal (statement attacking the claim, representing an "opposing view") and refutation (statement attacking the
rebuttal).

Fig. 1. Overall scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS. Argumentation attempts (in blue) are
constituted by different argument components (claim, premise, etc.)

Our proposed overall scheme is shown in Figure 1. Unlike Walton, who modeled explanatory movements as
explanation requests and attempts, we considered an explanation as an iterative process of argumentation attempts (the
system intends to provide arguments to explain something) followed by argument requests (the user asks the system to
provide - follow-up - arguments that support the claim that user will find the recommended item useful) [45]. With
this slight renaming of the explanation components, we aim to make explicit that, unlike Walton’s model, statements
within system’s attempts at explanation follow an argument structure. Thus, in our approach, argumentation attempts
include premises (overall reason to accept the claim that a recommended item is worthy to be chosen, e.g. "Good food,
great staff"), backing (e.g. percentage of positive opinions about an aspect, or actual customer comments supporting
the aggregate percentages), and rebuttal (e.g. percentage of negative opinions about an aspect, or the actual negative
comments by customers) [45].

We operationalized our proposal by implementing a RS using two types of interfaces or interactive paradigms:

• GUI navigation: Here, design features like links and buttons enable argument requests by users, while argumen-
tation attempts involve features like text, tables and bar-charts (for aggregated opinions) and lists (for excerpts
of customer reviews). In section Sec. 5 we unfold the overall explanation scheme, to formulate the interaction
flow design, and the layout of the interface design features.

• Natural language conversation: Here, argument requests can be indicated by users by typing questions in
their own words, or using buttons and dropdown menus for quick utterances (e.g. to indicate “yes”/”no”,
“positive”/”negative”, or a hotel aspect), while argumentation attempts involve text (for aggregated opinions, and
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other answers to user questions) and lists (for excerpts of customer reviews). In this case, the overall explanation
scheme serves as a basis for the CA dialog policy. We elaborate further design details for this type of interface in
Sec. 6.

Our proposal of explanations as interactive argumentation fosters the interactive features defined by [64]: active
control (voluntary actions that can influence the user experience) and two-way communication (the ability of two
parties to communicate with each other). These features are reflected in our proposal by the possibility to examine
explanatory information at will, e.g. to access excerpts from customer reviews supporting system claims (e.g., an item is
worth choosing), and to indicate to the system which aspects are of greater relevance to the user, so that content is
presented accordingly. Consequently, our proposal opposes a single static view that may include aspects or details that
are not relevant, or leave out those that are.

We describe in Sec. 5 further details of the GUI navigation design, and in Sec.6 the steps we performed to design
and implement a CA representative of the natural language interface. Finally, in section 7 we report results of a user
study comparing both types of interfaces. We also tested in this user study the effects of providing different degrees
of interactivity, namely low (users only have access to an overall explanation), and high (users can access additional
information that supports argumentation attempts by the system, e.g. excerpts of customer comments that form
aggregated opinions, filtered by specific aspect or feature).

4 BASIC COMPONENTS OF EXPLAINABLE REVIEW-BASED RS

User and data collection studies reported in this article were conducted using a review-based RS, implemented to
generate both recommendations and explanations, according to our proposed explanation scheme, and under different
types of interface. Implementation details of this base component, which were originally reported in [45], are described
below.

4.1 Dataset for aspect-based sentiment detection

We used the ArguAna dataset [100] for the detection of the aspect addressed in a statement, and the sentiment expressed
about it. ArguAna includes hotel reviews and ratings from TripAdvisor, where sentiment and explicit features are
annotated sentence wise. We further categorized the explicit features in 10 general features (room, price, staff, location,
facilities, bathroom, ambience, food and beverages, comfort and checking), with the help of 2 annotators (Krippendorff’s
alpha of 0.72), as reported in [45], aiming to train a classifier to detect the main aspect addressed in a sentence (e.g. “I
loved the bedding” would be classified as room).

4.2 Explainable RS method

We implemented the Explicit Factor Model (EFM) [111], a review-based matrix factorization (MF) method to generate
both recommendations and explanations, as reported in [45]. The rating matrix (ratings granted by users to items)
consisted of 1284 items and 884 users extracted from the ArguAna dataset (only users with at least 5 written reviews
were included), for a total of 5210 ratings. Item quality and user preference matrices were calculated using the sentiment
detection described previously. Each element of the item quality matrix contains the measurement of the quality of
the item for each aspect, while the elements of the latter measure the extent to which the user cares about an aspect.
The number of explicit features was set to 10. Model-specific hyperparameters were selected via grid-search-like
optimization. After 100 iterations, we reached an RMSE of 1.27, a metric used to measure the differences between
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dataset values and the values predicted by the RS model. Predicted ratings were used both to sort recommendations,
and are shown within explanations (average hotel rating with 1-5 green circles shown in recommendations list). Values
of quality matrix were used to calculate the percentages of positive and negative comments on aspects.

4.3 Aspect-based sentiment detection

We trained a BERT classifier [26] to detect the general feature addressed within a sentence: we used a 12-layer model
(BertForSequenceClassification), 6274 training sentences, 1569 test sentences, F-score 0.84 (macro avg.), as reported in [45].
We also trained a BERT classifier to detect the sentiment polarity, using a 12-layer model (BertForSequenceClassification),
22674 training sentences, 5632 test sentences, F-score 0.94 (macro avg.). The classifier was used to 1) obtain the quality
of hotels (item quality matrix in EFM) and relevance of aspects to users (user preference matrix in EFM), and 2) to
present participants with negative and positive excerpts from reviews regarding a chosen feature during the explanatory
interaction, as elaborated in [45].

4.4 Personalization mechanism

To overcome implications of the cold start problem [91] (system does not have enough information about the user
to generate an adequate profile and thus, personalized recommendations), participants were asked beforehand (as
part of the respective user study) for the five hotel features that mattered most to them, in order of importance. The
system calculated a similarity measure to detect users in the EFM preference matrix with similar preferences. Next,
the user in the matrix with the preferences most similar to those of the current user was used as a proxy to generate
recommendations, i.e. we selected the proxy user’s predicted ratings, and use them to sort the recommendations and
features within the explanations that were shown to the current user.

5 GUI NAVIGATION

We implemented a user interface under the GUI navigation paradigm, grounded on the base RS described in Sec. 4. We
first unfolded the explanation scheme addressed in 3, as shown in Figure 2, to design the explanatory interaction flow.
Consequently, the realization of the scheme as an user interface is depicted in Figure 3, as originally reported in [45].

Here, design features like links and buttons enable argument requests by users, e.g: the link “what was reported?”
(Fig. 3b) fosters the interactive features active control (control on what aspects the system should focus on in its
argumentation) and two-way communication (user communicates to the system that further argument backing is
needed), which triggers a system argumentation attempt.

As discussed in [45], an explanatory dialog can take place both through verbal interactions and through a visual
interface (non-verbal communication, or a combination of verbal and visual elements) [71, 76]. As for presentation,
while arguments are usually associated with oral or written speech, arguments can also be communicated using visual
representations (e.g. graphics or images) [9]. Thus, the following display styles for the argumentation attempt “% of
positive and negative opinions” were considered in [45]: table, bar chart, and only text. Results of a user study (n=170)
were reported in [45], in which we aimed to test the effect of display style, as well as of different degrees of interactivity
(high and low), as depicted in Fig. 4. While a significant effect of degree of interactivity was found (more interactive
explanations contributed to a more positive evaluation of explanation quality, and of effectiveness and trust in the
system), no main effect of display style was found.

We used the GUI navigation implementation reported in [45], for the comparison with the natural language interface
(Sec. 6), as part of the user study reported in Sec. 7. To this end, we opted for the table display style to provide the
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Fig. 2. Unfolded scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS, reported in [45]. Blue boxes: argumentation
attempts by the system, green boxes: argument requests by users.

Fig. 3. Interactive explanations through a GUI navigation interface (screenshots of implemented system, reported in [45]). Enclosed in
blue: argumentation attempts; in green: argument requests. Orange arrows: sequence of allowed moves, pointing to the next interface.
a) List of recommended items; clicking on “More on why recommended” displays: b-c) aggregation of comments by aspect; clicking
on “What was reported?” displays: d) comments on chosen aspect; clicking a fine-grained feature button, displays: e) comments on
chosen feature.

aggregate opinion view, as it represents a middle ground between the graph (bar chart) and text-based representations
mentioned above.

6 CONVERSATIONAL AGENT FOR EXPLAINABLE REVIEW-BASED RS

In this section we present our methodological approach to providing explanations as natural language conversation, and
describe the steps we took for the implementation of a CA that provides such explanations. First, we report the results
of a WoOz pre-study [43], which aimed to address the question of how RS users communicate their explanation needs
using a CA. We then report details on the collection and annotation of ConvEx-DS [44] (a dataset for the automatic
detection of question intent with explanatory purpose, as a prerequisite for the development of our CA). During corpus
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Fig. 4. Manipulation of presentation style in combination with interactivity degree, in user study reported in [45]. Left: table, middle
bar chart, right text. Top: interactivity high, bottom: interactivity low.

collection, we also measured users’ evaluation of the helpfulness of the answers that the system generated automatically
to their questions, results that are also reported in this section. Finally, we describe the design and implementation
details of ConvEx, a CA for explainable review-based RS, which we used for the user evaluation reported in section 7,
under the natural language interface condition.

6.1 Wizard of Oz pre-study

In this section, we describe the details of the pre-study that led to the formulation of our dimension-based intent model.
The content of this section was initially reported in [43].

6.1.1 Background. The design of adequate conversational explanations requires a proper understanding of possible
user requests [43, 61]. [60] collected a dataset consisting of written conversations between humans with a movie
recommendation goal, however, no explanatory inquiries like "Why do you recommend X?” are addressed. [8] collected
a QA dataset for several domains (including hotels), which can be used to generate answers to factoid and subjective
questions (e.g. “How is it the location?”), in regard to a specific item, but leaving out comparison and why-recommended
queries. On the other hand, [61] formulated a XAI question bank, with questions users might typically ask about AI
algorithms, but targeting users with expert knowledge in AI, whereas no similar question bank definition has been
developed, to our knowledge, for end users and, in particular, for RS. Consequently, we first conducted a pre-study
using the WoOz [52] method, to capture the possible questions users would ask in the context of RS explanations,
particularly in the hotel domain, and a subsequent online study to collect a larger number of user-generated questions.

6.1.2 Methods. WoOz is a technique that has been widely adopted for human computer interaction prototyping
[25, 72], in which a member of the research team (the wizard) simulates the response actions of the system, through a
computer-mediated interface. We aimed, with this pre-study, to explore how users would interact with a conversational
interface for explanations in RS. Here, we used as a basis the RS described in 4, and a dialog guideline for the wizard (see
Appendix A.1, Fig. 15), based on the concept of explanations as interactive argumentation (Sec. 3), aiming to achieve a
structured conversation similar across participants. We recruited 20 participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk,
and collected a total of 20 dialogues and 105 user utterances. Participants were requested to interact with a RS, and to
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type any question of interest about one or more hotels in the chat box located on the right of the hotel list (Figure 5);
we underlined that the chat box was designed to explain the reasons for the recommendations, to prevent the user from
asking questions about other processes, such as booking assistance.

In respect of data analysis, we follow an inductive category formation [73]. This step involved two independent
annotators, who came to a Cohen’s kappa = 0.91, almost perfect agreement intercoder reliability [59]. To analyse
follow-up questions, we validated anaphoras (“a linguistic form whose full meaning can only be recovered by reference
to the context” [88]) and ellipsis (“an omission of part of the sentence, resulting in a sentence with no verbal phrase”
[88]) , using criteria from [88] and [10]. See [43] for further details on the WoOz setup, participants demographics and
payment, and subsequent data analysis.

Fig. 5. User interface presented to participants in WoOz pre-study [43].

6.1.3 Results - Dimension-based intent model.

Intents and entities. We found that users’ intents could be classified into two main types: domain-related intents
(regarding hotels and their features), and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, or the system input) [43]. In
turn, domain-related intents could be categorized according to the following dimensions [43]:

• Scope: Whether the question refers to a single item (single), a limited list of items (tuple), or to no particular item
(indefinite).

• Comparison: Whether the question is (comparative) or not (non-comparative). We adopt the comparative sentence
definition by [51] “expresses a relation based on similarities or differences of more than one object”, including
superlatives and relations like “greater” or “less than”.

• Assessment: Whether the question refers to the existence or characteristics of item features (factoid), to a
subjective assessment of the item or its features (evaluation), or to system reasons to recommend an item
(why-recommended).

• Detail: Whether the question inquires for a specific aspect or feature (aspect), or for the overall item (overall).

Consequently, the intent of a single domain question could be defined as a combination of the 4 dimensions. Table
1 provides intent examples, their frequency in collected utterances, and the suggestion of possible answers that the
system could provide. All but one of the questions could be classified as system-related intent, namely: “why are there
so few reviews?”. All questions of domain intent regarded the entities: hotel and hotel feature.
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Table 1. Most frequent domain intents (combination of dimensions values) sorted by number of questions per intent (desc.), as
reported in [43]

Scope Comparison Assessment Detail Example # Qs Type of initial response
Single Non-comp Factoid Aspect Does Hotel Julian have a pool? 29 Y/N or value

Single Non-comp Why-recomm Overall Why is Hotel Julian my top
recommendation? 14 Because [Argument backing]

Single Non-comp Evaluation Aspect How is the food at
Hotel Evelyn? 8 [Argument claim],

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Aspect Which hotel has the best
customer service? 7 Hotel X, because [Argument

backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Factoid Aspect Do any of the hotels provide
free breakfast? 6 Y/N or value

Tuple Non-comp Factoid Aspect what are the checking in times
for hotel owen and hotel evelyn? 4 Y/N or value

Indefinite Comparative Evaluation Overall Which hotel has the best
reviews? 4 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Indefinite Non-comp Evaluation Aspect what rooms would be good for
parents with children? 3 Hotel X,

because [Argument backing]

Tuple Comparative Evaluation Overall What is difference between hotel
evelyn and hotel james? 2 Hotel X has better comments

on [feature x] and [feature y].

Follow-up questions. We found that 55% could be classified as standalone questions and 26% as follow-up questions.
A special case are inquiries that could work as both types (19%). Such is the case for comparative questions under the
value “Indefinite” of dimension scope, which may refer to the best among all possible options (e.g. “which is the best
hotel?”) or, if a subset of options was previously discussed, as a follow-up, (e.g. “I am choosing between the Riley and
the Evelyn. Which is the best hotel overall?”).

In regard to the follow-up question types: 24% corresponded to pronoun or possessive adjective anaphora (e.g. “
I’m looking for facts about current internet service - is it unchanged or upgraded?”), 71% noun phrase anaphora (e.g.
“When was the last time the Hotel underwent a remodel?), and 5% ellipsis (e.g. “what are the checking in times for
hotel owen? and hotel evelyn?”). We noted that pronouns and noun phrases in anaphora referred only to hotels names
or hotel features. Moreover, 11% of utterances contained non-question sentences aiming to establish a context for a
subsequent question, e.g. “I like the ambiance of the Hotel Evelyn, how were the reviews for that?”. Finally, only 2.4% of
utterances contained more than one question.

6.2 Collecting a corpus for intent detection: Background and Methods

In this section we describe the details of the data collection that led to ConvEx-DS consolidation. The content of this
section was initially reported in [44].

6.2.1 Background.

Intent detection and slot filling. Intent detection seeks to interpret the user’s information need expressed through a
query, while slot filling aims to detect which entities - and also features of an entity - the query refers to [44]. In the
open-search domain, intent classification is the most common approach for intent representation[98]. Here, an user
query can be categorized using a classification scheme: a set of dimensions or categories [12, 98]. Our proposed intent
model [43] corresponds to this representation type.
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As discussed in [44], a large body of previous work has addressed the task of intent detection, both for open search
domains (see [47, 98]) and task-oriented dialog systems, for processes such as flight booking, music search or e-banking,
e.g. [16, 23, 39]. Methods proposed to solve these tasks range from conventional text classification methods, to more
complex neural approaches, based on recurrent neural networks, attention-based mechanisms and transfer learning
(we refer readers to the survey on this matter by Louvan and Magnini [69]).

Our work is related to the text classification approach, leveraging the representation of intents according to a
classification scheme. Thus, the complex intent detection task can be split into small text classification tasks, to detect
the class that best represents a sentence, for each dimension. To this aim, we leverage the language model BERT [26].
We solve the slot-filling task as a named entity recognition (NER) task as in [35], to detect entities referred in sentences
(i.e. hotel names), for which we used the natural language toolkit NLTK [68].

Datasets for Intent detection. Given that, to our knowledge, there were no datasets to support the intent detection
task in the specific context of explainable RS, we analyzed datasets that could support text classification according to
the different dimensions of the intent model:

• Dimension comparison: Jindal and Liu [51] released a dataset for classification of comparative and non-comparative
sentences, using news articles, reviews and forums on electronics and diverse brands, as a source.

• Dimension assessment: Bjerva et al. [8] released SubjQA, to detect subjectivity of questions in QA tasks, for
different domains, including hotels. This dataset does not address why-recommended questions.

• Dimension detail: To our knowledge, no dataset addresses explicit annotation of sentences addressing overall
item quality (e.g., "how good is Hotel x?"), in contrast to aspect-based sentences (e.g. "how good is the food").

• Dimension scope: Values of this dimension can be inferred from entity detection (e.g. number of entities referred),
for which NER can be used.

6.2.2 Methods.

System for data collection. The RS described in Section 4 was extended by adding a NLU module to detect users’
intent, using text classifiers trained initially on the auxiliary datasets described above ([8, 51], and data collected in [43]
for dimension detail), as well as a module to generate answers consistent with the method on which the RS is based
(EFM [111]). Development and corpus collection involved a process consisting of several iterations, as reported in detail
in [43], aiming to refine methods for answer generation. For example, early iterations included methods to respond
to the most common user intents; new iterations included responses to new occurrences of intents observed in the
previous iteration.

Intent detection. As reported in [44], we trained BERT classifiers [26], one for each dimension (comparison, assessment
and detail), using a 12-layer model (BertForSequenceClassification, bert-base-uncased), batch size 32, and Adam optimizer
(learning rate = 2e-5, epsilon = 1e-8). Classifiers for comparison and assessment converged after 4 epochs, while for
detail 5 epochs were needed. Datasets were split randomly into training (80%) and test (20%) during the training phase.
In order to avoid overfitting, the most represented class was downsampled (randomly) to approximate the size of the
less represented class, which was slightly upsampled (randomly) to fit round numbers like 1000 and 500. In the case of
the detail dimension, due to the small size of the auxiliary dataset, both classes were increased to 100 instances each
(using procedure described in [44]). Datasets (original and balanced) sizes are reported in table 2.
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Answer generation module. We implemented a module to generate replies based on the intent detected. According
to this proposal, factoid questions could be replied with Y/N or a value (e.g. check in times) based on metadata. As
for evaluation or why-recommended questions, replies were based on the aggregation of positive or negative opinions
regarding an aspect (if question was aspect based), or the most important aspects for the participant (in case question
was overall). If the question was comparative, the system calculated which hotel was better among a tuple, or the best in
general (scope indefinite), based on the aggregation of the opinions. These are some examples of the type of responses
generated by the system: Q: "Why does Hotel Hannah have the highest rating?", A: "Because of the positive comments
reported regarding the aspects that matter most to you: 86% about location, and 85% about price."; Q: "Which hotel is
best, Hotel Lily, Hotel Amelia or Hotel Hannah?”, A: “Hotel Lily has better comments on the aspects that are most
important to you (location, facilities, staff). However, Hotel Amelia has better comments about room, price.”; Q: “Hotel
Amelia is described as having a great room, what makes it great?, A: “Comments about rooms are mostly positive
(90%).”.

Fig. 6. User interface for corpus collection, as reported in [44]. Box to write questions in red. Then, system shows answer and requests
user to rate helpfulness. (Recommendations list was displayed on the left side as in Fig. 5)

6.2.3 Corpus collection study. 298 participants were recruited through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific, who
interacted with the RS, and typed their questions about the reasons why the hotels were recommended, using their own
words. We stated in the instructions that “The aim of the system is to provide explanations based on your questions” (to
prevent the user from asking questions about other processes, such as booking assistance). For each question, and once
the system response was displayed, users were asked to rate the helpfulness of the answer. Further details on study
setup, participants demographics and responses quality check are reported in [44]. A total of 1836 questions users’
written questions were collected in this step.

6.3 Corpus annotation

In this section we describe the details of the data annotation that led to definition of the gold standard for ConvEx-DS.
The content of this section was initially reported in [44].

6.3.1 Intent type annotation. Sentences where first classified according to the types: domain-related intents (regarding
hotels and their features), and system-related intents (regarding the algorithm, the system Input, or system functionali-
ties). Given that we detected that domain questions clearly outnumbered system questions in our WoOz study, research
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Table 2. Inter-rater reliability of ConvEx-DS, as reported in [44]. Fleiss’ kappa refers to each dimension, and the % of full agreement to
each class, i.e. percentage of questions in which all annotators agreed on assigning that class).

Dimension Fleiss’ kappa Class % of full agreement
Comparison 0.72 Comparative 77.28%

Non-comparative 86.86%
Assessment 0.65 Factoid 73.99%

Evaluation 58.56%
Why-recommended 66.42%

Detail 0.75 Aspect 95.73%
Overall 66.82%

team members annotated this class (98.3% agreement), as the low number of system-related questions could lead to the
category being ignored in the crowdsourcing setup. Disagreements were resolved in joint meetings.

6.3.2 Dimension-based annotation. Domain-related sentences were used for the dimension-based annotation. We
collected annotations for comparison, assessment and detail as independent tasks. The dimension scope was not
annotated under the proposed procedure (is not a classification task but a NER task).

Annotators and crowdsourcing setup. Every sentence was annotated by 3 annotators: one member of the research
team, and the other two crowdsourced on the Prolific platform. We divided the set of questions into 19 blocks of 100
sentences each, and every block had to be annotated for each dimension separately. The annotator from research team
annotated all blocks for the three dimensions, while different crowdsourcing workers could annotate different blocks
for different dimensions (same annotator did not annotate the same block for the same dimension more than once).
Each block included 5 attention checks, and annotation guidelines remained visible during the task (see Appendix A.2).
A total of 92 Prolific workers performed the task, but only responses of 57 workers were used for the calculation of
Inter-rater reliability and the deduction of gold standard, after applying the quality check. Further details on study
setup, participants demographics, payment, responses quality check and processing are reported in [44].

6.4 Corpus collection and annotation: Results

We report in this section the annotation statistics, and results of the validation of the intent model, which included:
evaluation of helpfulness of answers to user questions, and evaluation of the performance of classifiers trained and
tested on ConvEx-DS. The content of this section was initially reported in [44].

6.4.1 Annotation statistics. 30 out of 1836 collected questions were discarded (nonsense statements, or highly ungram-
matical), for a final set of 1806 of annotated questions. Of these, only 24 were annotated as system-related questions.
Length of questions: characters M=39.2, SD=15.67, words M=7.35, SD=2.86. We found a Fleiss’ kappa of 0.72 for compar-

ison, of 0.65 for assessment and of 0.75 for detail, indicating a “substantial agreement” [59], for all three dimensions. As
for classes with lower percentages of questions with full agreement, we identified the following main causes:

Dimension assessment. - Why-recommended questions rated as subjective, given that adjectives like ‘good’ or ‘great’
are included in sentences, e.g. “why is hotel hannah location great?”. - Questions that should be replied with a fact, but
include adjectives that indicate subjectivity, e.g. “does hotel emily have any bad reviews?”, “are there good transport
links?”, “which hotel best fits my needs?”. - Questions with adjectives as ‘cheap’, ‘expensive’, ‘close’, ‘near’, ‘far’, which
can be answered with either subjective or factoid responses, e.g. “Which is the cheapest hotel?”, “is there an airport
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near any of these hotels?”. - Questions of the type "what is ... like", e.g. “What is the room quality like at Hotel Emily?”
(this type of questions were actually not addressed in instructions).

Dimension detail. - Concepts that were regarded as hotel aspects, e.g. value (Which is best value for money), ratings
(What is the highest rating for Hotel Levi), reviews (Which hotel has the most reviews?), stars (5 stars hotels?).

Finally, we have detected some questions that could hardly fit in the planned classes, e.g. “How do you define
expensive? Do you compare against facilities and what is included in the price?”, “The Evelyn has 17 reviews and a
positive feedback but scores lower than others with less reviews. Why is this?”. However, we found this number to be
rather low (16 questions).

6.4.2 Helpfulness of system answers. Taking into account its the most refined versions, the system was able to generate
an answer in 80.58% of the cases, and to partially recognize the intent or entities in 7.34% of the cases (thus asking
the user to rephrase or indicate further information). Among the main reasons why questions could not be answered
we found: complexity of the question or no information available to reply (31%), text that could be improved when
replying to factoid questions (23%), wrong intent classification (11%), and system errors (11%).

Figure 7 (middle) shows the evaluation of answers’ helpfulness, according to ratings granted by study participants,
across all iterations (M=3.58, SD=1.34). When taking into account only the last two iterations (which account for 63.85%
of sentences collected, and involve the most refined versions of the system), we observed a greater helpfulness (to
M=3.70, SD=1.30). We considered as "non-helpful" responses those that were marked with the values "Strongly Disagree"
and "Disagree" when participants were asked "Was the answer helpful?". We analyzed the responses given to those
questions by the system and found that in 34% of cases, replies provided actually make sense, i.e. seemed a reasonable
answer to the asked question. Among the reasons for non-helpfulness, we found: 30% due to misclassified intents or
entities, 14% to system errors, 9% text that could be improved when replying factoid questions, 5% due to complexity of
the question or not information to reply it, and 5% to specific aspects not addressed by the solution.

Fig. 7. Left: Distribution of replied questions, across iterations, as reported in [44]. Middle: Histogram of helpfulness rating granted
by users to system answers (all iterations). Right: Types of comments by participants during corpus collection, in regard to system
answers

6.4.3 Intent detection performance.

Classifiers trained on ConvEx-DS. Bert model, batch size, Adam optimizer parameters, and splitting as reported in Sec.
6.2.2. To avoid overfitting, the most represented class was downsampled (randomly), to approximate the size of the less
represented class. Comparison and assessment classifiers converged after 4 epochs, detail classifier after 5.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of questions in ConvEx-DS (domain-related intents), as reported in [44].

Table 3. F1-scores (weighted average) of classifiers of different dimensions, trained and tested on both auxiliary datasets and
ConvEx-DS, as reported in [44].

Dimension Dataset F1
Comparison Jindal and Liu [51] [Training, Testing] 0.87

Jindal and Liu [51] [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.88
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

Assessment Bjerva et al. [8] [Training, Testing] 0.93
Bjerva et al. [8] [Training], ConvEx-DS (without why-recomm) [Testing] 0.60
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.91

Detail WoOz augmented [Training, Testing] 0.98
WoOz augmented [Training], ConvEx-DS [Testing] 0.90
ConvEx-DS [Training, Testing] 0.92

Dimensions comparison, assessment and detail. To verify the performance of classifiers, we calculated the F1 score,
a measure of classification accuracy. We tested accuracy in 3 different steps: 1) performance of models trained on
auxiliary datasets [8, 51], used for the system used in corpus collection. 2) We tested these models using our newly
obtained annotated data, ConvEx-DS. 3) We trained and tested new classifiers, based entirely on ConvEx-DS. We report
F1 scores for each dimension (comparison, assessment and detail). We report weighted average, to take into account the
contribution of each class, which in (2) is particularly unbalanced (no downsampling of the test set was done, since
balanced data was pertinent only for training).

We found that the classifier trained on Bjerva et al. [8], performed particularly poor when tested with our annotated
data (ConvEx-DS). Here, we detected that 32% of questions under “evaluation” class in ConvEx-DS but classified as
“non-subjective” correspond to questions regarding indefinite or more than two hotels (e.g. “which hotel has the best
facilities?”), 18% corresponded to adjectives like “close”, “far”, “expensive”, and 14% to questions of the form “what is
the food like?”. As of factoid questions in ConvEx-DS classified as subjective, we found 33% of questions involving
indefinite or more than two hotels, and 32% regarded questions of the form “does the hotel have...”.

Dimension scope. Entities (hotels) addressed in sentences were detected using the NLTK library. In order to check the
accuracy of the method, 2 members of the research team checked the inferred entity for the collected corpus, and found
that in 5.38% of cases, the inferences were wrong. Most of these cases corresponded to cities, or facilities recognized
as entities, a drawback detected in early stages of corpus collection, thus additional validations were added to the
procedure, so that these cases would not occur in future iterations.

6.5 Discussion: How users communicate their explanation needs using a CA - Validation of intent model

In this section, we discuss the main findings of the WoOz pre-study, and the ConvEx-DS collection and annotation
process. The content of this section was initially reported in [43, 44].
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6.5.1 Types of user-generated questions. We observed, that user-generated questions collected in studies reported
in [43, 44] adhered to the explanatory objective as expected, i.e. no questions regarding other processes were asked,
such as hotel booking. We also observed that users actively expressed their needs for explanation, taking the lead in
formulating their own questions (not expecting the system to choose what to explain) and challenging the system’s
attempts at argumentation when the answers provided did not satisfy their need. As expected, participants asked
factoid, evaluative, and why-recommended questions. Interests expressed in factoid questions could be handled as
wish conditions, and lead to changes in recommendations’ appearance (e.g. highlighting those that match the desired
conditions). Additionally, as expected, users not only generated standalone questions, but also follow-up questions,
which confirms our expectation that an interactive QA approach would be appropriate to keep track of context and
previously referred entities.

As discussed in [44], comparing our collected inquiries with the prototypical questions from the XAI question bank
by [61], we found that their why-questions had a similar objective to our why-recommended: to ask for reasons why
certain predictions have been provided. However, we also observed the following differences in regard to other types of
questions: 1) Questions about the type of input (e.g. “what kind of data does the system learn from?”) were asked only
once. 2) No questions were asked about meaning of the output (e.g., "what does the system output mean"), neither on
performance (e.g. “how accurate or reliable are predictions?”). We noted that how-questions asked mostly "how the
opinions are" rather than asking about the overall logic of the system. 3) No "What if?" questions were asked. However,
factoid questions might implicitly ask such questions (e.g. “Which hotel has a gym?” could be considered as "what if
the system takes into account that ’gym’ is an important feature to me?"). These differences could be explained by the
context of the task to be performed, and the type of users involved (general public vs. AI experts). However, it was
somehow surprising to us that only 24 out of 1806 of the collected questions referred to the system itself, its algorithm,
or the type of input used for predictions. We believe that this may have been due to: 1) Users might have perceived
that the recommendations matched their preferences and that they had generally positive opinions, i.e., they did not
receive very strange recommendations that raised their suspicions. 2) Decisions in the chosen domain (hotels) are not
as sensitive as in the medical or credit lending domains, where understanding the system logic or input influencing the
prediction is critical to the acceptance of the system arguments. 3) The perspective and opinion of others might be more
relevant than details about their own inferred profile, as reported by [42] for opinionated explanations in a hotel RS.

6.5.2 Intent model validation. As addressed in [44], we set out to validate how helpful the answers were to users, as an
indirect measure of model validity. In this respect, we found that system answers were evaluated as predominantly
helpful. We note, however, that ratings of non-helpfulness did not necessarily imply a mismatch of the detected intention.
In fact, we found that almost one-third of responses rated as non-helpful fitted the question (i.e. made sense). After a
review of participants’ feedback on the system answers, we found that, although many users found them helpful or
"ok," the main criticism was that some of the answers lacked sufficient detail, which is consistent with findings reported
in [45], that perception of explanation sufficiency was greater when options to obtain further details on system claims
were offered. Thus, although the intent model seems appropriate to generate an initial or first level response, a dialog
system implementation must go beyond this initial response, offering options to drill down into the details, which is
consistent with our proposed scheme of explanation (Sec. 3), and the dialog policy introduced in Sec. 6.6.

In regard to the annotation task, we found a substantial agreement in all the annotated dimensions, as well as a
very encouraging accuracy, when classifiers were trained on the ConvEx-DS, which leads us to conclude, that under
our proposed intent model and annotation guidelines, the questions could be, to a substantial extent, unequivocally
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classified [44]. We note, however, the challenge of addressing the dimension assessment. In this regard, we found that
the main difficulty was to classify correctly questions that could be regarded as evaluation, given their subjective nature
(including expressions like “how close/far”), but for which a factual-based response could be given (e.g. “100 meters
from downtown”), a similar concern raised by Bjerva et al. [8]: “a subjective question may or may not be associated
with a subjective answer”.

6.5.3 Performance of intent classifiers. We found that intent classifiers perform better when trained on ConvEx-DS,
compared to classifiers trained on the auxiliary datasets, but tested on ConvEx-DS [44]. Here, the most striking case
concerns the dataset for the detection of subjective questions (SubjQA) by Bjerva et al. [8]. The above in no way
suggests anything problematic in the SubjQA itself, only that in comparison to ConvEx-DS (dimension "evaluation"),
the two datasets measure rather different concepts. SubjQA addresses the subjectivity of the question asked, not
whether the question involves an evaluation that might be subjective, as in ConvEx-DS. Thus, for example, "how is
the food?" is classified as non-subjective under SubjQA, since it does not contain expressions indicating subjectivity.
Thus, non-subjective under SubjQA does not necessarily imply factoid. In addition, classifiers trained in SubjQA do not
work well with questions that involve some sort of comparison between multiple items, since the SubjQA only involves
questions addressing single items, for which an answer could be found in a single review.

6.6 Conversational Agent: Implementation

We implemented ConvEx, a dialog system for explainable RS, which follows the finite-state approach, where the dialog
state has a fixed set of possible transitions to other states. The architecture of ConvEx corresponds to the prevailing
dialog management architecture, according to [38]. Figure 9 illustrate the components involved in the solution, namely:

Fig. 9. ConvEx component diagram, reflecting the prevailing dialogue management architecture [38].

Dialog Manager. This component is responsible for the dialog state and flow, preserving the dialog context, and
deciding on the next action to be executed by the chatbot. In turn, it involves the following components:

• Dialog State: This component allows to keep dialog context, i.e. intent and entities (hotels) addressed at each
step of the dialog, for example to be able to answer follow-up questions, in case the hotel asked is not explicitly
mentioned in current users’ question.

• Dialog Policy: The dialog management policy defines the set of valid actions that can be executed by the chatbot
given a dialog state. It is implemented in the system as a xml file, and it is depicted in figure 10. The dialog policy
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can lead to the execution of different types of actions: dialog actions (to show the user a text output, e.g. the
answer to a question, or to provide buttons to enable further user actions), and external actions (e.g. to invoke
external REST methods, e.g. to get the list of customer comments given a hotel and a feature).

Fig. 10. Dialog management policy for conversational explanations in review-based RS.

User interface. The user interface was implemented using the Python-based web framework Flask. It consists of two
sections, as depicted in Fig. 11: list of recommendations and information about each hotel is displayed (left), and the
chatbot section (right).

Rest-APIs.

• NLU: Natural language understanding module, in charge of detecting intent, and entities. This module was
trained on ConvEx-DS (see Sec. 6.4.3), for which we leveraged the language model BERT [26], and procedures
from the library NLTK [68] to identify the entities (particularly the tokenizer and the part of the sentence (POS)
tag methods).

• ExplainableRS: We extended the implementation of the RS detailed in Sec. 4, and the method in 6.2.2, by exposing
the following as REST methods: GetReply (to obtain answers to users questions), GetComments (to obtain
excerpts from customers given a hotel, a feature and a polarity), GetHotelsFeature (to obtain hotels which offers a
certain feature), GetReviews (to obtain reviews given a hotel) and GetRecommendations (to get recommendations,
given a set of preferences chosen by the user).
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Fig. 11. ConvEx user interface.

Table 4. Main differences between conditions compared in user study.

Interface Type
GUI Navigation Natural language conversation
Questions:
- Fixed (“why recommended”, “what was reported on feature”),
as hyperlinks or buttons
Answers:
- Table with 5 to 10 most relevant aspects for the user,
# of comments and % of positive and negative comments,
per aspect.
- Customer comments, filtered by aspect/features and polarity.

Questions:
User written questions, using own words.
Answers:
- Depending on detected intent (details in section 6.2.2).
Answers to subjective and why-recommended questions
involve % of positive and negative comments per aspect.
- Customer comments, filtered by aspect/features and polarity.
- Refined recommendations, for comparative and factoid questions.

Interactivity degree
High Low
- User can access arguments (customer comments), which
support explanation attempts with % of positive/negative
opinions per aspect.
- Refined recommendations (filter hotels offering a feature),
when questions are factoid (only ConvEx)

- User can not access to filtered customer comments
associated to explanations.
- nor filtering hotels offering a feature.

7 COMPARISON OF GUI NAVIGATION AND NATURAL LANGUAGE CONVERSATION INTERFACES

We conducted a user study to compare users’ perception of review-based RS providing explanations under different types
of interfaces and interactivity degrees. Thus, we evaluated users’ perception of the system in terms of the dependent
variables (DVs) transparency, effectiveness, and trust, as well as users’ assessment of the explanations in terms of
explanation quality. As independent variables (IVs) we considered the factors interface type and interactivity degree.
Possible values of IV type are: interactive GUI navigation and natural language conversation. Possible values of IV
interactivity are: high and low. The study follows a 2x2 between-subjects design, and each participant was assigned
randomly to one of four conditions (combination of degree and type, see Fig. 12). Table 4 summarizes the differences
between the conditions. As covariates we considered the scores for the user characteristics decision making style
(rational versus intuitive) and visualization familiarity.

Pu et al. [87] demonstrated causal relationships among RS evaluation constructs. They found that a positive perception
of explanation quality by the user can lead to a positive assessment of transparency, which in turn can lead to a positive
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Fig. 12. The four different interfaces used in user studyManipulation of interface type in combination with interactivity degree, in
user study. Top: natural language, bottom GUI navigation. Left: interactivity degree high, right: low.

assessment of trust. In addition, they found that a positive perception of information sufficiency (a factor considered in
our evaluation of explanation quality) can lead to a positive perception of perceived usefulness, which is related to
the definition of system effectiveness by Knijnenburg et al. [55]. Consequently, we expect a positive correlation of our
evaluated variables.

Furthermore, proponents of dialog models of explanation argue that providing explanations through a conversation
between the user and the system, in which the user can contest the system’s arguments, can facilitate user understanding
of system decisions [46, 103]. This understanding, in turn, is the basis on which the concept of transparency has
traditionally been evaluated in RS (e.g. [24, 30, 87]).

Since the natural language interface allows the user to formulate a wider range of questions, even in their own words,
compared to the GUI navigation approach, where questions are limited to a much smaller number of fixed options
represented in links and buttons, we hypothesized that:

H1: Users’ evaluation of the system is more positive when they are provided with explanations through a natural
language interface, than when provided through a GUI navigation.
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According to our proposal, explanations with a higher degree of interactivity allow users to contest the arguments of
the system in the form of aggregated opinions, allowing to review in detail customer comments that compose such
aggregation, which could facilitate the understanding of the recommendations. Thus, we hypothesized that:

H2: Users’ evaluation of the system and its explanations is more positive when explanations are provided with a
higher degree of interactivity.

Additionally, we hypothesized (in line with [55, 64]) that a number of user characteristics may moderate the effect
of interactive functionalities on the evaluation of the system and its explanations. Particularly, users with greater
visualization familiarity have a greater ability and habit of processing aggregated information through graphical formats,
such as those included in the GUI navigation condition, and users with lower visual abilities might benefit less from a
presentation based on tables or graphics [53, 92]). Thus, we hypothesized that:

H3: Users more familiar with data visualization will evaluate GUI navigation explanations more positively.
Finally, since users with a predominant rational decision-making style have a preference for evaluating information

extensively during decision making [37], as reported by [45], and facilitated by our argumentative explanation design,
we hypothesized that:

H4: Users with a predominantly rational decision style will evaluate explanations under our interactive approach
more positively than less rational decision makers.

7.1 User study

7.1.1 Questionnaires.

Evaluation. We utilized items from [55] to evaluate system effectiveness (internal reliability Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.78,
construct perceived system effectiveness, system is useful and helps the user to make better choices). We used items from
[74] to evaluate trust in the system (𝛼 = 0.80, sub-constructs trusting beliefs, user considers the system to be honest and
trusts its recommendations; and trusting intentions, user willing to share information).

To measure users’ evaluation of the RS transparency, we used own items (𝛼 = 0.86), involving the sub-constructs:
input ("what kind of data does the system learn from"), output ("what kind of output does the system give"), functionality
("how / why does the system make predictions") and interaction (what if / how to be that, "what would the system
predict if this instance changes to..."). These constructs are related to the main components of RS structure [50, 70],
and to the categories of typical user questions related to AI algorithms [61]. Items and factor loadings are reported in
Appendix B.

We used the user experience items (UXP) of [56] to address reception of explanations, which we will refer to as
explanation quality (internal consistency of the construct: 𝛼 = 0.88), comprising: confidence (explanations makes user
confident that she/he would like the recommended item), transparency (explanation makes the recommendation process
clear), satisfaction (user would enjoy a system if explanations are presented this way, -item adapted from original-), and
persuasiveness (explanations are convincing). We added an item adapted from [28] (explanations provided are sufficient
to make a decision) to evaluate explanation sufficiency.

All items were measured on a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree). In addition, the following
open-ended questions were asked: “Please provide the reasons why you chose the hotel you did. A bonus of up to
£0.3 will be paid depending on the quality of this response.”, “Please let us know about your overall opinion about the
explanations provided or how they could be improved”, and “How would you explain to a friend, in your own words,
how the system generates recommendations?”. Questionnaire items are listed in Appendix, section B.
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User characteristics. We used all the items of the decision style scale proposed by [37], which is a well-validated
instrument for rational and intuitive decision making. We used the visualization familiarity items proposed by [56] (𝛼 =
0.87). All items were measured with a 1-5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree). Questionnaire items are
listed in Appendix, section B.

7.1.2 Participants. We recruited 162 participants (82 female, mean age 29.16 and range between 18 and 66) through the
crowdsourcing platform Prolific. We restricted the task to workers in the U.S and the U.K., with an approval rate greater
than 98%. Participants were rewarded with £1.7 plus a bonus up to £0.30 depending on the quality of their response
to the question about reasons why they chose a certain hotel, set at the end of the survey, aiming to achieve a more
motivated hotel choice by participants, and encouraging effective interaction with the system. Time devoted to the task
(in minutes) was M=16.39, SD=5.06 (time of interaction with the system was M=5.98, SD= 3.48).

We applied a quality check to select participants with quality survey responses. We included attention checks in the
survey, e.g. “This is an attention check. Please click here the option ‘Disagree’”. The responses of 28 of the 190 initial
participants were discarded, on the basis of failing validation checks, suspicious response patterns (e.g. the same score
for all questions on the same page) or a very low time using RS (less than 40 seconds), for a final sample of 162 subjects,
statistical power of 0.91, 𝛼 =0.05 (power values above conventional for adequacy of .80 are considered acceptable [86];
‘a priori’ analysis was performed in G*power [32]).

7.1.3 Procedure. First, the participants answered the questionnaires on user characteristics. They were asked to report
their 5 most important aspects when looking for a hotel, sorted by importance. They were presented with instructions
on how to complete the task: 1. A list of 10 recommended hotels would be presented (as a result of a hypothetical hotel
search already performed using a RS, i.e., no search filters were offered). 2. They had to evaluate the different options
presented, come to a decision on which hotel appeals to them the most, and back in the survey, they had to indicate the
reasons for the chosen option.

They were also presented with specific instructions and screenshots on how to interact with the system and obtain
explanatory information, depending on the condition assigned (these were also included within the system as a
reminder). In the conditions with a natural language interface, a list of 9 examples of the type of questions they could
ask to the chatbot was provided. Participants were then presented with a cover story, to establish a common starting
point in terms of travel motivation (a holiday trip). The participants then used the application and filled out the system
evaluation questionnaire.

7.2 Data analysis

We assessed the effect that IVs (interactivity degree and interface type) may have on the evaluation of the system and
its explanations (DVs explanation quality, and system transparency, effectiveness and trust), and to what extent the
covariates (user characteristics: rational and the intuitive decision making styles and visualization familiarity) could
influence such evaluation.

Evaluation scores (DVs’ scores) and covariates scores for each individual were calculated as the average of the
reported values for the scale items.

Given that DVs are continuous and correlated (see Table 5), a MANCOVA analysis was performed. Subsequent
ANCOVAs were performed to test main effects of IVs and covariates, as well as the effect of interactions between them.
Q-Q plots of residuals were checked to validate the adequacy of the analysis. Regression analysis was used to evaluate
moderation effects between covariates and IVs on DVs. An additional MANCOVA analysis was performed to evaluate
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Table 5. Mean values and standard deviations of evaluation of RS, per interface type and interactivity degree (n=162), p<0.05*,
p<0.01**; values reported with a 5-Likert scale; higher mean values correspond to a positive evaluation of the RS. Pearson correlation
matrix, p<0.001 for all coefficients.

Variable Interface type Interactivity degree Correlation
Natural language GUI Navigation Low High Variable
M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4

1. Expl. Quality 3.75 0.71 3.82 0.68 3.67 0.76 3.90* 0.60 -
2. Transparency 3.62 0.54 3.63 0.52 3.50 0.59 3.74** 0.45 0.52 -
3. Effectiveness 3.91 0.69 3.88 0.62 3.81 0.70 3.98 0.61 0.64 0.53 -
4. Trust 3.87 0.57 3.79 0.47 3.75 0.55 3.91* 0.48 0.70 0.62 0.81 -

the effect of the IVs on sub-constructs of the transparency scale: input, output, functionality and interaction. Q-Q plots
of residuals were also checked to validate the adequacy of the analysis.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Quantitative evaluation.

Evaluation of RS and User Characteristics Scores. The average evaluation scores by interface type and interactivity
degree are shown in Table 5. Distributions of the scores of rational (M = 4.26, SD= 0.60) and intuitive (M = 2.87, SD=
0.73) decision making styles, and visualization familiarity (M = 2.90, SD= 1.00) are depicted in Fig. 13.

Interactivity degree. We found a significant multivariate effect of interactivity degree on system evaluation F(4,152) =
2.51, p = .044. Univariate tests revealed that degree of interactivity significantly influences the evaluation of explanation
quality F(1,155) = 4.53, p = .035, transparency F(1,155) = 9.34, p = .003, and trust F(1,155) = 3.97, p = .048. In all these
cases, the average of every variable was higher for the high condition than for low condition.

Interface type. We found no significant main effect of interface type, nor of interaction between interface type and
interactivity degree. However, we found that user traits might mediate the effect of type on system evaluation, as
explained below.

Visualization familiarity. We found a significant multivariate effect of this variable, F(4,152) = 2.47, p = .047. Univariate
tests revealed a main effect of this variable on explanation quality F(1,155) = 5.65, p = .019, and on transparency F(1,155)
= 5.95, p = .016. Here, a positive trend was observed between these variables and visualization familiarity, i.e. the higher
the visualization familiarity score, the higher the perceived explanation quality, and the transparency.

Moderation between interface type and visualization familiarity. These variables accounted for a significant amount
of variance in explanation quality, R2 = .068, F(3,158) = 3.83, p = .011. Examination of the interaction plot (Fig. 13b)
showed an enhancing effect that as visualization familiarity increased, positive perception of explanation quality under
the condition GUI navigation increased, while under the natural language condition, explanation quality remained
rather constant for different values of visualization familiarity.

Rational decision-making. We found a significant multivariate effect of this variable, F(4,152) = 4.17, p = .003. Univariate
tests revealed a main effect of this variable on explanation quality F(1,155) = 5.82, p = .017, and transparency F(1,155) =
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13.27, p < .001. Here, a positive trend was observed between these variables, i.e. the higher the rational decision-making,
the higher the perceived explanation quality, and the transparency.

Fig. 13. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles, and visualization
familiarity. b) mediation effect between visualization familiarity and interface type on explanation quality (fitted means of individual
scores). c) Effect of rational decision-making style on the evaluation of the system (fitted means of individual scores). d) Effect of
visualization familiarity on the evaluation of the system (fitted means of individual scores).

7.3.2 Quantitative evaluation (sub-constructs transparency). The average evaluation scores for every sub-construct of
the transparency scale are shown in Table 6.

Interactivity degree. We found a significant multivariate effect of interactivity degree on transparency when sub-
constructs are addressed: F(4,152) =3.10, p = .017. Univariate tests revealed that degree of interactivity significantly
influences the evaluation of input F(1,155) = 5.40, p = .021, output F(1,155) = 4.43, p = .037, functionality F(1,155) = 4.94,
p = .028, and interaction F(1,155) = 9.97, p = .002. In all these cases, the average of every variable was higher for the
high condition than for low condition.

7.3.3 Qualitative evaluation.

Comments and suggestions by participants. We analysed the answers of participants to the open ended question,
asking for opinions about the system and its explanations, and categorized the responses of participants (Fig. 14).
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Table 6. Mean values and standard deviations of evaluation of transparency sub-constructs, per interface type and interactivity
degree (n=162), p<0.05*, p<0.01**; values reported with a 5-Likert scale; higher mean values correspond to a positive evaluation of
transparency. Pearson correlation matrix, p<0.001 for all coefficients.

Variable Interface type Interactivity degree Correlation
Natural language GUI Navigation Low High Variable
M SD M SD M SD M SD 1 2 3 4

1. Input 3.67 0.67 3.70 0.66 3.57 0.67 3.80* 0.64 -
2. Output 3.77 0.68 3.84 0.65 3.70 0.73 3.91* 0.57 0.59 -
3. Functionality 3.61 0.61 3.65 0.58 3.53 0.68 3.73* 0.48 0.66 0.60 -
4. Interaction 3.41 0.83 3.22 0.84 3.12 0.79 3.51** 0.85 0.34 0.31 0.37 -

Fig. 14. a) Type of comments and suggestions by participants, about the system and its explanations, per condition. Positive comments
in green, negative comments in red (light red for less frequent comments). b) Type of information input used by the system to generate
recommendations, according to participants, top : by interface type, bottom: by interaction degree

Type of information input used for recommendations. We analysed the answers of participants to the open ended
question, asking for how they would explain to a friend how the system generated the recommendations. We categorized
the responses of participants, according to the type of information related in participants’ comments (Fig. 14).

7.4 Discussion: Comparison of GUI navigation and natural language conversation interfaces

7.4.1 Quantitative evaluation. Providing interactive explanations in RS under our proposed approach, and using both
types of interface (natural language and GUI navigation), proved to improve users’ assessment of the system, given
the predominant positive evaluation of the two tested systems and their explanations by the participants. However,
we found no significant difference in the evaluation of the two types of interfaces, unless user characteristics, such as
visualization familiarity are taken into account. Particularly, we could not confirm our H1 (users’ evaluation of the
system is more positive when they interact with an explanatory natural language interface).
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The natural language interface may entail advantages for certain users. Under this approach, however, the user must
take the initiative to formulate their own questions, which competes with a more proactive position on the part of the
system in the case of GUI navigation, where it provides a more comprehensive summary of opinions (covering a greater
number of aspects at the same time in a table), without expecting the user to inquire about specific aspects. Additionally,
visual arguments (a combination of visual and verbal information, e.g. using a table as in the GUI navigation) may have
a greater "rhetorical power potential" than verbal arguments, due (among others) to their greater immediacy (possibility
of quick processing) [9].

The above is further reinforced by our finding in relation to user characteristics, that users with greater visualization
familiarity reported a more positive evaluation of explanation quality, when explanations were provided using GUI
navigation, thus confirming ourH3. Here, the main design feature that seems to play a significant role in this difference,
is the display of a global evaluation of customer opinions, referencing a wider range of aspects (up to 10) in a single table.
Such display contrasts to the natural language approach, in which aggregations of opinions were indicated only up to
two aspects (following the principle of brevity suggested by [79], answers should be provided as concisely as possible).
Also, such type of answers were only provided under the intent types assessment subjective and why-recommended, and
detail overall (no aspect in particular is asked), this latter only representing the 12% of the users’ utterances (Fig. 8).
Thus, the natural language approach focuses on answering specific user questions, but at the same time involves a
shortcoming: it makes more difficult to users to have a look at aspects that may not be of their greatest interest, but
may be decisive in making a final decision, especially if they have customer reports that were not so favorable.

Using a graphical user interface can result in shorter times to access the required information. Additionally, explaining
recommendations by means of GUI navigation implies an advantage over the natural language interface, since, as in
the case of direct-manipulation style interfaces [33], they can provide "consistent and concrete representations of data,
operations and system states" [11], as well as clear options suggesting what the user can do next. On the other hand,
using natural language interfaces might increase the users’ expectations in regard to what a CA can actually perform
[48]. The above can, however, be mitigated by a continuing use of the application, as well as presenting new users with
examples on how to interact with the CA, as well as the type of questions the user can ask [48], guidelines we followed
in our user study. The above contributed, in our opinion, to the predominantly positive evaluation we observed in the
natural language condition.

Our results show that higher degree of interactivity has a significantly positive effect on users’ evaluation of the
system, independent of the type of interface, particularly in terms of system transparency and trust, as well as of
explanation quality, compared to explanations with a lower degree of interactivity, thus confirming our H2. The above
in turn confirms the suitability of our proposal for explanations as interactive argumentation, inspired by dialog models
of explanation, which enables users to question initial explanation attempts provided by the system, in particular the
aggregate representation of positive and negative customer opinions. Here, active control and two-way as addressed in
our proposal (in both natural language and GUI navigation interfaces) seem to play a role in the observed effect, namely:
active control, as users can exert control over the argumentative content to be displayed by the system; two-way
communication, as users can inform the system which statements require further backing, and which features are of
momentary relevance to them, thus contributing to a better understanding of explanations, as sustained by dialog
models of explanation [46, 103]. We note, however, that despite the significant multivariate effect of interactivity degree,
and the higher mean reported for effectiveness under the high degree, this observed effect was not significant. We
believe this might be due to, despite providing more information under the high degree condition, and in line with some
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participants’ comments, more detailed information was still needed to make a final decision, especially concerning very
specific factoid questions.

The use and perceived benefit of interaction options might be influenced by individual differences, as discussed by
[64]. We found that the way people process information when making decisions play a significant role in the evaluation
of explanations as natural language conversation, as also reported in [45] for GUI navigation. In particular, we found
that a more rational decision-making style influences significantly the evaluation of the system and its explanations.
Here, we observed that participants who reported higher rational decision making scores reported significantly higher
scores on transparency and explanation quality, independent of the interface type or interaction degree, thus confirming
our H4. The above could be explained by the propensity of people with a predominant rational decision-making style,
to search for information and evaluate alternatives exhaustively [37], which is facilitated by our approach. This suggests
that interactive review-based explanations seem to benefit more the users who tend to evaluate information thoroughly
when making decisions, compared to users who use a more shallow information-seeking process.

7.4.2 Qualitative evaluation. When analyzing the comments reported by users regarding their perception and sugges-
tions for improving the system, we found, in line with the quantitative evaluation, that more positive comments were
reported for the conditions under the high degree of interactivity than for the low degree. Here, most of the negative
comments reported by participants refer to the lack of additional details: 1) under the low interactivity condition, a lack
of access to customer comments supporting the explanations, and 2) under the natural language interface condition, the
lack of specific details in answers to factoid questions (such as, for example, type of menu offered in hotel’s restaurant,
or distance to the beach).

In relation to the open-ended question, in which participants were asked to indicate how they would explain to a
someone else how the system generates recommendations, we noted an overall fair understanding of what kind of
information the system uses to generate recommendations, that is, the participants’ responses mostly reflected the
input used, rather than specific details about the algorithm, for which our explanations do not provide details. On one
hand, the number of responses mentioning that the system uses hotel reviews and ratings is very similar across the
conditions. On the other hand, a salient difference can be observed in comments referring to preferences as a base
for recommendations, in particular between different interface types. Here, participants under the GUI navigation
condition reported much more comments indicating that recommendations were based on their own preferences.

The above seems to be the effect of showing explanations using a list view of preferred aspects and aggregated
customer opinions, within the same table, while in the natural language case, the responses indicating that recommen-
dations are based on preferences are only provided for questions that do not address an aspect in particular (around
12% of asked questions), e.g. Q: “Why does Hotel Amelia have the highest rating?” A: “Because the most important
aspects for you were commented positively, 90% about room and 69% about location”. However, the lack of awareness
of preferences used as input of recommendations might be mitigated by users being aware that recommendations are
generated based on their queries. That is, in the natural language condition, the understanding that recommendations
can be refined as a result of the conversation seems fostered. The above seems even more pronounced under the natural
language condition with a high degree of interactivity, where in addition to a simple exchange of textual questions
and answers, additional options are offered, for example, to refine the recommendations given a certain aspect or
feature. This qualitative finding is also consistent with the significant difference observed in the scores reported for the
interaction sub-construct of the transparency scale, i.e., the user can better identify what actions to take and what to
change to obtain better recommendations, in the case of explanations with a high degree of interactivity.
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Finally, only a low number of comments indicated that they did not know how the system generated the recom-
mendations (4 comments, all under low degree of interactivity), or others (9 comments pointing to general hotel info,
or its price), or indicated reasons that had nothing to do with the actual functioning of the system (only 1 comment
related to system using preferences information from 3rd parties), which suggests that our interactive approach to
explanations contributes to a great extent to the understanding of the information that the system uses to generate its
recommendations.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We discussed in Sec. 3 a scheme for explanations as interactive argumentation in review-based RS, inspired by dialog
explanation models and formal argument schemes, that allows users to go from aggregated customer opinions to
detailed extracts of individual reviews, in order to facilitate a better understanding of the claims made by the RS. We
found that providing interactive explanations in RS based on the proposed scheme proved to be an effective means
for improving users’ evaluation of the system, both in the GUI navigation and natural language conversation variants
of the RS implemented. We found, however, that users with greater visualization familiarity reported a more positive
perception of explanation quality, when explanations were provided through GUI navigation.

We also found that providing a higher degree of interactivity in explanations contributed to a more positive evaluation
of transparency and trust in the system, independent of the interactive interface type. We furthermore found that
individual differences in terms of user characteristics (e.g. decision-making style, and visualization familiarity) may
lead to differences in the evaluation of the proposed implementation.

Based on our findings concerning language-based conversational explanations, we conclude that our proposal of a
dimension-based intention model is a valid approach to represent user queries in the context of explanatory RS. By
providing ConvEx-DS, a data set annotated based on this model, we also hope to contribute to the development of
future dialog systems that support conversational explanations in RS.

8.1 Practical implications

Our findings lead to the following practical implications:

• Providing explanations resembling a conversation between user and system and user can contribute to a better
evaluation of RS. This conversation can be enabled either through traditional web browsing options, or through
a natural language conversation, allowing the user to indicate their explanation needs using their own words,
using for example, a conversational agent.

• Providing both a global view of opinions and actual customer comments, which can be filtered by aspects or
specific features at will, can positively impact the perception of the transparency of the system, while avoiding
overwhelming users with irrelevant information in a single step.

• We suggest providing options for the user to choose between their preferred visualization and navigation style,
i.e. GUI navigation or a chatbot-style conversation, rather than simply offering one or the other.

8.2 Limitations and future work

Despite our motivating results, it is important to note the limitations imposed by the discussed proposal. First, our
approach involves providing excerpts of customer reviews as backing for aggregation-type explanations, filtered by
aspect and sentiment. However, we did not implement methods for sorting customer comments according to their
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helpfulness or argumentative quality. Thus, we plan in the future to integrate techniques that will allow us to take
the quality of comments into account, as well as to evaluate their effect, both on the accuracy of recommendation
prediction and on the evaluation of the system by end-users.

Furthermore, our proposal has been specifically applied to the hotel domain. However, we suppose that our approach
will generalize properly to domains related to experience goods [82], where the search for information during decision
making relies heavily on word-of-mouth [54, 83], as is the case, for example, for restaurants. Thus, in future work we
will evaluate the use of our explanation scheme in domains other than hotel, as well as the validity of our intention
model, and the usefulness of ConvEx-DS.

In regard to our conversational approach. addressing intent detection as a text classification problem by means of an
intent classification model, allows to provide answers that approximate the information need expressed by the user.
However, the approach is insufficient when dealing with questions that are too specific, particularly in regard to factoid
questions. Consequently, the development of a conversational agent with explanatory purposes in RS should not only
rely on the underlying RS algorithm, customer reviews or hotels metadata (as in our developed system), but should also
integrate further sources of information, e.g. external location services, in order to provide specific details, such as
surroundings, distances to places of interest or transport means, in case these are not found in customer reviews or
metadata.

Furthermore, as reported in Sec. 7, participants under the natural language condition acknowledged that the system
refined the recommendations as a result of the conversation with the system. However, the system was not designed as
a critiquing RS as such, where users can directly express their preferences by modifying features of recommended items.
In particular, the dialog policy designed as the basis of the ConvEx system focused on the support of the explanation
process, rather than on the elicitation of preferences. Therefore, we plan in the future to evaluate and implement a
system that blends the functionality of critiquing systems with that of conversational explanations to improve user
experience.

Finally, conversations in ConvEx are based on a dialog manager that falls into the handcrafted category of dialog
management approaches, where the state and policy are defined as a set of rules defined by developers and domain
experts. While suitable for our proposed dialog policy, and for testing our hypothesis in Sec. 7, more flexible approaches
would be needed to extend the policy for supporting preference elicitation as well as a broader range of user goals
such as item search, customer service or booking. End-to-end neural network approaches seem promising for this
purpose, as they allow for a more dynamic modeling of possible dialogues with different goals (as proposed by [65]), an
alternative that we consider exploring in the future.
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A CONVEX-DS COLLECTION AND ANNOTATION ARTIFACTS

A.1 WoOz pre-study

We used elaborated the following scheme (Fig. 15), as the guideline for the wizard (Section 6.1), aiming to portray a
structured conversation similar across participants.

A.2 Corpus collection: Annotation guidelines

Figures 16,17 and 18 depict the guidelines presented to the annotators for the process of annotating the corpus described
in Section 6.2.

B USER EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES

Tables 7 and 8 show the questionnaire items used in the user study reported in section 7.
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Fig. 15. Wizard guideline for conversational explanations used in WoOz experiment (Section 6.1), as reported in [43]. Blue boxes
represent utterances by the system, green boxes the utterances by users.

Fig. 16. Annotation guideline, dimension comparison.
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Fig. 17. Annotation guideline, dimension assessment.

Fig. 18. Annotation guideline, dimension detail.
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Table 7. Item questions used in user study reported in Sec. 7

Code Question Analisys Variable Reference
AI03 What are the 5 most important aspects for you when looking for a hotel? sort_aspects
UT02_01 I prefer to gather all the necessary information before committing to a decision. UT_rational [37]
UT02_02 I thoroughly evaluate decision alternatives before making a final choice. UT_rational [37]

UT02_03 In decision making, I take time to contemplate the pros/cons or risks/benefits
of a situation. UT_rational [37]

UT02_04 Investigating the facts is an important part of my decision-making process. UT_rational [37]
UT02_05 I weigh a number of different factors when making decisions. UT_rational [37]
UT02_06 When making decisions, I rely mainly on my gut feelings. UT_intuitive [37]
UT02_07 My initial hunch about decisions is generally what I follow. UT_intuitive [37]
UT02_08 I make decisions based on intuition. UT_intuitive [37]
UT02_09 I rely on my first impressions when making decisions. UT_intuitive [37]
UT02_10 I weigh feelings more than analysis in making decisions. UT_intuitive [37]
UT02_18 I am competent when it comes to graphing and tabulating data. UT_visual_fam [56]
UT02_19 I frequently tabulate data with computer software. UT_visual_fam [56]
UT02_20 I have graphed a lot of data in the past. UT_visual_fam [56]
UT02_21 I frequently analyze data visualizations. UT_visual_fam [56]
EE02_06 I would recommend the system to others. sys_effectiveness [55]
EE02_07 I could make better decisions with the help of the system. sys_effectiveness [55]
EE02_08 The recommender is useful. sys_effectiveness [55]
EE02_10 I believe that the recommender would act in my best interest. sys_trust [74]
EE02_11 I would characterize recommender as honest. sys_trust [74]

EE02_12 Recommender is competent and effective in providing hotel
recommendations. sys_trust [74]

EE02_13 I would feel comfortable depending on the information provided by
recommender. sys_trust [74]

EE02_14 I would want to use recommender again. sys_trust [74]

EE02_15 I would confidently book a hotel based on recommendation I was given by
recommender. sys_trust [74]

EE02_16 I would be willing to share the specifics of my preferences when looking for a
hotel to the recommender. sys_trust [74]

EE05_04 The explanations make me confident that I would like the hotel I chose. expl_quality
(expl_confidence) [56]

EE05_05 The explanations make the recommendation process clear to me. expl_quality
(expl_transparency) [56]

EE05_06 I would enjoy using a recommender system if it presented explanations in
this way.

expl_quality
(expl_satisfaction) [56]

EE05_08 Explanations were convincing. expl_quality
(expl_persuasiveness) [56]

EE05_20 The explanations provided sufficient information to make my decision. expl_quality
(expl_sufficiency) [28]

EE03_01 Please let us know about your overall opinion about the explanations provided or
how they could be improved: comments

HC03_01 Please provide the reasons why you chose the hotel you did. reasons
EE07_01 How would you explain to a friend, in your own words, how the system generates recommendations?. explain_to_someone

Table 8. Factor loadings of questionnaire items to evaluate perception of RS transparency, used in user study reported in Sec. 7

Constructs Code Items Estimate Stand. Error Z p Stand. Estimate

Input
EE02_22 It was clear to me what kind of data the system uses to generate recommendations. 0.589 0.069 8.5 < .001 0.653
EE02_23 I understood what data was used by the system to infer my preferences. 0.641 0.065 9.93 < .001 0.746
EE02_24 I understood which item characteristics were considered to generate recommendations. 0.425 0.059 7.22 < .001 0.567

Output
EE02_25 I understood why the items were recommended to me. 0.497 0.070 7.11 < .001 0.612
EE02_26 I understood why the system determined that the recommended items would suit me. 0.466 0.067 6.93 < .001 0.593
EE02_27 I can tell how well the recommendations match my preferences. 0.504 0.069 7.29 < .001 0.573

Functionality

EE02_28 The system provided information to understand why the items were recommended. 0.459 0.075 6.12 < .001 0.502
EE02_29 The system provided information about how the quality of the items was determined. 0.506 0.073 6.92 < .001 0.549
EE02_30 The system provided information about how my preferences were inferred. 0.475 0.068 6.98 < .001 0.550
EE02_31 The system provided information about how well the recommendations match my preferences. 0.519 0.065 8.01 < .001 0.616
EE02_32 I understood how the quality of the items was determined by the system. 0.542 0.057 9.56 < .001 0.709

Interaction EE02_33 I know what actions to perform in the system so that it generates better recommendations 0.918 0.130 7.08 < .001 0.935
EE02_34 I know what needs to be changed in order to get better recommendations 0.513 0.094 5.44 < .001 0.543
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